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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development of a spatial
decision~support and management system to be used for
improved coastal and harbor management. The design combines
two separate systems, one is the use of Global Positioning
Systems (GPS) , and the other is the use of a Geographic
Information System (GIS) (ARCVIEW II). This pilot project
specifically examined the use of GPS and GIS to identify,
map, and monitor individual mooring buoys in one
recreational harbor in Narragansett, Rhode Island.
GPS was used for collection of positional information
and was compared to one traditional marine positioning
device, Loran-C, and the variations between each method are
discussed. Explanations on both the advantages and
disadvantages of each technology for final incorporation and
use as a harbor management tool are also offered. The
combination of GPS and GIS is an efficient means for
assessing, monitoring and regulating individual mooring
buoys at the municipal level. The proposed geographical
management system could also be useful for other coastal
communities that are trying to develop more comprehensive
and workable strategies for managing complex coastal
environments. Similarly, this project may prove to be
beneficial for both state and federal agencies with an
interest in coastal resources.
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This paper outlines recommendations offered to
strengthen the link between the planning process and harbor
management objectives. These guidelines include dealing
with multi-use conflicts that involve recreational,
commercial and environmental interests in coastal and harbor
resources. The application of GPS surveying techniques
combined with GIS is an accurate, reliable and relatively
inexpensive way to maintain and improve data efforts in a
dynamic coastal environment. These combined tools are a
promising response to coastal resource use challenges. The
adoption of the use of accurate spatially referenced data
can provide a more coordinated and uniform manner to deal
with a diverse array of coastal zone uses.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
As expanding and different water uses grow, it is
critical that the process of coastal area management
planning further a more functional and efficient way to
promote the prot~ction and wise use of our precious and
diminishing coastal resources. Natural resource managers
are continually being challenged with developing effective,
comprehensive and workable strategies for managing complex
coastal environments.
Increased coastal land and water pressures generally
stem from elevated coastal development, growth in
recreational boating and associated activities, and other
uses of the natural coastal margin resources. The increased
demand for the natural resources of the Rhode Island
coastline, and in particular, the demand for protected areas
along the coastline, have contributed to their
deterioration. Evidence of the overall degradation of
coastal resources is observed in declining water quality,
closure of shellfish beds, and the lessening of public
access possibilities (Pogue 1994) .
The deterioration of coastal resources, and the
expanding population pressures makes the development of
coastal area planning criteria very difficult. The
management of states' coastlines is a difficult process
because it includes both multi-jurisdictional and multiuse
problems that further complicates a resolution of these
conflicts. Comprehensive coastal area management plans are
an excellent means for determining use conflicts and for
helping in administrative and regulatory decision-making
considerations. In Rhode Island there is explicit
literature available that describes the inter-relationships
of coastal and estuarine systems with local and state
management programs. Such supporting information can be
found in documents produced by the Rhode Island Coastal
Resources Management Council (CRMC). The CRMC, the state
agency with coastal zone management responsibility, has
addressed the administration of coastal and estuarine
systems through Special Area Management Plans (SAMP) for the
Narrow River shared by the Towns of North Kingstown, South
Kingstown, and Narragansett (R.I. CRMC 1986). Other SAMPs
have been created for the Salt Pond Regions of Rhode Island
(R.I. CRMC 1984). Additionally, in their Coastal Resources
Management Program, the CRMC details Municipal Harbor
Regulations in Section 300, In Tidal and Coastal Pond
Waters, on Shoreline Features and Their Contiguous Areas
(Olsen and Seavey 1991) .
In general, the concept of a Harbor Management Plan is
an attempt by a coastal community to comprehensively address
an abundance of diverse and often conflicting uses occurring
within its waterways and waterbodies, and contiguous land
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areas. In Rhode Island, according to the CRMC's "Guidelines
for the Development of Municipal Harbor Management Plans",
such plans must consider and address the following issues:
Recreational and commercial boating; recreational and
commercial fisheries; fish and shellfish resources;
conservation of natural resources; areas subject to high
velocity waters; water dependent uses; water quality
standards; recreational uses other than boating and fishing;
water dependent educational uses; public access; contiguous
land uses; and the rights and privileges of citizens of the
State to use and enjoy the natural resources of the State
with due regard for the preservation of their values (R.I.
CRMC 1988) .
Other necessary components of these plans include the
location and distribution of seasonal moorings and
anchorages, the location of marine pump-out facilities, and
any other boundaries for the designation of pierhead,
bulkhead and harbor lines delimiting the seaward limit of
coastal development (Ibid.).
More recently, other issues have been incorporated into
harbor management plans including storm preparedness,
boating safety, coastal resource education, and methods to
reduce multiuse conflicts.
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Problem Statement
Land and water "comprehensive" plans simply cannot be
regarded as separate and independent activities. Any
management plan will only become really effective when
implementation occurs. Implementation of comprehensive
harbor plans is necessary if communities are to evade both
wasteful and uncoordinated allocation and/or development of
resources (Smith 1979). To promote such objectives, it is
important that federal, state and townwide policies
coordinate to strengthen the link between both the planning
process and management. The progression of the
implementation of comprehensive harbor plans may encourage
local governments to pay more attention to the stated
planning policies and recommendations (Burby and Dalton
1993) .
Presently, harbor management plans do not have to
correspond to Comprehensive Land Use plans. Implementation
of either may be both inconsistent and contradictory with
one another. Other problems relating to the administration
of harbor management plans are not hard to find. At Harbor
Commission meetings, Harbor Masters will not always have
reliable records as to number of registered/paid-
for/inspected moorings, and the "on the water" records do
not always correspond to the "town" records. Problems
relating to the accuracy of mooring field delineations are
referenced by CRMC in their document, "Management
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Procedures: Siting Mooring Fields" (R.I. CRMC 1989). The
Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC) permits the use
of LORAN-C to delineate mooring field boundaries, yet,
simultaneously recognizes that other water use conflicts may
occur due to the inaccuracy of this navigational tool
(Ibid.) .
Models that have been developed relating to the siting
of individual moorings, density requirements, and other
harbor management variables are frequently based on best
estimates and the limited data available at the time. For
example, the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), Region I, in determining no-discharge area standards,
has estimated that, "in general, a range of one pump-out
facility per 300-600 boats with holding tanks (Type III MSD)
should be sufficient to meet the demand for pump-out
services in most harbor areas" (US EPA 1991). However, in
many harbors it is very difficult to determine how many
boats actually have holding tanks. From a water quality
perspective, the suitability of this application is
questionable. Furthermore, the National Shellfish
Sanitation Program (NSSP) uses another model to assess the
potential pollution impact for the evaluation and
classification of shellfish growing waters (US FDA 1989) .
This application considers such factors as the number of
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boats in a marina (or mooring area), the number of people on
them, and the availability and use of pumpout facilities
( Ibid. ) .
Another model created to address harbor management
variables sought to develop the arrangement of individual
moorings based on spatial efficiency using Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) in Jamestown, Rhode Island
(Christerson 1992). Christerson's study suggested that a
model based on a spatial analysis of geomorphological,
hydrodynamic and mooring based variables would result in a
more efficient arrangement of moorings (Ibid.). Christerson
also supported the idea of using GIS for broader
applications in harbor and mooring management, including the
ability to identify possible water use conflicts (Ibid.).
Christerson also suggested that although the accuracy of the
individual moorings was uncertain, a higher degree of
accuracy was not critical for the development of the spatial
model (Ibid.).
However, when interpreting spatially represented data,
it has been well documented that data are only as good as
their accuracy. Numerous articles have been written
specifically on spatial error probabilities with GIS
including operator error, inherent error, positional error
and accuracy (August et al. 1990; Goodchild 1993b; Kemp
1993). This is further elaborated upon by Goodchild,
recognizing that undesirable decisions can be made on the
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basis of poor data (Goodchild 1993b). The cost of data
collection are directly related to accuracy, which in turn
determines the compromises that must be made.
Although there are drawbacks to new technologies, the
recent developments in GIS, particularly in environmental
applications are increasing at a tremendous rate. Numerous
projects have implemented GIS technologies for protection,
planning, contaminant loading and loss/gain assessment
studies of wetlands (Belokon 1993; Barras et al. 1993;
Bourgeois et al. 1993). Other studies have focused on the
use of GIS for assessing indirect impacts and permitting
activities in the coastal zone, and on the management of a
state's fisheries (Dunlap and Porter 1993; Haddad et al.
1993). Furthermore, environmental modeling has increasingly
been incorporated with GIS, and is expanding rapidly.
Hydrological modeling applications allow the representation
and analysis of flowing water that is depicted using both
the land surface and subsurface (Maidment 1993). Modeling
is a much more intricate process that involves many
different kinds of data in both time and space and are
generally manipulated in a more dynamic way compared to
conventional GIS applications (Nyerges 1993) .
Another developing technology is Global Positioning
System (GPS) that is increasingly being integrated with GIS
environmental applications. GPS is based on a constellation
of 24 satellites and can accurately locate positions in
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three dimensions (Hurn 1989). The use of this promising
technology is accelerating and has initiated a radical
change for in-the-field data collection methodologies
(August et al. 1994). One of the benefits provided by GPS
data collection are its accuracy compared to other
electronic positioning aids (Gilbert 1994a). GPS
technologies and managers and planners using them are
expanding at an unimaginable rate. However, there are many
factors that influence the accuracy of positional
information. This technology is currently in a transitional
stage with improvements becoming increasingly available.
While such developments may make planning and management
somewhat difficult, these technologies should be viewed as
an opportunity for further develo~ment. Most recently, the
combination of GIS and GPS has been integrated in both local
and statewide environmental applications. One pilot project
was developed to support data collection for New York's
master habitat data bank by using differentially corrected
GPS and integrating the collected data into a statewide GIS
(McGarigle 1994) .
The need to advance local harbor decision making
processes suggests that expanding technologies such as GPS
and GIS can be used together for improved and more informed
management procedures and practices. One factor to help
validate the development of GPS use for harbor management
applications is to determine if GPS is an appropriate
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technology to use in siting individual moorings. The
comparison of collected positions using differentially
corrected GPS, undifferentially corrected GPS, and Loran-C
would also help to determine if GPS is more appropriate as a
harbor management tool than the traditional hyperbolic
positioning system.
This study proposed using two distinct technologies.
The first is a traditional hyperbolic positioning system
Loran-C, and the other, a more recent positioning technology
(GPS) and GPS with differential correction. These
technologies were used to collect the mooring positions that
will be compared to determine if there is a difference in
the collected positions. The positional information was
tested using statistical analysis to determine if there were
a significant difference between each group of data. All
data collected were integrated into a GIS database.
Explanations on both the advantages and disadvantages of
each technology for incorporation and use as a harbor
management tool will be offered.
Hypotheses:
It is hypothesized that the difference between the
positional information collected with a Loran-C unit and
that of a GPS with differential correction as applied to the
location of moorings will be statistically significant.
It is further hypothesized that the mean deviation of
differential GPS will be less than the mean deviation of
Loran-C.
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Scope of the Study
Mooring management and siting of moorings has quickly
become one of the primary difficulties of harbor management
planning. This study proposes to analyze the difference in
the positional information collected from a Loran-C and a
GPS unit with differential correction for the moorings
located in one mooring field in Narragansett, Rhode Island.
This study also proposes to move beyond Christerson's study
by developing what is anticipated to be a more precise
mooring management system.
The design of this study involves the collection of
mooring positions through two separate electronic
positioning tools, Loran-C and GPS. A second objective of
this project is the development of a corresponding harbor
management database system. Data points for one mooring
field of approximately 80 moorings will be collected using
differentially corrected GPS and will be entered into a GIS
database. The objectives of this study will be accomplished
by first establishing the difference in the positional
information collected using GPS with differential correction
and Loran-C measurements (August et al. 1994). Secondly,
this study involves the development of a GIS database
integrating the mooring data positions using ARC/INFO, and
ARC/VIEW II software (ARC/INFO 1990; ARC/VIEW II 1995) A
further objective will be to develop a positional database
that can be integrated with the Town of Narragansett's
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municipal administrative database (ADMINS) that contains
pertinent information relating to individual moorings. The
aim here is to standardize mooring management
administration, and eventually to incorporate other harbor
resource variables. The development of the GIS database is
proposed to satisfy town requirements for mooring
management, and to demonstrate the ability to provide the
information necessary to meet the water quality objectives
of the State of Rhode Island. This objective conforms with
one of the organizational objectives of the Narragansett
Harbor Management Plan.
One primary concern with the development of a
successful GIS system for the implementation of the
Narragansett Harbor Management Plan is the necessity to
continually evaluate the "end-user" needs. Due to the
multi-jurisdictional nature of harbor areas, not only are
the residents and community of Narragansett affected,
residents of other states, the State of Rhode Island, and
federal government are also involved.
Study Area
Narragansett is a coastal town in Rhode Island that is
considered part of "South County," which is the colloquial
nuance for Washington County. Narragansett abuts both North
Kingstown and South Kingstown. It is approximately 14
square miles in size, and Point Judith Pond forms much of
11
Narragansett's western town boundary (see Figure 1) (Town of
Narragansett 1994). Point Judith Pond is also known as the
"Salt Pond, and is one of nine coastal lagoons located along
the southern shore of Rhode Island. It has been designated
as an Outstanding Natural Resource Water (ONRW) by the Rhode
Island Department of Environmental Management (DEM) , with
the entire pond having a water quality class of II SAil that is
designated by DEM for conservation areas (please refer to
Table 1) (R. I. DEM 1995) . It is a shallow estuarine
embayment, with an average depth of six feet and a salinity
of 28 ppt (R.I. CRMC 1984). Point Judith Pond has a
perimeter of 20 miles and covers approximately 1530 acres
(Town of Narragansett 1994). It is approximately four miles
long and in certain areas measures over a mile in width (See
Figure 2) (Ibid.). A channel leading to a 5 acre anchorage
at the head (the most northern tip) of the pond was dug in
the 1950's (Town of Narragansett 1994). At present, there
are approximately 300 moorings in the Town of Narragansett,
and the majority of these that are located within a
designated mooring field are in the upper portion of the
pond.
The most northern portion of Point Judith Pond, often
referred to as the Upper Pond is the location of the study
area. The entire pond is subject to semidiurnal tidal
action, however the Upper Pond has very limited flushing due
to the weakened currents (R.I. CRMC 1984). As it is not
12
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greatly affected by the tides, the sand deposits are also
limited. The bottom sediments in this northern part of the
pond consist of mostly organic material and the water is
also more turbid than that of the lower pond (Ibid.). The
main freshwater flow into the Upper Pond is from the
Saugatucket River that passes through a Wakefield, a densely
populated area of South Kingstown, carrying with it a
variety of contaminants (CRC 1989). Furthermore, the dense
development along the pond, combined with the increase of
septic system use has also contributed to the higher organic
loads and to the overall deterioration of the natural
resources in the Upper Pond. Due to the limited tidal
flushing, contaminated inputs, and increased residential
density along the Upper Pond, this area is extremely
susceptible to pollution.
There are several important reasons why the Upper Pond
was chosen as the study area. First, it has the largest
designated mooring area in Narragansett. Secondly, there
has recently been a problem of finding "illegal" moorings.
Furthermore, during the last few years there has been a
waiting list of people that are interested in obtaining a
mooring. The Narragansett Harbor Commission is also
interested in obtaining a "more accurate depiction" of the
mooring areas, and other uses that are occurring on Point
IS
Judith Pond. Finally, Narragansett has a newly established
GIS system, with data that were made available for this
project.
Overall Methodology
Field data were collected using two GPS receivers
supplied by Trimble Navigation, Ltd. and a Loran-C receiver.
Differential correction was applied both in-the-field and
through post-processing to one set of the collected GPS
positions. The boat with the above equipment was borrowed
from Save the Bay, with on-board Loran-C as standard
navigational equipment, and the Narragansett Bay Baykeeper
as the boat driver. Data points were simultaneously
collected with a traditional navigational tool, Loran-C.
Representatives from Trimble Navigation, Ltd. expedited
the methodology used for GPS data acquisition by introducing
appropriate survey planning methods, and through in-the-
field training. In order to reduce positional inaccuracies
of collected GPS data, proper survey planning can help to
determine both poor satellite geometry and potential
reflection of satellite signals (August et al. 1994) When
using GPS, survey planning involves defining the
availability, status, and number of satellites as well as
their geometric positions. Consideration during data
collection was also given to weather conditions, tides, and
to the potential reflection of GPS signals.
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The statistical Matched Pair t Test was run on the
positional data collected from each GPS receiver and
the Loran-C receiver. This was accomplished to determine if
there was a significant difference in the positional
information collected.
Assumptions
1) This project is not designed as a complete harbor
management planning tool. It is, however, designed as a
pilot project with the intention of demonstrating that the
developed database is a relevant decision making tool for
harbor management.
2) This study recognizes that not all of the stated
implementation goals of the Narragansett Harbor Management
Plan are feasible using GIS. There are several
implementation goals that will not be addressed in this
study including:
* review and recommend modifications to the Harbor
Management Plan
* establish a partnership with Watershed Watch, etc.
* initiate a boating safety education program
* monitor the National Marine Fisheries Management
Program.
This is not to say that some of these goals could be
addressed using GIS, only that this study did not include
them.
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Significance of the Study
Harbor management planning has become a more
contentious issue due to the rising demand of coastal
resources by competing and often conflicting users of these
resources. This dilemma has led to the suggestion that
increased efficiency in the implementation of harbor
management, and more specifically in mooring management can
be achieved through the use of a GIS. The various use
pressures on the coast have increased the demand for better
management tools. Tools, such as GIS are likely to
encourage better management procedures and practices (Haddad
et al. 1993). Used as a tool for environmental decision-
making, GIS may help coastal resource managers resolve use
issues and conflicts in an efficient and effective manner.
As Christerson described, other conflicts that could be more
effectively managed using GIS include water recreational
uses that are potentially competitive, such as sailboarding,
jet-skiing, scuba diving, swimming, and aquaculture
(Christerson 1992). The sharing of coastal resources
against the growing and potentially competitive user groups
will likely be more comprehensively addressed using the
overlay analysis capabilities of a GIS. The use of GIS as a
decision-making tool can conceivably help resolve conflicts
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at the local level, and may also help achieve coastal
resource use requirements at both the state and federal
level.
Theoretically, the use of GIS as a decision-making and
administrative tool for harbor management plan
implementation could help resolve some of the user conflicts
that now affect this and similar coastal areas. Developing
an approach to mooring management that effectively utilizes
information and manages data will serve as a long-term goal
of the Narragansett Harbor Management Plan. The ability to
record more accurate and detailed information, and the
potential to satisfy both state and federal requirements
suggests the prospect of standardizing this approach for
mooring management in other coastal towns that are
struggling with the same conflicts.
Organization of this Thesis
The main objectives of this study involve the
collection of mooring positions using two separate
electronic positioning technologies, Loran-C and GPS.
Statistical analyses will determine if there was a
significant difference in the positional data collected
using the different technologies (i.e., GPS, Loran-C, and
DGPS). A second object of this project is the development
of a corresponding harbor management database system. This
study illustrates the integration of GPS and GIS using
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PFINDER (the GPS software), ARC/INFO, and ARC/VIEW II
software to integrate the collected positional data into a
harbor management database for one designated mooring field
in Narragansett, RI (Trimble Navigation 1992cj ARC/INFO
1990j ARC/VIEW II 1995).
One intention of this project is to demonstrate the
efficiency of this technology with the stated planning
policies of the Narragansett Harbor Management Plan.
Concurrently, this study will demonstrate that more
effective harbor management administration may be achieved
through the developed GIS database.
This thesis has been organized into seven chapters.
Chapter II is an overview of harbor management in Rhode
Island. It addresses the extent that each level of
government regulates and/or manages through laws and
regulations, the coastal and harbor resources. Emphasis is
given to the local level (i.e., particularly the Town of
Narragansett), and includes municipalities' ability to
effectively deal with the variety of state and federal
mandates.
In order to describe the various technologies used,
their strengths and weaknesses, and potential integration
with contemporary technologies, the following three chapters
(III, IV and V) have been dedicated toward this end.
Chapter III describes the traditional hyperbolic navigation
system used in this project, Loran-C. Discussion focuses on
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Loran-C receiver operations, accuracy considerations,
potential error sources, current Loran-C applications, and
its comparison with GPS. Chapter IV describes GPS, and
includes a technological review similar to that done with
Loran-C in Chapter III. This chapter outlines several
different environmental and coastal applications, and
includes information on the integration of GPS with GIS.
Chapter V provides a brief history and definition of GIS,
and its general capabilities. Particular emphasis is given
to the use of GIS in Rhode Island, and the different
computer platforms used for this project as well as the
integration of compatible technologies. The relevance of
the increased GIS use for marine applications, its use in
the public sector, and issues relating to data quality and
accuracy are also addressed. Chapter VI describes the
methodology used for the current study and includes a
description of the pilot project, the equipment and software
used, and the importance of preplanning. This section also
describes the data protocol standards and data collection
efforts, data conversion and the statistical procedures that
were applied. Chapter VII describes the results of the data
analysis, and includes a variety of tables demonstrating the
results of various statistical analyses and control measures
that were employed. Chapter VIII discusses the significance
of the results of the study. It further addresses each of
the technologies used and makes recommendations from
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previous studies and from the current results. It further
draws conclusions from the analysis and makes
recommendations regarding the future use and integration of
these technologies in harbor and coastal resource
management. Ultimately, Chapter IX focuses on the
significance of the proposed management system for coastal
and harbor management, and briefly discusses the advancement
of future applications.
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CHAPTER II
HARBOR MANAGEMENT
I. INTRODUCTION
The management of Rhode Island's coastline can be a
complicated process because it includes both multi-
jurisdictional and multiuse problems. The State,
municipalities, and the federal government all share
regulatory authority for activates in harbor areas.
Typically, the regulatory process is developed by each level
of government to enhance the protection of coastal
resources, and to prevent interference in public navigation
lanes and anchorage areas (Marine Law Institute 1988).
The federal government is principally involved through
the Army Corps of Engineers (COE) , the U.S. Coast Guard
(USCG), and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
Additionally, states with federally approved Coastal Zone
Management Programs (CZMP) have jurisdictional authority
over the management of coastal and harbor resources.
By federal delegation, in Rhode Island the agency with
primary jurisdiction over harbor and coastal resources (both
living and non-living), is the Coastal Resources Management
Council (CRMC) , and the Department of Environmental
Management (DEM) has jurisdiction over water quality and the
management of the living resources of the state's waters
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(R.I. CRMC 1988). In conjunction with the DEM, the Rhode
Island Marine Fisheries Council (RIMFC) also has authority
over the fish, shellfish and other biological resources of
the coastal waters (R.I.G.L. 20-1-2). While these state and
federal entities all exert some form of authority over
coastal and harbor resources, in reality, much of the
responsibility of harbor management lies with local
municipalities. Rhode Island communities have some
regulatory control over the tidal waters within their
boundaries, based on the authority of the General Laws of
Rhode Island, Chapter 4 of Title 46 (Harbors and Harbor
lines) (R.I.G.L. 46-4).
Currently, the State of Rhode Island requires that each
coastal community develop a local harbor management program.
A harbor program is to be designed to foster the
preservation of coastal resources, and allow sustainable
developmental growth. Forming such a harbor management
program is a very complicated, technical, and political
process (Hershman ed. 1988). This is further complicated
because it deals with a finite resource, one that is being
increasingly used and developed.
Knowledge of and balance between water-use issues is
necessary to satisfy the objectives of the many different
user groups, and to help form supporting policies and better
management practices for the future of our waterbodies and
coastal resources (Ibid.). Stream-lining the harbor
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management structure, including the ability to obtain more
accurate information are fundamental for ensuring that a
balance between the growing variety of water uses and
environmental issues are both addressed and accounted for.
This is important, particularly when one of the largest and
fastest growing water-uses is recreational boating. With it
comes a variety of issues and potential conflicts that need
to be properly addressed. Only through more comprehensive,
consistent and coordinated management will the future of the
waterbodies, waterfronts, and coastal resources of Rhode
Island be predictably protected.
This section is designed as an introduction and
overview of harbor management policies and practices within
the State of Rhode Island, including a discussion on the
project location, the Town of Narragansett, R.I. Discussion
focuses on the extent that each of the federal, state and
local authorities play respective roles in the management of
coastal and harbor resources. Commentary is offered on
several of the management specifications and regulations
that are initiated by a variety of governmental agencies.
Particular emphasis is given to the variety of requirements
and guidelines that agencies request from local harbor
management programs, with attention given to areas most
pertinent to the current study.
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II. HARBOR MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW
Rapid development and population pressures have led to
increased concerns about water quality, fisheries, and other
issues related to the coastal resources of Rhode Island.
Increased land pressures have shifted to growing water
pressures. This can be readily witnessed during the summer
months with a considerable number of water activities
occurring in near shore coastal areas. Generally, these
pressures have contributed to a decrease in public access
opportunities, deterioration of water quality, and the
overall degradation of coastal resources (Pogue 1994) As
the variety of water uses have grown, the number of
conflicts occurring between different users have also
increased. The surge of water uses including, recreational
boating, jetskiing, paragliding, aquaculture projects, and
other recreational and commercial activities have raised
concerns over the wise and equitable use of coastal
resources. Conflicts between differing uses is most
prevalent in the protected and nearshore areas of Rhode
Island's coast, and have become the center of much attention
in the last several years. Harbor planning and management
is a means for communities to work towards the proper
allocation of coastal resources, to anticipate future
requirements, and to institute better management programs
for harbors and waterways. Harbor management is a
reasonable vehicle for local municipalities to advocate more
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efficient administration and management of coastal resource
use, and to lessen potential user conflicts.
Although harbor management planning is a relatively new
concept, New England has been in the forefront of
implementing this process. Moreover, within New England,
Rhode Island has clearly been a leader in the establishment
of harbor management plans (see bibliography for listing of
several adopted harbor management plans). However, as
harbor management is a relatively new and evolving field, it
has not been able to keep up with the rapidly changing
water-based uses. Traditional management schemes for harbor
areas have not been able to adequately deal with the variety
of multiple-use conflicts, overcrowding and pollution
related problems (Ibid.). Consequently, current harbor
management strategies are in need of improvement.
The approach to harbor management policies and
practices requires that compromises are made between various
objectives and uses in order to resolve multiple-use
problems. Many multiuse planning issues that have become
part of the "wet" planning process focus on water quality,
shoreline development, natural resources (i.e., harvesting
of shellfish/ finfish), public rights-of-way,
commercial/recreational conflicts, navigation and boating
safety, moorings, slips and docks, and conservation and
landuse (State of Maine 1989). Increasingly, municipalities
are acknowledging that while certain recreational water-
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based activities are expanding at an incredible rate, other
uses are being compromised, and conflicts are becoming
problematic.
As competition for harbor resources has increased, the
ability to allocate these finite resources has become more
complex and controversial. Adding to these difficulties are
some of the legal concepts which seek to balance the public
use and enjoyment of coastal resources and private
development interests. Another dilemma in developing
comprehensive harbor policies relates to the lack of
coordination (and/or cooperation) between the variety of
governmental institutions. Additionally, municipalities'
have the real II local II knowledge, and through their
jurisdiction must implement local ordinances and management
plans. However, harbor planning is not always supported at
the local level, and the administrative and management
responsibilities of coastal communities can be difficult to
determine. Frequently, few individuals at the municipal
level actually know (or can easily find) information
relating to harbor management or the administration of the
program. Moreover, agencies at the state and federal level
generally have limited knowledge of what type of management
or administration is actually occurring at various local
harbors, and often rely on an accurate depiction from the
local municipality.
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Much of the local communities' responsibility is to
ensure that harbor management policies and practices comply
with each agency's regulation and/or policy requirements.
Yet, it can be an arduous task for municipalities to ensure
that this is achieved, particularly if there is inadequate
coordination and/or consistency between the various state
and federal authorities. For any local planning efforts, an
extremely important factor is consistency in the
administration, management, and realization of harbor
policies, and this will generally lend to a more accurate
representation of the uses. Without consistent and
responsible efforts, public safety, the cleanliness of
waterbodies, and contributions to the town's revenues will
not take place.
However, as with any planning effort, the true test is
through the implementation of the policies set forth within
that document. Implementation of harbor management elements
often requires procedures and policies dealing with mooring
administration and management, shoreline inventories,
stormwater management policies, storm mitigation efforts,
educational activities, and the assessment of future public
access sites. The professed goals and responsibilities
adopted in a harbor plan are typically shared between
various local departments or commissions.
Frequently, much of this responsibility becomes the
obligation of the local volunteer Harbor Management
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Commission. Implementation requires resources which are
seldom adequate. The harbor master also has management
responsibilities that s(he) mayor may not be able to
realistically achieve. For example, in large harbor areas
with a variety of management requirements, limited staffing
efforts are clearly not sufficient. As this person (or
persons) serves as the main "contact'l for the many users, it
is imperative that s(he) be given adequate training and the
necessary tools to achieve the harbor management objectives.
Additionally, local planning departments frequently serve as
catalysts to various aspects of harbor management
implementation.
Harbor Management Planning in Rhode Island
Municipalities are struggling financially, and while
many of them recognize the importance of coastal resources,
the management resources are limited. Due to the
accelerated development rate during the 1980's small
recreation harbors have seen enormous pressures (Pogue
1994). Coastal communities are expanding, and so are water
based activities. This is readily apparent during the
summer months. The growth in the number of docks, moorings
and small recreation craft exemplifies distinct water based
pressures. It has been reported that between 1960 and 1988,
recreational boating tripled in Rhode Island (Willis 1988)
Moreover, it has been estimated that over one fourth of
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Rhode Islanders regularly went motorboating and more than 20
percent regularly sailed (R.I. DOP 1992). It is, however,
important to note that coastal resources are unique, and
that not all coastal communities are impacted by increasing
recreational boating issues.
Every waterfront community has different coastal
resources, existing uses, and goals for its waterfront, as
well as a distinctive political character. A primary
consideration in determining harbor resource management
policies and goals is recognizing that coastal resource
areas are unique, and that each serves different biological,
chemical, and physical functions. Development of a plan to
guide harbor practices and policies should contain an
inventory of those resources and existing uses, and a study
of the conditions and issues of the coastal areas. In
short, planning for the harbor should be based on the same
principles governing the Comprehensive Landuse Plan. The
capacity of the water to support the diverse and expanding
water-based uses also needs to be addressed. It is
necessary for communities to take into consideration
competitive and conflicting water uses, and water dependent
uses. At some point, municipalities may need to decide when
and if additional standards and policies are required to
protect one type of water use from displacement by other
types of water uses (Marine Law Institute 1988). After
researching and addressing these and other related issues
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within a "comprehensive" harbor plan, the real task is to
convert the policies and goals into a workable, enforceable,
consistent, and legal planning and management program
(Ingrum 1988). Many coastal communities in Rhode Island
simply do not have the administrative or management tools
necessary to appropriately allocate the uses of harbor
resources.
To date, only ten out of the 21 coastal communities in
Rhode Island have final and approved harbor management
plans. These communities include: Barrington, Charlestown,
East Greenwich, East Providence, Jamestown, Little Compton,
South Kingstown, Tiverton, Warren, and Warwick (Willis,
pers. comm. 1995). Each of these towns/cities have gone
through the initial planning process where the Harbor
Management Plan (HMP) is first developed and approved at the
local level. The HMP is then passed on to the Coastal
Resources Management Council (CRMC), who then provides the
Department of Environmental Management (DEM), and the
Division of Planning (DOP) and the Army Corps of Engineers
(COE) for comments. The COE is the only federal agency
required to review the Plan for consistency with the
principles of the freedom of navigation and of the placement
of structures within navigable waters. The Coastal
Resources Management Council (CRMC) reviews the individual
harbor management plans for consistency with the "Guidelines
for the Development of Municipal Harbor Management Plans",
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and other appropriate plans. This includes all applicable
policies and requirements of the Rhode Island Coastal
Resources Management Plan (CRMP) and existing Special Area
Management Plans (SAMP) (R.I. CRMC 1988, R.I. CRMC 1986;
R.I. CRMC 1994). The Department of Environmental Management
(DEM) reviews and comments on any proposed activities that
may require a water quality certification (particularly
mooring fields), and for potential impacts on biological
resources. The Division of Planning (DOP) reviews and
comments on consistency with municipal comprehensive land
use plans and the "State Guide Plan" (R.1. CRMC 1988). Any
significant discrepancies that are determined during this
review process will require the plan to be returned to the
municipality or city for further revision. After all agency
assessments are completed, the CRMC votes to approve or
reject the plan.
Although all ten of the above noted communities have
completed this process and have approved plans, each plan is
being implemented differently. This is influenced by the
social, political and physical characteristics of each
community. The monitoring of harbor management by the CRMC
is in the request of a yearly updated harbor management
account. Most frequently a limited mooring and vessel
report is provided by individual municipalities (Willis,
pers. comm. 1995). Other aspects of harbor management such
as public access and storm preparedness have not been
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thoroughly addressed. The implementation of these and other
aspects of final Plans remains undetermined.
In general, the harbor management planning process is
designed to view natural resources from a water based
perspective, and to take the functional requirements of a
waterbody and waterfront into account (Ingrum 1988). The
inter-relationships between various water-uses needs to be
planned for in harbor management. This is a brief and
general description of some of the factors that need to be
addressed in developing harbor plans. For Rhode Island
communities, the issues that are most frequently considered
have been thoroughly addressed in the CRMC's document,
"Guidelines for the Development of Municipal Harbor
Management Plans" (R.I. CRMC 1988). This document is
currently being revised by CRMC. Some of the projected
recommendations are contained within CRMC's Section. 309
Strategy (revised December, 1993). This document and the
proposed revisions to the "Guidelines" should be reviewed
for information on current State policy directions.
III. FEDERAL JURISDICTION
Harbor management is connected by all three levels of
government, each of which exercise some form of jurisdiction
over the interests and issues associated with coastal and
harbor waters (Hershman, ed. 1988). There are several
federal agencies that handle various harbor management
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issues through different regulatory requirements, and at
various administration levels. Ultimately, the Office of
Ocean and Coastal Resource Management (OCRM), a branch under
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
is the agency that administers the federal Coastal Zone
Management Program (CZMP) and evaluates individual state
programs. The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972
provided for coastal states to develop their own Coastal
Zone Management Programs subject to federal approval.
In 1978, Rhode Island was among the first of the New
England states to implement a federally approved state CZMP
(Marine Law Institute 1988). The State's role and
regulatory authority with regard to harbor management will
be discussed under the State Authority section.
Within this section, the Army Corps of Engineers
(COE), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are the agencies with a
potential interest in harbor management. Their respective
roles will be briefly addressed. Following this, a short
discussion will examine both the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG),
and U.S. Fish & Wildlife (USF&W), who are involved with
navigational requirements and living coastal resources.
Army Corps of Engineers (COE)
Historically, the greatest limit to wharfing out was
the navigational servitude, where regulated activities into
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channel and harbor areas were based upon impacts and
obstruction to navigation (Ibid.). However, after 1970, a
major change in policy occurred, and the caE's
jurisdictional authority was dramatically broadened (Nixon
1984). After the passage of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments (FWPCA) in 1972, the term "navigable
waters" was redefined as "waters of the United States" and
in 1977, Congress authorized the title of this Act to be
shortened (and most commonly cited) to the "Clean Water Act"
(CWA) (Kalo 1990; 33 USC Sec. 162(7)).
Through its civil works program in which all federally
authorized and maintained navigation channels and anchorages
are managed, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (CaE) has a
significant impact on local waterfront development (Marine
Law Institute 1988). The federal governments' right to
regulate navigation on navigable waterways is governed by
the "navigational servitude". Any activities that change or
restrain the course, condition, position, or capacity of a
navigable water is also under the authority of the caE
(Ibid.) .
Through its regulatory permitting program, the
construction of structures and discharge of fill in coastal
waters, and work in coastal wetlands are managed (Kalo
1990). The dredging of privately maintained channels,
basins and anchorages as well as other flood/erosion control
structures are also regulated under this program (Ibid.).
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Under the authority of Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 1899, and Section 404 of the CWA, the COE requires
permits for the construction of structures (including piers,
bulkheads, permanent mooring structures, or any other
obstacle) below the mean high water mark in navigable waters
(R.I. CRMC 1988).
Under the Nationwide Permit (NWP) Program Regulations,
the COE has authority to regulate mooring buoys (section 10)
within the navigable waters of the states (33 CPR, Part
330). Other projects that may affect local harbor
management practices and/or procedures under the NWP program
include: any modifications to existing marinas; shellfish
seeding; aids to navigation; minor dredging projects; bank
stabilization and discharges to waters of the United States
(Ibid. ) .
Of importance for harbor management is that the COE
requires municipal harbor management plans to be consistent
with the Corps' interest in navigable waters. This
requirement ensures that local harbor management plans are
consistent with the Corps' responsibility to undertake
"public interest reviews II , and to ensure the ability to
navigate, and to maintain unobstructed access to harbor
channels (R.I. CRMC 1988).
The COE is primarily concerned with the navigational
and safety aspects of mooring placement within any waterway.
Included in this responsibility the COE also maintains all
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Federal Navigation Projects (FNP) including channels and
anchorages created at the expense of the public (US COE
1991b). Generally, all proposed structures must be placed
outside of these projects. Under the revised (1991)
"Guidelines for the Placement of Fixed and Floating
Structures in Navigable waters of the U.S.," the COE
maintains that for a project proposed within 200' of a FNP,
"the applicant shall determine and show the state plane
coordinates for the extreme lateral limits of his project"
(Ibid.). Moreover, the COE will allow the state or local
government to place structures within a Federal Anchorage
area, provided that access to such structures (including
moorings) are available, and are open-to-all (citizens of
the United States) on an equal basis (Ibid.). Additionally,
the COE maintains that the boundary of a designated mooring
field shall be defined, "by a polygonal area whose angle
points are defined by coordinates, to within 10 feet, in the
applicable state plane coordinate system, and by a maximum
number of moorings authorized within it" (Ibid.). Further
information regarding the equation the COE recommends to
properly determine a "maximum" number of moorings allowed
within a single mooring field, and the COE Definition of
Open-to-AII on Equal terms can be found in this revised
document.
Essentially, these revised guidelines are an effort to
moderate increasingly intense coastal development pressures,
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and to ensure that "safe" navigation is maintained on the
Nation's waterways. This is also an attempt to mitigate and
perhaps to diminish water-based user-conflicts. The COE
clearly recognizes the likelihood of overcrowding our
Nation's waterways that could cause significant problems.
Needless-to-say, neither the State of Rhode Island, nor
the majority of coastal municipalities currently have
accurate or reliable data which define mooring boundaries.
The specifications contained within the revised guidelines
relating to both the boundary delineation, and the
determination of an acceptable number of moorings are
directly tied to the accurate and dependable administration
and management of harbor waters.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Although activities covered under section 404 of the
CWA are shared between the COE and the EPA, EPA has the
right to conduct programmatic reviews of the 404 programs
administered by individual states (33 CFR, Part 330). The
EPA is in charge of promulgating and implementing the
regulatory programs that pertain to the CWA (40 CFR Parts
110 et al.). EPA does not playa specific regulatory role
in harbor management planning and implementation. However,
through its enforcement powers to protect water quality
(under the CWA) , it plays an essential underlying role in
harbor management. At the State level, the Rhode Island
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Department of Environmental Management (DEM) is the agency
in charge of implementing the regulations pertaining to the
CWA, and will be further addressed in this chapter.
Of significance here is Rhode Island's interest in the
Federal "No Discharge Area" Designation which the EPA has
the authority to approve under section 312 (f) (3) and (f)
(4) of the CWA (US EPA 1992). Presently, the Great Salt
Pond in New Shoreham (Block Island) is the only federally
designated "No Discharge Area" in Rhode Island. This
designation enables state enforcement officials (or
authorized local enforcement officials including, harbor
masters, police, etc.) to impose penalties and collect fines
for violations of federal standards (Ibid.).
In order to apply for this designation there must be at
least one pumpout station for every 300 to 600 boats. The
number of vessels per pumpout is based on the type of
vessels in the harbor. If most vessels are considered
"transient", the number of vessels per pump out is less
compared to harbors catering to predominately local boats.
Currently, the State of Rhode Island is seeking a "No
Discharge Area Designation" for all of Narragansett Bay, and
will require approximately three more pumpout stations
before the Bay is eligible for this designation (Migliore,
pers. cornrn. 1995). When all of the facilities are
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installed, Narragansett Bay would be one of
an exceptional group of large estuaries in the U.S. to
initially achieve this designation (Ibid.).
u.s. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
The FDA is the federal agency which determines whether
water quality standards are being met in shellfish growing
areas. This is because of possible chemical and biological
contamination associated with marina facilities. Under the
FDA, the National Shellfish Sanitation Program (NSSP)
program has been adopted by the Interstate Shellfish
Sanitation Conference (ISSC) for the evaluation and
classification of shellfish growing waters both in and
around docks, marinas or other mooring areas (US FDA 1989)
Any area of water used as a marina (or even adjacent to a
marina) may impact the growing areas for harvestable
shellfish. Due to potential health risks associated with
the discharge of untreated waste, the FDA's guidelines are
rather conservative and require that each mooring area (and
closure of that area) be considered individually.
According to the most recent NSSP Manual, all marina
areas will be classified as prohibited, conditionally
restricted or conditionally approved regarding the
harvesting of shellfish (US FDA 1993). The NSSP guidelines
attempt to address the specific characteristics of a
particular marina or mooring area. For waters adjacent to
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marinas the classification for harvesting shellfish is more
complicated. For waters adjacent to marinas where
harvesting of shellfish is concerned, a dilution analysis
must be determined. To accomplish this requires the
incorporation of several different considerations including:
the occupancy rate of the marina; an assumed rate of boats
that will discharge untreated waste and an occupancy rate of
2 persons per boat (including an accepted fecal coliform
contribution per person per day) (Ibid.). Much of the data
that are required for this analysis can be supported through
surveys done during peak summer/boating weekends, and can
easily be incorporated into a mooring/harbor management
database. This information is directly tied to the proper
administration and management of both living and non-living
harbor resources.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
The USCG is not directly involved with harbor
management. It does, however have a direct influence
concerning the safety of harbors and harbor area approaches,
as well as providing navigational aids in or adjacent to
harbors (14 USC 81). This capacity is clarified further in
Chapter Four. Moreover, under section 312(b) (1) of the
CWA, the USCG was directed to promulgate regulations
regarding Marine Sanitation Devices (MSD) (acceptable for
boats 65 feet or less in length). These are published in 33
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CFR Part 159. The USCG also maintains all of the
Certificates of Documentation (Form CG-1280), however, this
"federal" Documentation is optional for recreational vessels
(Maloney 1987). For the State of Rhode Island, the DEM,
Division of Licensing maintains the state boating registry.
This certificate requires both a yearly fee, an application
number, registration decal number, owner information, and
other, limited boat information. The corresponding USCG
Certificate of Documentation includes the same fee and a
more detailed description of the documented vessel (i.e.,
length, beam, draft, year built, type of vessel; vessel's
model serial number) (Migliore, pers. comm. 1995; Maloney
1987). Moreover, there is an area on the Certificate of
Documentation for information on where a vessel is
principally moored, or its "home port". More accurate
information relative to the positioning of documented
vessels (currently included in the documentation that both
the USCG and the R.I. DEM, Division of Licensing maintain)
would be useful if it were more accessible to federal,
state, and local agencies.
u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
The FWS is not directly involved with harbor
management. It lS, however, in charge of implementing the
Clean Vessel Act of 1992; and in establishing the guidelines
for the Clean Vessel Act Grant Program, by providing funding
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for pumpout and dump stations (50 CFR Part 85). This
program has been designed to help eliminate recreational
boat sewage, and is intended to significantly improve water
quality. This program targets waters that are most likely
to be affected by vessel discharged waste. The requirements
for waters designated by the EPA as "No Discharge Areas"
must simultaneously meet the technical requirements for the
Clean Vessel Act Grant Program.
One FWS requirement is that the location of all pumpout
stations be reported in state plane coordinate values
(Ibid.). Furthermore, proper administrative information
including the location and current uses of harbor waters are
important to include in an application for the Clean Vessel
Act Grant. More reliable information relating to the
numbers, types and locations of vessels will clearly support
such an application.
IV. STATE JURISDICTION
This section briefly discusses the specific authority
that the State of Rhode Island has over its submerged lands
and coastal resources. It distinguishes how different
regulatory programs relate to coastal resources and how they
are carried out by the Coastal Resources Management Council
(CRMC), and the Department of Environmental Management
(DEM). The jurisdiction over living marine resources is
shared by DEM, Division of Fish, Wildlife, and Estuarine
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Resources, and the Rhode Island Marine Fisheries Council
(RIMPC). It is also noted that other agencies including,
the Rhode Island Department of Transportation (DOT) and the
Department of Health (DOH) play relatively minor roles in
harbor management planning. However, as they do not pertain
to the current project they will not be further addressed.
Overall State Authority
The coastal zone, submerged lands, and tidal waters are
owned by the State of Rhode Island and held in trust for the
public. These resources are subject to the public trust
doctrine, defining the extent of public ownership of lands
beneath 'navigable waters', and includes those lands subject
to the ebb and flow of the tide (Marine Law Institute 1988;
R.I. CRMC 1988). In Rhode Island's coastal zone, the
boundary between the State's authority over publicly owned
submerged lands and private lands is the mean high water
mark (Marine Law Institute 1988).
Additionally, the State of Rhode Island has the legal
authority to protect the public health, safety, and general
welfare of its citizens, commonly referred to as the police
power. The police power is an enormous source of
governmental authority, and it is important because the
primary limitation of this power is that laws enacted must
be reasonably related to the public health, safety, and
welfare (Ibid.).
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The Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC)
The State of Rhode Island created and established the
Coastal Resources Management Council in 1971 (Olsen and
Seavey 1990). CRMC's mandate is to "preserve, protect,
develop and where possible, restore the coastal resources of
the state ... through comprehensive and coordinated long-range
planning and management II (R.I.G.L. 46-23-1). CRMC's main
goals are carried out through Chapter 23 of Title 46 of the
Rhode Island General Laws and include: planning for
appropriate uses of coastal resources; developing
regulations to implement coastal management plans; issuing
permits for activities in the coastal zone; and serving as a
coordinator of actions involving local, state, regional and
federal agencies and private interests (Brilliant 1990).
Through this regulatory management agency, the Rhode
Island Coastal Resources Management Program (CRMP) was
developed and adopted in 1978. The State of Rhode Island,
therefore, has the authority to assert jurisdiction over the
submerged lands, tidal waters, shoreline areas and natural
resources of the State. The intention of the CRMP is to
promote a complete land and water management program for all
development in the coastal areas of Rhode Island. Due to
changing developmental issues and increased environmental
concerns, the CRMP was substantially revised in both 1983
and 1990 (Boyd, pers. comm. 1995). There are six defined
categories of water use classifications within the CRMP.
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These categories are directly linked to the characteristics
of the shoreline, since activities on adjacent shorelands
are the principal determinants influencing the water uses
and qualities of each area specified (R.I. CRMC 1990; R.I.
CRMC 1988). The six water use classifications are outlined
in Table 1.
Table 1
R.I. CRMC and R.I. DEM Salt Water Classifications
R. I. CRMC TIDAL AND R.I. DEM WATER QUALITY
COASTAL POND WATERS CLASSIFICATIONS
(SEA WATER)
TYPE I: Conservation CLASS SA: Bathing,
Areas shellfish harvesting,
fish & wildlife habitat
TYPE II: Low-Intensity CLASS SB: shellfish
Use I harvest after depuration,
bathing, other contact
recreation, fish &
wildlife habitat
~
TYPE III: High-Intensity CLASS SC: boating and
Boating other secondary contact
recreational activities,
industrial cooling,
good aesthetic value
TYPE IV: Multipurpose I
Waters
TYPE V: Commercial and
Recreational Harbors
TYPE VI: Industrial
Waterfronts and
Commercial Navigational
Channels
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State Efforts at Harbor Management Planning
In 1983, under Chapter 23 of Title 46 of the General
Laws of Rhode Island, CRMC was granted expanded authority to
develop and implement harbor management plan. Policies were
then established aimed at directing coastal municipalities
to create and implement harbor management plans. CRMC's
harbor management authority was to balance water user
demands, and to help shorten the review process for CRMC
project permits (Brilliant 1990).
Following the 1983 amendments to Rhode Island's CRMP,
CRMC notified all coastal towns that changes to existing
harbor regulations or the enactment of new harbor and
waterfront regulations now required CRMC assent in
accordance with section 300.15 of the CRMP (Watters, pers.
comm. 1993). This section was added to ensure that
municipal decisions were consistent and compatible with both
the overriding state and federal programs (Pogue 1994).
Most coastal towns did not respond and the shortage of staff
at CRMC made it difficult to ensure compliance (Watters,
pers. comm. 1993). The history corresponding to the
development and promotion of local harbor management
planning in Rhode Island is an interesting chronicle, and is
adequately discussed in several of the documents referenced
within this section.
Needless to say, since 1985, the State has sought to
offer both direction and technical advice on issues related
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to local harbor management plans. In 1988, the CRMC
produced and sent to all coastal communities, the,
"Guidelines for the Development of Municipal Harbor
Management Plans" (R.I. CRMC 1988). The CRMC recognized
several common issues for coastal municipalities, and
identified essential factors to address in harbor management
plans. These include: 1) water quality 2) public access
to the shore 3) enforcement of waterfront and wateruse rules
and regulations 4) water-dependent uses 5) location and
distribution of seasonal moorings and anchorages 6) growth
of non-traditional water-dependent uses (ie. recreational
boating) and, 7) rights of waterfront owners (Brillat 1990;
R.I CRMC 1988). Obviously, the importance and complexity of
each of these issues varies from town to town, as each
town's political structure, will and resources are
different. Furthermore, regardless of a municipalities'
jurisdiction over vessels or mooring siting, all actions
must remain consistent with the State CRMP (R.I. CRMC 1988).
Current State policy requires each coastal town to
develop and implement a harbor management plan, yet there
are several complications affecting this program (Ibid.).
The intent of municipal harbor management for coastal and
harbor areas was to include the formation of policies and
programs to help reduce multiple-use conflicts (Pogue 1994)
However, this is not being consistently achieved as problems
with fragmented and inconsistent harbor management practices
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clearly demonstrates the need for Rhode Island to develop a
more comprehensive, compatible and integrated harbor
management program. Review of CRMC's Section 309 Strategy
describes several of the problems that are currently being
addressed.
Problems with the State Program
The State's interest in harbor management planning is
to decrease the negative impacts on coastal resources from
the pressures derived from the cumulative impacts of growth
and development. The lack of consistent and comprehensive
harbor management planning certainly has the potential for
detrimental impacts to the States' interest in its coastal
resources. While this interest has been beneficial, there
is room for improvement, including the need to define more
appropriate and standardized harbor management practices and
procedures.
There are several categories within the State
"Guidelines" for harbor administration and management
(particularly in regard to moorings) that would benefit from
more appropriate management and standardized administration.
One example of a current CRMC requirement is that only the
boundaries of established mooring areas, navigational
channels, and relevant setback or buffer areas be shown in
the Rhode Island State Plane Coordinate System, on a chart
stamped by a registered engineer or land surveyor (R.I. CRMC
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1988). However, the CRMC also requests a yearly report from
each coastal municipality regarding the number of permitted
moorings. Although not strictly under their authority, the
CRMC has not recognized the overall benefit of more reliable
and accurate information (i.e., the number and location of
each mooring in every designated mooring field) .
Furthermore, in the CRMC's guiding document on informational
requirements relating to siting mooring areas, there are
three potential methods of providing the necessary
information 1) use of LORAN-C; 2) use of Global Positioning
System (GPS), and 3) use of a registered land surveyor,
professional engineer or architect (Ibid.)
Each of these methods have problems. The CRMC
recognizes that although acceptable, Loran-C's inaccuracy
may lend to major conflicts when siting other uses or
setbacks near designated mooring fields (Ibid.). In fact,
Loran-C's positional integrity is so poor that mooring
fields may appear to overlap other delineated water uses or
may even be "on land".
GPS on the other hand, has much higher accuracy and
integrity capabilities. However, the cost, user knowledge
and capability, and the unwillingness by coastal communities
to incorporate this developing technology has deterred its
use for siting mooring fields. However, in 1993, CRMC
initiated an experimental program using GPS (with the help
of the Environmental Data Center (EDC) at the University of
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Rhode Island) to delineate mooring fields in both
Charlestown and Narragansett. This program integrated the
GPS coordinates (taken from Ninigret Pond in Charlestown)
with the Geographic Information System (GIS) located at the
EDC, and produced a digital map showing a more accurate
representation of the mooring boundary (Watters, pers. comm.
1993). It was also suggested that this technology could be
used throughout the state to help determine best management
practices for harbor resources (Ibid.).
Finally, the more traditional method of delineating
mooring boundaries, as required by the CRMC, involves using
a registered land surveyor, engineer, or architect (R.I.
CRMC 1989). This technique involves traditional surveying
procedures, where the coordinates of the boundary for each
mooring field must be shown on a "stamped" map. This method
gives a "static" picture of a mooring boundary, and although
useful for general knowledge of the mooring perimeter, it
can be rather costly for towns to fulfill this requirement.
Furthermore, when boundaries change or new mooring areas are
added, or other water use areas and setbacks are stipulated,
costs increase. As a planning, administrative, and
management tool the traditional "fixed" map does not serve
well in a dynamic environment where a variety of factors are
continuously changing. The CRMC's specifications could
easily be strengthened by using more reliable and accurate
administrative and management tools.
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The Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management
(OEM)
As previously mentioned, DEM is primarily responsible
for implementing the requirements of the CWA as well as
managing the living resources of the State's waters, and in
governing both federal and state land acquisition and open
space programs (R.I. CRMC 1988). The Rhode Island Marine
Fisheries Council (RIMFC) together with DEM has authority
over the fishery and shellfishery resources in the marine
waters of the State (R.I.G.L. 20-1-2).
Water Quality
Pursuant to Chapters 46-12, 42-17.1 and 42-35 of the
General Laws of Rhode Island, and in accordance with Section
303 of the CWA, DEM promulgates Water Quality Regulations
(R.I. DEM 1995) These regulations include classifications
and standards that are intended to protect and improve the
quality of state waterbodies, specifically where they may be
threatened or impaired by pollutant discharges (R.I. CRMC
1988). To administer its authority under the CWA, the DEM's
Division of Water Resources recently proposed new water
quality regulations and standards. DEM assigned water
quality standards by setting limits on the types of
permitting activities. These standards are intended to
enhance the quality of water by preventing further
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degradation, and to simultaneously serve the purposes of the
CWA. Water quality standards are defined by the most
sensitive uses that the particular water quality
classification is intended to achieve and protect (R.I. DEM
1995). The R.I. DEM's current salt water classifications
are presented in Table 1.
The water quality regulations specifically address
concentrations of vessels that might be found in a "marina"
(defined as any "dock, pier, mooring, wharf, float or
combination of such facilities that may accommodate more
than four vessels" ) or mooring area, as a likely source of
pollution (Ibid.). The regulations also explicitly prohibit
unpermitted discharges of pollutants into the waters of the
state. Furthermore, no new discharges will be permitted
into Class SA waters (all of Point Judith Pond) or for
waters that have achieved Class SA quality (R.I. DEM 1995)
Moreover, because Point Judith Pond is designated as an
Outstanding Natural Resource Water (ONRW), the State cannot
allow any measurable degradation of the existing water
quality (Ibid.). This is commonly understood as a anti-
degradation clause as it permits no changes in water
classifications due to a proposed activity within or
adjacent to those waters.
For purposes of harbor management, any proposed
activity must demonstrate that there will be no measurable
impact to the water quality of the ONRW. DEM addresses
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municipal harbor management plans by reviewing them for all
applicable elements of water quality certification.
Living Resources
DEM's Division of Fish and Wildlife, in conjunction
with the Rhode Island Marine Fisheries Council (RIMFC) have
concurrent jurisdiction, and an interest in any proposal
which may impact living resources (ie., shellfish/finfish)
(R.I. CRMC 1988). They cooperatively manage the fin and
shellfisheries of the state, regulate both commercial and
recreational fisheries, establish and protect shellfish
management areas and oversee shellfish propagation and
transplanting efforts (R.I. CRMC 1995).
In determining possible impacts to the shellfish
resources of the state, DEM uses the U.S. FDA's National
Shellfish Sanitation Program's (NSSP) criteria for the
evaluation and classification of shellfish growing areas in
mooring areas and marinas, and around docks (US FDA 1989) .
This is to ensure that both specific standards are met in
areas where shellfish grow, and to confirm compliance with
the federal public health requirements. These standards are
used to determine the potential impacts from marina
facilities and mooring areas on the shellfish resources due
to the possible chemical and biological contamination
associated with them.
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An activity that meets these requirements is certified
through the issuance of a Section 401 Water Quality
Certification (WQC). The CRMC requires WQCs only for
applicable elements of a harbor management plan (ie.,
mooring fields), and this must be achieved prior to CRMC
giving final approval.
More reliable, detailed and accurate management and
administration of harbor resources, can help the state
comply with the CWA, and assist in more appropriately
determining possible impacts to shellfish and/or fishery
resources.
Rhode Island Division of Planning (DOP)
Under the Rhode Island Department of Administration,
the DOP serves a less direct role in harbor management.
However, the DOP receives all draft harbor management plans
and comments on them. The DOP's function is to ensure
consistency with the municipal Comprehensive Land Use Plan
and its conformance with the "State Guide Plan". The
recommendations of the Section 309 Strategy include the
development of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to
improve coordination and consistency among agencies and
municipalities regarding both land and water planning
efforts (R.I. CRMC 1993).
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v. LOCAL JURISDICTION
Local decisions can result in major impacts. When
making decisions, municipal officials must be familiar with,
and understand relevant state and federal laws, particularly
if statutes set limitations on local control (Marine Law
Institute 1988). Since each coastal community is unique, it
is important that local officials make their own judgement
as to what goals and objectives are most appropriate for the
protection and use of the coastal resources within their
jurisdiction.
History of Local Jurisdiction
Traditionally, the limit of local planning and
authority has been the mean high water mark for most coastal
states. Any planning and management activities seaward of
the mean high water mark has typically been done under the
direction of a harbormaster. Such management has generally
involved anchorage and mooring placement, the rules
regarding boating operations, and the security of the safe
movement of vessels in harbor waters (R.I CRMC 1988).
Rhode Island communities have definite powers that
affect the regulation of the tidal waters within their
boundaries. This authority appears in Chapter 4 of Title
46, of the General Laws of Rhode Island (Harbors and Harbor
lines). Generally, these power are granted through passing
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ordinances and appointing local officials to serve as
harbormasters, and involve:
1) the management of vessel operation in harbor
waters
2) the management of moorings and anchorages
3) the regulation of activities such as water skiing,
scuba and skin diving, regattas and marine parades
(R.I. CRMC 1988).
Yet, competing uses for harbor resources has been
steadily increasing, and the ability to allocate these
resources has become more difficult. Furthermore, there has
been no clear direction on how local harbors should be
managed, nor has there been clear mandates on how to best
handle the controversial issues that now trouble many harbor
areas (Pogue 1994). Some of these issues include the
negative environmental impacts of recreational boating,
nonpoint source pollution, sport and commercial fishing, and
other multiple-use conflicts, all of which need to be
thoroughly addressed by individual communities.
Progress at the Local Level
The coastal communities that have gone through the
harbor management process have addressed a variety of water-
based issues, and hopefully have developed a heightened
feeling of stewardship for their coastal resources. That in
itself is a major improvement. In a few towns, new, and
tougher harbor ordinances have been passed and harbormaster
roles have taken on new resource management authority (R.I.
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CRMC 1988). A few communities have even developed
innovative approaches for more comprehensive, compatible and
integrated harbor management.
Towns that have initiated resourceful efforts include
Barrington and Warren. These two towns have formed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) dealing with cooperation
and coordination of certain harbor management functions, so
that more consistent administration occurs (Town of
Barrington, R.I. 1992). Specific management coordination
can involve the enforcement of harbor plans, mooring
management, and fee/fine collections, as well as other
harbor planning initiatives. Reciprocal enforcement powers
are coordinated by consistent local authority, and workable
MOUs have demonstrated that improved coordination can allow
for more effective use of limited resources (R.I. CRMC
1993) .
To date, the 21 coastal municipalities in Rhode Island
have all developed some type of harbor ordinance, through
Chapter 4 of Title 46 the General Laws of Rhode Island.
However, between 1988 and April, 1995 only 10 towns had
approved harbor management plans (Willis, pers. comm. 1995)
Moreover, Warwick is the only community that has actually
started the process of reviewing its original plan (Boyd,
pers. comm. 1995). The CRMC "Guidelines" require that the
CRMC review final, approved harbor plans at least once every
5 years (R.I. CRMC 1988) .
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Problems at the Local Level
Locally, effective implementation of harbor management
plans is generally not occurring. Most often, the town
political process often seems to get in the way. Moreover,
towns generally have limited resources to ensure that
appropriate management programs are realized.
Implementation of policies set forth in harbor management
plans can be very difficult to achieve when there are no
resources to support them. Typically their are few
individuals at the municipal level (usually the
harbormaster) that has knowledge of what, in fact, is
actually occurring on the water. As with any administrative
organization, it is important that others within both the
local and state level can access information relating to
water-based harbor issues. This ability varies from
community to community. The informational requirements
vary, and data that can be acquired are in different
formats, and is generally site specific.
The Town of Narragansett's Efforts
Since 1992, the Town of Narragansett has had an
appointed Harbor Management Commission that assumed the
responsibilities for the development of the Harbor
Management Plan and Ordinance (Town of Narragansett 1994).
In March of 1993, CRMC gave Narragansett interim approval
for the Harbor Management Ordinance, with the stipulation
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that a Harbor Management Plan be developed (Ibid.). In
March of 1994 a final Harbor Management Plan and ordinance
was completed, approved by the Narragansett Town Council and
delivered to CRMC for review. The Town is still waiting for
comments from DEM, but, recently received a one-year interim
state approval. The Town's goal is to have a "final",
approved plan by the end of 1995.
Currently the part-time harbormaster is the sole
municipal employee that has 'Iaccurate" knowledge of the
water-based uses of the waters under Narragansett's
jurisdiction. The Narragansett Finance Department
administers a database (ADMINS) that contain the pertinent
harbor related information, and is designed solely for
mooring permit application information. A sample mooring
permit is included in Appendix A. The requested information
is filled out by the prospective applicant. However, the
location of the mooring is not designated, nor is it asked
for in the application, or defined and/or available in the
database. The number of legally permitted and moored
vessels is considered reliable by the harbormaster.
However, the harbormaster has indicated that several
"illegal" moorings have been found, yet, until recently he
has had no authority (or funds for that matter) to require
their removal (Freethy, pers. comm. 1995).
As final "interim" approval of both the Harbor
Management Ordinance and Plan has been realized, the
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Harbormaster now has greater authority over both the legally
and illegally placed structures within the waters of
Narragansett. The Town must now also dedicate monies toward
the implementation of the stated harbor policies and
procedures. However, until "final" approval of the HMP and
ordinance is achieved, and until resources are dedicated to
management and administration of harbor resources, harbor
operations will remain status quo.
VI. CONCLUSION
In Rhode Island, the harbor planning process has worked
to educate citizens about the variety of multiple-use
conflicts that occur in coastal and harbor areas. This
process has also inspired a significant recognition of the
need for more effective management of the State's
diminishing coastal resources (Pogue 1994). Only through
more comprehensive and consistent harbor management will
municipalities be able to achieve better control of the
local environmental, economic, and social problems related
to coastal resources and waterfronts (Hershman ed. 1988).
Greater attention must be given to the inter-relationships
between different water uses, while the ever-increasing
demands on coastal resources have reinforced the need to
develop innovative harbor management initiatives (R.I. CRMC
1989) .
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A stronger and more efficient state harbor program is
needed to allow for greater participation, implementation
and enforcement, so that all municipal harbor management
plans can be more consistently realized. A clear route
towards standardization is necessary for the State to
understand the "overall" picture of what is occurring
locally.
Currently, there are inadequate resources at the state
level to consistently and reliably determine if proper
implementation and administration of harbor management is
being accomplished. Until a method is developed that allows
for appropriate management and administration at the local
level that may then be disseminated at both the state and
federal level, harbor management planning will remain
relatively disconnected. Such an endeavor must offer the
state the opportunity to more easily discover potential
conflicts between differing uses of coastal resources. It
must also advance the administrative and management
competence to quickly promote their resolution (and/or avoid
them) .
However, the lack of advancement on the States' part
should not deter individual municipalities from developing
and implementing more sound management. If a viable method
for determining appropriate ways of siting specific uses is
developed, it would be in the states' best interest to
implement such a method. It is likely that innovative
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management policies and procedures at the community level
could simultaneously address the States' needs. Harbor
management is proposed within the current project to offer a
model that requires (administratively) similar information
and guidelines for all municipalities. In this manner, the
state, and federal authorities would be able to obtain a
more comprehensive picture as to the collective impacts on
the coastal resource uses within each state. Such an
approach must offer more consistent recognition and improved
accounting of the cumulative impacts of various water-based
uses. Furthermore, this information must be used in a more
efficient and effective manner to be useful to those with an
interest in coastal resources.
To promote more comprehensive harbor management, this
investigation recommends the adoption of a method to help
define one aspect of the harbor management planning and
implementation process. This study proposes a model that
promotes a more accurate and consistent planning,
administrative and mooring management tool. The ability to
determine an acceptable number of moorings per designated
area, and an accurate depiction of their location could more
readily show likely occurring user conflicts. Accurate
knowledge of the number of moorings and pertinent
characteristics of each mooring might benefit the state in
both its planning initiatives and management objectives.
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CHAPTER III
LORAN-C
I. INTRODUCTION
Before the advent of Global Positioning Systems (GPS),
electronic positioning devices included Loran-C, DECCA, and
OMEGA. Generally, these positioning technologies have
become inadequate in both their signal availability and
accuracy for nearshore applications. Due to these
deficiencies, there has been a significant reduction in the
continued development of them in the United States.
This chapter addresses only one traditional hyperbolic
navigational system; Loran-C. The history and traditional
use of radio-navigational aids will only be cursorily
covered. A general overview on the basic performance and
operations of Loran-C, plus a brief technical review of the
systems' positioning principles follows. Basic receiver
operations and the different types of accuracy that are
relevant to the Loran-C system will also be addressed.
Moreover, a few of the potential error sources will be
examined. Consideration is finally given to both
traditional and contemporary Loran-C applications. A brief
review of some of the current methods that have been used to
increase Loran-C's accuracy capability as well as its
integration with Global Positioning Systems (GPS) follows.
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It is noted here that another popular navigational
technology, the electronic chart display and information
systems (ECDIS), can be combined with other marine
technologies to form an impressive information and
navigational system. These systems incorporate radar,
satellite communications, positioning and gyro pilot that
can be used as a "complete" navigational aid (Bernhardsen
1992). They can also be used to build limited data sets
containing descriptions of objects that appear on nautical
maps. For navigational and shipping needs, these combined
technologies are exceptional. However, ECDIS is not
discussed further as it does not relate to the current
project.
Loran-C, on the other hand, is fundamental to this
study and is the only traditional medium-to-long range
positioning technology addressed. Loran-C has developed
into a system that can be used for a variety of different
positioning needs and is not exclusively limited to
traditional navigational positioning requirements. Its
transmissions permit ships, aircraft, and land based
vehicles equipped with appropriate LORAN-C receivers, and
located within a specified coverage area, to determine their
positions (Tetley and Calcutt 1986; Appleyard et al. 1988;
Melton 1986) .
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II. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
There have been medium-to-long range positioning
technologies, of both higher and lower accuracy, available
to the general public (Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990). Generally
speaking, the more expensive systems that are capable of
achieving higher accuracy include Pulse/8 and Hyper-fix, and
have been used for precise survey navigation by the offshore
oil industry (Ibid.). Although other "high accuracy"
positioning systems have been used in the past, they have
been underutilized due to their high costs. The lower cost
and less accurate systems, including Decca and Loran-C, have
been routinely used for marine navigational needs. Loran-C
is similar to OMEGA and DECCA, except that it uses different
signals, which are time related (Raytheon Marine Co. 1992)
It has also been chosen as the federally provided radio-
navigation system for the U.S. Coastal Confluence Zone (CCZ)
defined as a harbor entrance to 50 nautical miles offshore
or to the edge of the Continental Shelf (whichever is
greater) (US DOT 1992). The lack of accuracy of Loran-C
within harbor areas should deter its use, however, it is
commonly the only positioning method used. Although there
are problems with coverage area and accuracy capabilities in
harbor areas, the use of Loran-C has increased dramatically
since the 1970's for both navigational and aviation needs.
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History of Loran-C
The term Loran-C is an acronym for Long Range Aid to
Navigation which is a radio-navigation system using land-
based radio transmitters (Trimble Navigation 1988; US DOT
1992). It is a measurement system based on medium-to-long
range, low frequency time differential that operates in the
90 to 110 KHz frequency band (Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990;
Melton 1986; US DOT/DOC 1993c). The precursor to Loran-C
was Loran-A (later called standard Loran). It was developed
in 1942 to assist bomber navigation in world War II (US DOT
1992). It was a medium-frequency radio band ranging between
1850-1950 kHz with a coverage of 400-800 miles from the
transmitting stations (Ibid.). Loran-A was discontinued by
the DOD in 1980 in favor of the more accurate Loran-C system
(Melton 1986; US DOT 1992). The latter system was made
operational in 1957 and placed under the US Coast Guard
(USCG) control in 1958 (US DOT 1992). The Loran-C
frequencies, which are lower than Loran-A, allows for a
greater reception range, more precise time difference, and
higher accuracy (Tetley and Calcutt 1986; Appleyard et al.
1988; US DOT/DOC 1993c) .
The Loran-C system is an enormous improvement, in
comparison to previous electronic positioning technologies,
and is available to an unlimited number of users 24 hours a
day. Loran-C is the federally provided radio-navigation
system for civil marine use in U.S. coastal areas (US DOT
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1992; US DOT/DOD 1993c). It has also been selected by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) as a supplementary
system in the National Airspace System (US DOT 1994e). Its
technological advancement by means of the DOD, however, is
decreasing in the United States. For example, the US DOD
ceased operation of Loran-C for its applications in December
of 1994 (Hall, pers. comm. 1995).
However, Loran-C is currently being used by other
countries in both Asia and Europe. Countries promoting
Loran-C are not willing to follow the U.S. in its'
determination of radio-navigation systems (i.e., the
advancement of GPS) (Mackie, pers. comm. 1995). Expected to
begin operation in the Spring of 1995, the Northwest
European Loran System (NELS) is a good example of the
expanding use of Loran-C systems (Ibid.).
Future use of Loran-C in the u.s.
Hyperbolic navigation systems are based on measuring
the time difference between signals transmitted by two or
more transmitters (i.e., OMEGA and DECCA) (US DOT 1992).
However, compared to other hyperbolic navigation systems,
Loran-C offers enhanced accuracy. In 1978, the DOD and the
Department of Transportation (DOT) were mandated by the U.S.
Congress to reduce and coordinate all federally funded
radio-navigation systems (US DOT/DOD 1993c). This initiated
the development of the Federal Radionavigation Plan (FRP) as
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a method to consolidate and minimize overlapping
radionavigation systems (see the following chapter for more
information) (Wells et al. 1987). For military use, both
the DOD and DOT plan to phase out electronic systems
including TACAN (Tactical Air Navigation), VOR/DME (VHF
Omni-directional Range/distance Measuring Equipment), OMEGA,
Loran-C, and TRANSIT in favor of GPS (Leick 1990; Wells et
al. 1987; US DOT/DOD 1993c).
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Loran-C is an electronic positioning system that uses
shore-based transmitters and roving receivers. It was first
developed by locating three or more land-based transmitting
stations, each separated by several hundred miles, whose
configuration was dedicated to a particular coverage area.
Developed for coastwise transitting positioning capabilities
and dedicated for the coastal confluence zone (CCZ) , it has
customarily been used as an ocean and coastwise navigation
tool (Mackie, pers. comm. 1995; US DOT 1992). Loran-C
operates on the basic assumption that radio signals travel
at a constant speed over water. Following this is the
presumption that a receiver measuring the difference in time
of two different signals, coming from two different
stations, is also measuring the difference in distance from
those two stations (SI-TEX Marine Electronics 1987; US DOT
1994e). In order to predictably measure signals within a
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specific area, the system must have a way to distinguish its
signals from other low frequency signals. Based on the
timing of two different signals, the Loran-C system uses
master and secondary (or slave) transmitting stations that
work together. The master and secondary stations consist of
a group of transmitters emitting identifiable pulses, which
together constitute a chain. In each chain, the
transmitting stations broadcast pulses at a specified Group
Repetition Interval (GRI) that is used as an identifier
(Larkin 1993). This identifier is designed for the
specified coverage area of a particular chain. It enables
the signals, which are used to define positions for a
specific chain to be distinguished from other low frequency
broadcast signals.
A position is defined using Loran-C in much the same
way that positions have traditionally been derived by
creating a grid. Many Loran-C receivers, however, use what
is termed a Hyperbolic Line of Position (LOP) instead of
defining latitude and longitude coordinates (Melton 1986)
A LOP is determined by measuring the time difference (TD)
between pulses received from two or more different
transmitting stations (Larkin 1993). The locus of points
having the same TD from a specific master-secondary pair is
a curved line of position (LOP) (US DOT 1992). The Loran-C
receiver accepts signals that arrive at different times and
the TD numbers are then displayed on the receiver. More
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LOP's will give "over-determined" solutions and generally
higher positioning accuracy (Mackie, pers. comm. 1995). The
Loran-C receiver measures the time difference of signals
arriving from different stations. Then the intersection of
two or more LOPs from the TDs determines the position of the
receiver (US DOT 1992) .
In order for this system to be complete, the
transmitting stations must work in conjunction with the
Loran-C receivers. The components of the Loran-C system
include the land-based transmitters, receiver, and
appropriate Loran-C overprinted charts. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) nautical
charts are "overprinted" with Loran-C LOPs and are used with
the data displayed on the receiver (Melton 1986). The LOPs,
for the value of time differences (TD) between each Master
and all Secondary transmitters, are shown on the
"overprinted" chart (Raytheon Marine Co. 1992). The
intersection of two or more LOPs (the lines on the chart
corresponding to the two TD numbers) is the approximate
position of the receiver. A general position fix can then
be plotted on a Loran-C nautical chart. Frequently, an
exact match between the LOP on the "overprinted" nautical
chart and the TD displayed on the receiver cannot be made.
When this occurs, an estimated position must be interpolated
between the printed TDs (US DOT 1992) .
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The claimed accuracies of Loran-C are varied and depend
on several factors including the user's location, the
geometry of the signal coverage within a specific chain, and
the distance from the master station (Ackroyd and Lorimer
1990). It has been reported that Loran-C signals can be
received out to 1500 kilometers and generally support
positional accuracies in the neighborhood of 100 to 500
meters (Ibid.). How~ver, poor chain geometry between
stations, deteriorated signals due to ionospheric
interference, baseline extensions, and weak timing controls
have been known to seriously reduce the performance and
accuracy capabilities of Loran-C (Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990;
Mackie, pers. comm. 1995). Furthermore, as in the case with
the present investigation, Loran-C signals are particularly
affected in coastal areas by signal paths over land and in
the transition of signals from land to water (Mackie, pers.
comm. 1995). Accuracy considerations will be further
discussed below.
IV. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The following is a basic description of some of the
technical considerations within the Loran-C system. It
consists of an overview of the Loran-C chains, the concept
of time difference and lines of position, and also includes
the conversion to latitude and longitude coordinates with
the necessary correction factors.
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Chains
Loran-C transmitters are land-based stations, including
a master usually designated as (M) Master, and (W) Whisky,
(X) X-ray, (Y) Yankee, and (Z) Zulu each designated as
secondary (or slave) stations (US DOT 1994; US DOD 1992)
Each chain configuration is different and consists of three
to five transmitters. Each transmitter is separated by a
few hundred miles that is designed to ensure complete
coverage for a specific geographic area. There is a
"geographic line" that connects master and secondary pairs
within a chain, called the baseline, and its length varies
with each pair of stations (US DOD 1992). The baseline
extension, beyond the pair of stations, is an area where
Loran-C positioning is very problematic (Ibid.).
The signals broadcast from the secondary stations are
synchronized, via an atomic clock, in a precisely timed
sequence with those from the master station (US DOT 1994;
Appleyard et al. 1988; Tetley and Calcutt 1986). The
transmitter stations all emit low frequency (90 - 110 KHz),
pulsed signals and the pulses within each chain are spaced
at intervals of 1 microsecond (Raytheon Marine Co. 1992;
Melton 1986; Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990; Trimble Navigation
1988) .
Aside from timed intervals, each chain uses a unique
sequencing pattern to avoid interference between
transmitting stations. It is measured in microseconds and
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is called a Group Repetition Interval (GRI) (Melton 1986; US
DOT 1992). This allows signals broadcast from each station
to be transmitted throughout the entire coverage area and
its design is intended to minimize corruption from other
signals.
Because Loran-C chains operate on a common carrier
frequency (between 90 - 110 kHz), they can easily receive
other chain transmissions. This frequency band is
susceptible to interference from both atmospheric and man-
made sources (i.e., from common onboard equipment) (Melton
1986; Trimble Navigation 1988). As of 1992, the USCG
operated 49 chains worldwide (US DOT 1992). The one used in
the current project is the Northeast U.S. chain, with a GRI
designation of 9960. The GRI number is a measure of how
often the groups of Loran-C pulses are transmitted.
Therefore, GRI 9960 indicates that the transmission is
repeated at intervals of 99,600 microseconds (Raytheon
Marine Co. 1992). Each transmission site in this chain as a
component of the Northeast U.S. Loran~C Chain (GRI 9960) is
included in Appendix B.
Time Difference
The Loran-C receiver measures the differences in the
time it takes to receive a series of pulses (signals)
transmitted at precise time intervals, via the master and
secondary stations (Tetley and Calcutt 1986; US DOT 1992)
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TDs are commonly measured in millionths of a second (i.e,
microseconds) and are digitally displayed as two separate
TDs on the receiver (Melton 1986). The ability of the
Loran-C receiver to precisely measure time differences is
critical to the success of the entire system.
Once the TDs are acquired, they are compared with the
numbered lines that represent LOPs on an overprinted NOAA
Loran-C chart (Ibid.). Frequently, TDs are also converted
to latitude and longitude coordinates.
Lines of Position (LOP)
LOPs are determined by the Loran-C receiver, which
measures the difference in arrival times of the two (TD)
signals. Position determination is a matter of locating the
LOPs represented by each TD and fixing that position at the
intersection of the two LOPs (Ackryod and Lorimer 1990; US
DOT 1992). These are designated by a number measured in
microseconds and are the same numbers that are plotted
(i.e., overprinted) as graphical lines on Loran-C charts.
An approximate position fix can be determined when the TD
numbers displayed on the receiver correspond to the LOP
numbers shown on the chart. The need to have uniformly
spaced LOP lines means that only selected LOPs can be used.
Often, LOPs are separated and printed by microsecond
intervals of multiples of five or 100 (US DOT 1992). When
LOPs are not specified on the chart, the operator of the
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receiver must interpolate between the lines (Tetley and
Calcutt 1986). Nautical charts that include overprinted
Loran-C LOPs are identified by both the geographically
covered area, and the stations serving that area (Melton
1986; Tetley and Calcutt 1986). Each secondary transmitting
station is officially designated by a W, X,Y, or Z and are
designated by a standard colored line (Raytheon Marine Co.
1992).
Latitude and Longitude Coordinates
LORAN-C receivers will display the TDs of the
approximate position and as mentioned, many have built in
coordinate conversion programs to convert and display the
TDs into latitude and longitude coordinates. Coordinates,
as defined on NOAA charts and in other navigational aids
(i.e., the US Light List and the US Coast Pilot) are often
measured in degrees, minutes and seconds (US DOT 1992) .
Before plotting a position on a NOAA chart, or any other
chart and/or map, it is of the utmost importance to ensure
that all of the data are converted to the same standards
(measured units) .
The benefit of converting TDs to latitude and longitude
coordinates is that they can provide accurate positional
information using other (non-overprinted) charts or they can
be used in areas where no charts are available. Yet, care
is required when converting to latitude and longitude
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coordinates, as it has been generally recognized that the
conversion computations are based solely on signal paths
over water (Larkin 1993). Thus, it has been recommended
that in areas where greater accuracy is needed, TDs are the
preferred coordinate system for marine applications (US DOT
1992). Conversion calculations that do not take into
account the effect of land on the signal between the
receiver and the transmitters, or the "diffraction"
occurring between the land and water transition will
introduce an additional error source (Mackie, pers. comm.
1995). If proper correction factors are not applied, errors
could give the user incorrect conversions and incorrect
positional information. This may also lead to greater risk
in areas where more defined positional accuracy is
necessary.
Most modern Loran-C receiver internal processors,
however, are now programmed with a highly detailed model of
the appropriate coverage area, including data on the
hyperbolic nature of LOPS and the locations of all
transmitters (Melton 1986). Many receivers also have the
capability to automatically apply the appropriate correction
factors when converting from TDs to latitude and longitude
coordinates. There are, however, no industry standards for
the conversion process (US DOT 1992). As Loran-C signals
usually pass partially over land and water, the corrections
necessary because of the additional retardation of the
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signal are termed the additional secondary factor (Ibid.).
Because the affects of land on signals varies from place to
place, this correction factor should be used with caution.
Additional Secondary Factor
When Loran-C signals cross over land, instead of
following an all water path, the land mass obstructions are
commonly known as the additional secondary phase factor
(ASF) (Trimble Navigation 1988). The ASF has an
unpredictable effect and alters the speed and propagation of
Loran-C signals travelling over hills, buildings, and other
structures (SI-TEX Marine Electronics Inc. 1987). These
effects are a major source of error when converting Loran-C
TDs to latitude and longitude coordinates (Trimble
Navigation 1988) .
To compensate for the effects of ASF and to ensure
higher positional accuracy, another compensation factor
called the ASF factor must be applied to the calculated
positions (Raytheon Marine Co. 1992). The ASF factor is
normally a numerical model incorporating both direction and
magnitude, which is commonly known as a vector (SI-TEX
Marine Electronics Inc. 1987). The ASF is a correction
factor that must be applied, which is either added or
subtracted from the latitude and longitude coordinates. If
a Loran-C receiver cannot automatically apply ASF factors
(by having a built-in ASF corrections table), they must be
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manually applied. The Loran-C receiver used for the current
project had automatic ASF correction capability. When
necessary, however, the correction factors for all Loran-C
coverage areas can be obtained from the Defense Mapping
Agency (DMA) Loran-C Correction Tables (Raytheon Marine Co.
1992; US DOT 1992). These correction values are thought to
optimize the Loran-C performance when converting to latitude
and longitude coordinates, and in order to correspond to
NOAA overprinted charts (Raytheon Marine Co. 1992). In
general, the accuracy of correction calculations decreases
as the distance of the Loran-C receiver from the
transmitters increases. It also changes in response to
daily and seasonal atmospheric conditions. When determining
which correction factors need to be applied, it is necessary
for the operator to be thoroughly familiar with the Loran-C
receiver, and when applying manual corrections knowing what
the appropriate radius of use is (Mackie, pers. comm. 1995)
Please refer to Appendix C for an example of the Loran-C
Correction tables for the current study area. As with most
electronic equipment, the capabilities and programmability
of the variety of available receivers are vastly different.
V. RECEIVER BASICS
Loran-C receivers are very difficult to categorize.
There are simple receivers where signal strength can only be
obtained near transmitting stations, and more complex
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receivers that flash warning signals when coverage becomes
weak (Tetley and Calcutt 1986). Various individual factors
will affect the accuracy of the overall system. Typically,
the more complex receivers which are usually more expensive,
provide greater accuracy.
Most of the complex Loran-C receivers can automatically
receive and track master and secondary stations once
acquisition has been achieved. These receivers can display
the information in a Time Difference (TD) format or they can
convert this information into latitude and longitude
coordinates and automatically apply the average ASF
correction values. Most recent Loran-C receivers have
digital, automatic notch filters that minimize the effects
of radio frequency interference in the area where the
operator expects to use the receiver (Tetley and Calcutt
1986; Mackie, pers. comm. 1995). Sophisticated Loran-C
receivers often indicate when loss of signal occurs, save
waypoints, have automatic alarms, and have the ability to
connect to plotters that place TDs on Loran-C charts (US DOT
1992). Several Loran-C models have been developed that
offer additional flexibilities. Such attributes include the
ability to connect to fish finders, GPS, depth sounders and
even minimal databases (i.e., locations of buoys and other
features of navigational interest) (Ibid.). The receiver
used in the current project is considered a complex
receiver.
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Of most relevance for the current investigation are
receivers that can automatically convert TDs into latitude
and longitude coordinates, while automatically applying the
average ASF values. It should be noted, however, that those
receivers that do not have these automatic functions may
require a means to manually convert TDs to absolute
positions.
Datum
Geodetic datums are control networks that are used to
establish precise geographic positions and elevations of
features on the Earth's surface (US DOT/DOD 1993c). There
are both horizontal datums and vertical datums. The
intention of the current project, however, is to solely
focus on horizontal datum and data.
Virtually all early radio-navigation equipment that
incorporated coordinate converters were programmed with the
World Geodetic System of 1972 (WGS 72) (Ibid.). In 1987 the
World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS 84) began to replace WGS
72. The most recent radio-navigation equipment, including
Loran-C receivers, computes the coordinates based on WGS 84
(Ibid.). In order to fully understand the datum of
coordinates from an individual receiver, it is best to
contact the manufacturers directly as this information is
rarely found within the accompanying manual. The receiver
used for the current project, a Raytheon Raynav 580, has
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been programmed with WGS 84 (Meaney, pers. comm. 1995). For
navigation purposes and mapping considerations, knowledge of
the programmed datum is an extremely important
consideration. This is particularly true when using
coordinates in conjunction with any other data source or for
navigational requirements using nautical charts (most
published charts are in the datum North American Datum 1927
(NAD 27)). However,the National Ocean Service (NOS) is now
converting nautical charts to NAD 83. For charting
purposes, NAD 83 is equivalent to WGS 84 (US DOT/DOD 1993c) .
VI. ACCURACY
Generally when there is less interference, Loran-C
positions are more accurate than other conventional
electronic navigation systems. This is one of the main
reasons why it has been traditionally used on open water
because there is less distortion to affect the signal path.
Appleyard and others (1988) maintain that error increases
with the amount of land that the signal has to travel over.
Yet, the level of distortion also varies with both the type
of receiver and the receiver's position within a particular
coverage area. In fact, there are quite a number of factors
that must be taken into account when determining the
accuracy of the Loran-C system (see error sources later in
this chapter). Many of the error factors are not pertinent
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to the study, and will not be addressed in great detail.
For more complete information on all aspects of Loran-C, and
on its accuracy capabilities, please refer to several of the
references within this section.
The USGS indicated several factors that should be taken
into consideration regarding the total Loran-C system
accuracy. They include interference from outside sources of
both natural and manmade electromagnetic noise, skywave
contamination, other Loran-C signals, communication
information superimposed on the navigation signal, and
several other factors (US DOT 1994e) .
Some of the components (error sources) potentially
effecting this study will be briefly discussed. One
distinction that is important for Loran-C use and is
frequently described in the literature, relates to the
difference between predictable accuracy, repeatable
accuracy, and relative accuracy (US DOT 1992) .
Predictable Accuracy
Predictable accuracy has been defined as "the accuracy
of a position with respect to the geographic or geodetic
coordinates of the earth" (Ibid.). Predictable accuracy is
also called absolute accuracy. It depends on how accurately
the Loran-C receiver determined time-difference LOPs
(plotted on a overprinted Loran-C chart) corresponds to the
true or absolute latitude and longitude coordinates (Melton
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1986). Absolute accuracy is most often used when it is
important that a position be known, particularly when
obtaining a fix in a new area. It has been suggested, that
under normal conditions using ASF correction values,
absolute accuracies can usually be achieved within .1 to .25
nautical miles (185 - 463 meters) in a stated coverage area
(Appleyard et al. 1988; Melton 1986). However, it should be
noted that variation of propagation velocities over land
will affect absolute accuracy if ASF corrections are not
applied (US DOT 1992). Again, many other factors will also
contribute to the accuracy determination. Ultimately, the
quality of the receiver, the strength of the signal, and the
position of the receiver within the coverage area will
noticeably affect the projected accuracies.
Repeatable Accuracy
Repeatable accuracy has been defined as "the accuracy
with which a user can return to a position whose coordinates
have been measured at a previous time with the same
navigational system" (Ibid.). Loran-C's biggest asset has
traditionally been its repeatable accuracy. Repeatable
accuracies are based exclusively on Loran-C LOPs and are not
referenced to the actual latitude and longitude coordinates
(Melton 1986). It is the repeatable accuracy of Loran-C
that is most useful when wanting to return to a specific
location (i.e., favorite fishing spot or particular mooring
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buoy). Using Loran-C readings for that position as a
reference, and with good chain geometry, it has been
suggested that repeatable accuracy can be anywhere from
approximately .008 to .05 nautical miles (15 - 90 meters)
(Tetley and Calcutt 1986; Appleyard et al. 1988). Coast
Guard surveys have also found repeatable accuracies between
approximately 30 and 170 meters in most coverage areas
(Larkin 1993). Repeatable accuracies will similarly depend
upon signal quality, receiver quality, and location within a
particular coverage area.
Relative Accuracy
Relative accuracy has been defined as "the accuracy
with which a user can measure position relative to that of
another user of the same navigation system at the same time"
(US DOT 1992). Although relative accuracy is important to
determine the distance between two Loran-C receivers, it was
not incorporated in the current project.
VII. ERROR SOURCES
There are many sources of error that effect the
overall Loran-C positional data including synchronization
error, groundwave and skywave error, interference from other
sources using the same radio transmissions, geometric
effects, and receiver error (Appleyard et al. 1988; Larkin
1993; Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990). The primary sources of
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error affecting the total Loran-C system are thoroughly
addressed In several of the referenced publications. The
following is a brief description of several major factors
likely to have influenced the accuracy of Loran-C during the
present application. The known potential error sources
appropriate for this project include geometric effects,
noise problems, skywave and groundwave contamination, and
the ASF component.
There are many different considerations when dealing
with the accuracy level of different Loran-C receivers and
the Loran-C system, in general. For more detailed
information on the variety, nature, and inner workings of
the Loran-C system, different receivers, and their accuracy
capabilities, please refer to several of the references
contained within this section.
Geometry Effects
As previously emphasized, the configuration of the
transmitting stations in a particular chain will affect
total accuracy. Loran-C is sensitive to geometric positions
and in areas where geometric configuration is poor,
deviations in TD readings can cause rather large errors in
positional information (Melton 1986). Both the Loran-C
crossing angles (the angle between two LOPs that determine a
fix) and the gradient (the ratio of spacing between adjacent
Loran-C TDs and the number or microseconds difference
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between these adjacent LOPs) are affected by system geometry
and are an important determinant of Loran-C accuracy (US DOT
1992). The Geometric Dilution of Position (GDOP) is
greatest (and therefore the most sensitive) at baseline
extensions (Trimble Navigation 1988). The Geometric
Dilution of Position (GDOP) is also accentuated by
atmospheric noise (Ibid.). When it is high, a small
variation in microseconds will make a large variation in the
latitude and longitude position (Ibid.).
Signal to Noise Ratios
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compares Loran-C signal
strength to the level of background noise or interference
(Melton 1986). Generally, the greater the distance from a
transmitting station, the weaker the signal, and the lower
the SNR number. Factors that can affect the SNR ratio
include weather, atmospheric and seasonal conditions, the
ability of a particular receiver to acquire and track a
signal, and the strength of that signal (US DOT 1992)
Noise tends to overpower incoming signals and is
particularly bad when the receiver is near the limit of a
specific coverage area (Melton 1986). In bad noise
conditions (where the signal to noise ratio is low), some of
the less sophisticated receivers may track the wrong signal
(from a secondary station in another chain). This can cause
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them to display large time difference errors (Appleyard et
al. 1988).
Skywave vs. Groundwave Signals
Radio signal transmissions disperse outward in all
directions from the transmitter. Low frequency radio
signals passing over different topography will also affect
the timing of that signal. One portion of a Loran-C signal
traveling along the curvature the earth is known as the
groundwave. The groundwave signal strength (and speed) is
often decreased due to obstacles on the earth's surface
(Melton 1986). Tetley and Calcutt (1986) have suggested
that when a receiver is greater than 1850 km from the
transmitter, the groundwave is likely to be unusable.
Another part of the transmitted signal is called the
skywave, which is propagated upward toward the ionosphere
(Melton 1986). Due to the upward reflection of signals by
the ionosphere, skywaves usually travel much greater
distances than groundwave signals. The speed (i.e., timing)
of the skywave depends upon factors such as, atmospheric
conditions, location, and whether or not signals are
transmitted during the day or night (Tetley and Calcutt
1986; Melton 1986). The skywave can be used beyond 1850 km,
but, acquiring the skywave gives lower accuracy than the
groundwave. Corrections must also be applied to compensate
for the difference in the path traveled by the skywave,
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compared to the path of the groundwave (Tetley and Calcutt
1986) .
Additional Secondary Factor (ASF)
As mentioned earlier, the most common use of ASFs is to
help maintain accurate positional information when
converting TDs to the corresponding latitude and longitude
coordinates. As the Loran-C radio transmission passes over
land, the error introduced is frequently referred to as the
additional secondary phase factor (ASF) , which generally has
an unpredictable effect (Ibid.). Due to the nature of land,
the ASF varies from one site to another. ASF correction
values are either added or subtracted to positions, and they
can be found in Loran-C over-printed charts or Loran-C
correction tables. The required ASF correction values,
however, are just averages. Thus, the ASF values
represented on a NOAA overprinted chart or table, will
differ between the "actual" ASF and the average value ASF
that was used to make the chart (Ibid.). More recent NOAA
charts will have varying ASF values rather than just one
value (Ibid.). One problem, however, with the ASF
correction values is that they change over time and are much
less certain in the vicinity of the coastline (approximately
10 nautical miles) (US DOT 1992). This is known as the
"coastline effect" (Ibid).
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As explained before, an error correction number can be
applied either manually or it can be an automatic function
of the receiver. When this correction is accomplished, the
instant transformation of the TDs into latitude and
longitude coordinates will be of greater accuracy for a
particular area and a particular local time zone (Mackie,
pers. comm. 1995). Charts without ASF corrections must have
the ASF corrections added, which can be easily obtained from
the Defense Mapping Agency's publication "LORAN-C Correction
Tables". (see Appendix C) (Tetley and Calcutt 1986).
VIII. LORAN-C INVESTIGATIONS
Most of the literature reviewed on Loran-C indicated
the majority of use is for maritime transit needs. However,
there are also applications that use Loran-C for positional
data collection on land. Long and others (1991) used Loran-
C for sampling sites on agricultural land to map soil
salinity, and this project reported position fixes estimated
to within approximately 20 meters of their true position.
This was determined acceptable for region wide mapping
practices, but poor for mapping at a local or field scale
(Ibid.). As previously addressed, some of the problems with
Loran-C operations also influenced this application.
Obstacles for the this project included that signal coverage
was limited (reported to be nearly 18.5 meters), and another
factor when used on land is that Loran-C coverage is not
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supported in all geographic areas (Ibid.). As applications
go further inland (farther away from the majority of
transmitters located on the coast), coverage will become
weaker. More recently, however, two new Loran-C chains have
been installed to help increase coverage where there use to
be gaps (Steen 1991). Still operated by the u.s. Coast
Guard, one of the chain's master stations is situated in
Boise City, OK, and the other chain's master station is
located in Liberty, MT (Ibid.).
In 1992, an investigation using Loran-C and its
comparison to that of DGPS was assessed using vehicular
navigation in the Canadian Rockies (Lachapelle et al. 1992)
The Loran signal availability was approximately 95% of the
time, whereas the GPS coverage availability varied from
between 45% and 95% of the time (Ibid.). At this point in
time, the signal availability of Loran-C was stronger than
that of DGPS (when only 15 satellites were available)
(Ibid.). However, there were areas where excessive signal
attenuation due to rugged topography resulted in huge signal
variations using the Loran-C receiver (Ibid.).
The avionics industry has been one of the most
influential industries for recent Loran-C development and
maintenance. The FAA has designated Loran-C suitable for
Non-Precision Approaches (NPA) conducted under Instrument
Flight Rules (ILR), and therefore the aviation users have
been projected to increase substantially. The highly
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sophisticated Loran-C receivers are used in aviation and
often contain an airport database, or other important points
of reference. They can also supply their output information
in the form of coordinates of an airport, and the distance
and bearing to it (Steen 1991) .
An investigation using both Loran-C and GPS from a
moving aerial platform at a site in northern Idaho was
completed to determine its applicability for wildlife
research and management applications (Leptich et al. 1994)
In this study, the mean position error of the GPS receiver
was always lower than the mean position error of the Loran-C
receiver, and the number of flight passes did not affect
this result (Ibid.)
Differential Techniques
The US Coast Guard tested differential correction
techniques with Loran-C systems with the object of resolving
the accuracy capabilities, particularly for marine safety
issues, including harbor approaches. For differential
correction techniques, the basic broadcasting concept for
Loran-C is the same as differential correction applied to
Global Positioning System (DGPS) (and is discussed at
greater length in the following chapter). However, the ASF
correction factors would still have to be predetermined for
a particular harbor at particular times. Those correction
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factors would also most likely be broadcast by way of a VHF
radio signal (Melton 1986) .
Integration of GPS and LORAN-C
A few corporations worked towards developing an
integrated GSP!Loran-C system to increase the accuracy
capability of Loran-C position fixes. During the 1980's,
Trimble Navigation. Ltd. developed a system called Loran-GPS
lOx that was designed for low dynamic navigation, and it was
expected to combine the benefits of both systems (Mackie,
pers. comm. 1995; Trimble Navigation 1988). This model was
produced during the developmental phases of NAVSTAR GPS (see
the following chapter) where continuous satellite coverage
was not available. It should be noted that a combined
system that employs both Loran-C transmissions and GPS
signals separately is an appropriate concept, and allows the
GPS signals to create ASF corrections. However, the
combination of the two systems working together did not
perform as anticipated, and the company has since abandoned
the integrated Loran-C!GPS approach (Mackie, pers. comm.
1995) .
On the other hand, the new Northwest European LORAN-C
system (NELS), due to be operational this spring has
integrated both Loran-C and GPS capabilities (Mackie, pers.
comm. 1995). Companies such as Megapulse, Inc., of Bedford,
MA have combined both Loran-C and GPS through the use of
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receivers that are capable of processing both of these
signals (known to improve signal availability and accuracy
of positions) (Ibid.). Megapulse, Inc. manufactures the
Loran-C transmitters capable of processing the GPS signals.
The maintenance, however, and potential expansion of Loran-C
(overseas), and how the system operates in real time remains
to be seen. If successful, it may be the political
justification needed for other countries not to follow in
the footsteps of the U.S. That is in the total abandonment
of Loran-C for GPS.
IX. CONCLUSION
One of the main detriments of Loran-C is its inaccurate
absolute positioning capabilities. The error sources
discussed have contributed to the systems' overall accuracy
levels. More recent studies comparing the Loran-C and GPS
have indicated that GPS has superior accuracy capabilities
(Leptich et al 1994). Another problem when considering
integration of collected Loran-C data, is the inability to
incorporate Loran-C with more contemporary electronic
technologies.
Furthermore, the U.S. DOD has ended its requirement for
Loran-C (as of December 31, 1994), and the estimated
phaseout period for Loran-C is the year 2000 (US DOD/DOT
1995; Mackie pers. comm. 1995).
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For applications within the United States, the driving
force behind the FRP has been GPS and its potential to
replace the many other existing radio-navigation systems (US
DOT/DOD 1995). The following chapter will address GPS in
detail.
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CHAPTER IV
GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS
I. INTRODUCTION
An amazing transformation in navigation and positional
technology was developed during the past twenty years called
Global Positioning Systems or "GPS.'I Recently, there has
been a dramatic increase in the number of GPS applications,
as well as an impressive expansion of available products.
Based on satellite positioning, this technology offers
enormous opportunities for collection of low cost geographic
positional data for aviation, marine, and land based needs.
To appreciate the technological advances for different
application needs, the new GPS user must be aware of several
operating principles. One should know how the system
operates, the accuracy requirements for different
applications, the speed and capability of the equipment, and
whether the equipment can integrate collected data with
other electronic information technologies. The
determination of these issues and the cost effectiveness of
this decision is not easy to discern.
The technology behind GPS is extremely complex.
Addressing the issues involved in this developing and
involved technology is beyond the scope of this thesis.
This section is limited to an introductory explanation of
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GPS for the reader interested in its use for environmental
and marine applications. The purpose of this section is to
summarize some of the more important considerations that are
related to the current project. This chapter includes a
brief history and discussion of current GPS operational and
performance capabilities. A review of the three main system
components, as well as the differences in receivers follows.
Further commentary highlights the importance of position
reference frames, static and kinematic positioning methods,
accuracy potential, possible error sources, and the
principle of differential correction. In addition, this
chapter considers some recent environmental and coastal
projects, the probable future direction of GPS, and possible
integration with other electronic technologies.
II. HISTORY OF GPS
All Global Positioning Systems that have been developed
to date, originated and were designed primarily for military
programs (Puterski et al. 1990). In the early 1960's, the
first truly global satellite system was introduced through
the Navy Navigation Satellite System known as Transit
(SatNav) (Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990). Some of the problems
with earlier satellite systems related to the low orbit of
the satellites, the susceptibility to ionospheric
disturbances, and that considerable time periods were
necessary to achieve reliable positioning (Leick 1990)
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However, these earlier satellites were essential in the
establishment of modern geocentric datums. Geocentric
datums consist of a set of parameters and control points
used to accurately define the three dimensional shape of the
earth (ESRI 1993). The earlier satellites were also
significant in connecting local datums to a geocentric frame
of reference (Leick 1990). Yet, due to the lack of complete
satellite coverage, the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD)
began developing a system that would provide more precise
three dimensional position, velocity, and timing
information. In an effort to satisfy future military
navigational needs, the DOD initiated the Navigation
Satellite Timing and Ranging Global Positioning System
(NAVSTAR GPS) project (hereinafter referred as GPS) in 1973
(NATO 1991) .
Originally, the goal of GPS (NAVSTAR) was to provide
immediate and highly accurate three dimensional position
information strictly for U.S. military use. This goal did
not specifically include civilian needs. Yet, as GPS
evolved, the public quickly found cost-effective and
resourceful applications for GPS satellite signals. Since
the creation of GPS, the U.S. government has invested a
large amount of money and time in its development (Hurn,
1989). Worldwide maintenance was estimated to be
approximately four-hundred million dollars per year (FY 1993
dollars) (US DOD/DOT 1993a) .
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The federal government has designed GPS to avoid
interference problems, jamming, and "hostile tampering"
while continually striving to eliminate potential positional
errors (Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990; Mackie, pers. comm. 1995).
This high level of effort suggests that GPS will continue to
evolve as one of the most reliable geographic positional
location systems well into the Twenty-first century.
The U.S. Government's Accuracy Policies
In 1978, formal planning strategies were initiated
between the DOD and the Department of Transportation (DOT)
to reduce other land-based radio-navigation systems for both
military and civilian uses (US DOD/DOT 1993c). In 1983, the
DOD revised its position accuracy policy for GPS by stating
that the Standard Positioning Service (SPS) would provide
horizontal accuracies between 100 meters (95% probability)
and 300 meters (99.99% probability) (Leick 1990; US DOD/DOT
1993a). It was decided that the SPS would be available to
all users when the system reached Full Operational Capacity
(FOC), which occurred in July, 1995 (US DOD/DOT 1995; Hall,
pers. comm., 1995). Another section of the policy specified
that the Precise Positioning Service (PPS), that allows for
higher accuracies, was to remain restricted to U.S. and
allied military and for specialized non-military
applications considered to be in the national interest
(Leick 1990) .
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examine the radio-navigation requirements for both the
military and the public (US DOD/DOT 1995). As specified in
the 1992 Federal Radio-navigation Plan (FRP), the USCG is
responsible for providing accuracies of 8 to 20 meters for
the Harbor/Harbor Approaches (HHA) phase of navigation (US
DOD/DOT 1993a; US DOD/DOT 1993c; Schlechte 1993). These
requirements have clearly not been met using traditional
radio-navigation systems. In order to provide precise
radionavigation services that meet the required accuracy of
8 to 20 meters, the USCG is currently developing and
applying differential correction techniques to GPS
(discussed further in this chapter) (Cragg et al. 1994)
Basic GPS Performance
Generally, the concept of satellite positioning can be
explained as measuring the time delay of precisely
transmitted radio signals from satellites whose positions
can be very accurately determined (Puterski et al. 1990).
Satellites continuously transmit coded signals which can
then be matched with a signal generated by a GPS ground
receiver. By measuring the distance between the position of
an unknown location (the ground receiver) and the accurately
predicted positions of a number of visible satellites, the
position of that unknown location can be derived (Hurn
1989). This concept simply involves an advanced method of
triangulation. If the altitude of a position is known,
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monitoring three available satellites will give two
dimensional position information (latitude and longitude)
Monitoring at least four satellites will provide more
complete three dimensional data. The collection of three
dimensional position data are also possible for both moving
and fixed objects. Currently, GPS is available for
unlimited use with full 24-hour satellite coverage from any
place in the world. It also offers velocity, course over
ground, speed over ground and time (Mackie, pers. comm.
1995) .
IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The intention of this section is to briefly address the
three main working components of GPS that include the user
(ground receiver), the GPS satellites, and the control
station. All of these elements work collectively and are
necessary for a user to obtain geographic positional
information. The purpose here is to offer a general
explanation of the operational requirements of GPS
technology. For more in depth information, please refer to
the various references contained within this chapter.
Navstar Structure
The GPS system has a total of 24 satellites located in
six orbital planes that are inclined at 55 degree angles to
the equator, resulting in four satellites uniformly spaced
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in each orbital plane (Appleyard et al. 1988; Leick 1990;
Trimble Navigation, 1992c; Hall, pers. comm. 1995). The
satellites are in a circular orbital period of 12 hours, at
a height of 20,200 kilometers above the earth, and are
evenly distributed over the globe (Appleyard et al. 1988;
August 1993; Leick 1990; US DOD/DOT 1995). The high
altitude of the satellites and circular orbit design is
intended to ensure that the GPS system would be stable for
long term use. This satellite configuration permits
reception from at least five satellites at any point on the
earth's surface. It provides the ability to obtain three
dimensional positions any time of the day or night (Ackroyd
and Lorimer 1990; Hurn 1993) .
Satellites
The GPS satellites presently operating include the
older Block I satellites, and the more recent Block II
satellites, first launched in 1989. Contracts to build more
recent versions, including Block IIA and Block IIR
satellites to replace the older Block I satellites, are
currently underway (NATO 1991). Although the 24 satellites
currently in operation provide complete coverage, there are
still periods of weak or degraded performance, typically due
to weak geometry of the satellite constellation (Ackroyd and
Lorimer 1990). Such degraded signals can affect the GPS
user's ability to obtain positional data.
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Signals
For this project it is important to understand that
there are two types of satellite transmissions, each of
which carries a number of different signals. Each satellite
transmits on two unique L-band frequencies, L-1 and L-2
(1575.42 MHz and 1227.60 MHz respectively) (Ackroyd and
Lorimer 1990; NATO 1991). These frequencies include a
navigation message with information relating to satellite
clock correction, propagation delay correction, satellite
health, and the satellite's ephemeris (defining the position
of the satellite in space) (Appleyard et al. 1988; Leick
1990; Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990) .
Superimposed on each of these carrier frequencies are
two codes, called Pseudo Random Noise (PRN). These are
ranging codes that identify and distinguish the satellites
signals from other satellites broadcasting signals (Gibbons
1992). Please refer to Table 2 for the differences between
the L-1 and L-2 frequencies.
Table 2
Difference in L-Band Frequencies
I Precision PRN Clear/Course
Code Acquisition
(P code) PRN code
(C/A code)
-
L-1 Frequency X X
L-2 Frequency X
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The L-1 signal contains both PRN codes: the CiA (PRN)
code (Clear or Course/ Acquisition code) that repeats itself
once every millisecond and the P (PRN) code (Precision-code)
that repeats itself after 267 days (Appleyard et al. 1988;
Gibbons 1992; Tetley and Calcutt 1986; Ackroyd and Lorimer
1990; NATO 1991). The frequency of primary interest is L-1
containing the less precise CiA code that was used in this
application. This L-1 signal is currently used by most
commercial receivers to determine positions, time, course
over ground, speed over ground, etc.
The GPS Control Station
The control station is the sole responsibility of the
DOD and consists of five monitoring stations located at
approximately equal distances around the world (Wells et al.
1987). The five stations continuously track the GPS signals
that are used to control the satellites and predict their
orbits. The Master Control Station (MCS) , which is located
at Falcon Air Force Base in Colorado Springs, Colorado,
continuously interacts with the monitoring stations via
three ground antennas that have uplink capabilities (US
DOD/DOT 1993b; US DOT 1994). Updated information is
transferred to the MCS via these ground antennas that also
transmit and receive satellite health and control
information. The MSC receives the tracking data from the
monitoring stations, updates the navigation message,
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computes the ephemeries (predicted satellite position as a
function of time) and satellite clock corrections, and then
broadcasts the information back to the monitoring stations
(Puterski et al. 1990; Leick 1990; Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990;
US DOT 1993b). The system is set up so that satellites pass
over monitoring stations a certain number of times a day to
ensure that both continuous updates and maintenance
information are collected (Mackie, pers. comm. 1995) For
most application needs, however, the operational details of
the MSC are relatively insignificant even though they are
pertinent for the successful operation of the GPS system.
The Receiver
The GPS land-based unit is the ground receiver; a
device used to determine its distance from available
satellites. The typical receiver design includes an
antenna, preamplifier, radio signal microprocessor, control
and display device, data saving mechanism, and power supply
(Wells et al. 1987). The differences between the types of
receivers and their capabilities are beyond the scope of
this study. Regardless, a generic description follows.
A GPS receiver interprets the timing of a signal sent
via one or more of the satellites currently available (i.e.,
above the horizon of the receiver). The receiver then
calculates the satellites' distances from itself and
computes its own position, elevation, time, and velocity
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(i.e., when moving) (Puterski et al. 1990; Gibbons 1992;
Long et al. 1991). This is a continuous process as long as
the receiver is tracking available satellites.
Depending upon the application needs, positions can be
updated more rapidly than every second. They can then be
displayed in a specified coordinate system on some type of
output device (such as a screen or plotter). If the
receiver provides data logging and/or downloading
capability, position fixes can be stored in the receiver and
then transferred to a personal computer. More sophisticated
receivers will allow a user to assign attributes
(information pertaining to a feature/position) to positions
while gathering those positions in the field. Referenced
positional data can then be downloaded and transferred to a
variety of file formats including AUTOCAD, ARC/INFO and
DBase (August 1993; Trimble Navigation 1992a; Tolle 1994)
Receiver Accuracy and Precision Capabilities
Receivers are frequently chosen because of their
accuracy and precision capabilities. The distinction
between these two terms is important. For the purposes of
this project, accuracy refers to the closeness of collected
positions to the true or known locational value. When
positional data are collected, the accuracy of those data
are increased as it gets closer to the known position
(August et al. 1994). The accuracy potential of GPS
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receivers can range anywhere from millimeter accuracy to
over 100 meters. The accuracy of data collected by GPS
receivers are influenced by a number of factors including
the quality (and often cost) of equipment, the number of
receivers used and channels per receiver, the method used to
store data, the amount of time spent collecting data, and
whether or not differential correction is applied (August
1993; Trimble Navigation 1992c).
Precision, on the other hand, generally represents the
variation among repeated measurements of accuracy (August et
al. 1994). Although precision is related to the accuracy of
replicated measurements, as described in the Loran-C
chapter, it was not addressed in the present study and
therefore not discussed further.
Single vs. Multichannel Receivers
To date, there are commonly two types of GPS receivers;
sequencing and multichannel. Sequencing receivers share one
or two channels with several satellites, are usually less
expensive, require less power to operate, and often
interrupt positioning, thus limiting the overall accuracy
(Puterski et al. 1990). Multichannel receivers can
simultaneously monitor four or more satellites and give
instantaneous position and velocity information. These
receivers are generally more expensive and vary in their
ability to actually track the available satellites or merely
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to "monitor" them. Those receivers that "track" available
satellites can be used to reduce the Geometric Dilution of
Precision (GDOP) (see further in this chapter for
explanation) and thus increase the overall positioning
accuracy (Ibid.). For these reasons the multichannel
receivers, particularly those receivers with "tracking"
capabilities, are superior in functionality, performance,
and accuracy when compared to single channel receivers.
Since a multichannel receiver was used in the current
project, subsequent discussion is based solely on this type
of instrument.
Pseudo-range Measurements
GPS receivers can provide two types of measurements;
pseudo-range and carrier beat phase measurements. As the
carrier beat transmissions are relatively complex, and not
relevant to this study, they will not be further discussed.
Pseudo-range refers to the difference of the signal
transmission's travel time between the satellite and the
receiver (Ibid.). Because both the receiver and satellite
clocks are not perfectly synchronized (also known as a clock
offset), there is not a "true" range (i.e., calculated
distance) between the two (Larson 1990). The range is
determined by the receiver which generates a replica code to
that transmitted by an incoming satellite code (Ackroyd and
Lorimer 1990). The receiver attempts to match up the two
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codes giving rise to the pseudo range measurement, which is
the degree of misalignment or delay between the two codes
(Ibid.). To be converted to a true range, pseudo range
measurements need other sources of information, including
the ranges of three other satellites and accurate knowledge
of the satellites' positions in space and time (Ibid.). A
ground receiver that is able to monitor four satellites has
the capability to remove the unknown time offsets between
the internal satellite and ground receiver clocks (Wells et
al. 1987; Gibbons 1992). For accurate GPS measurements, the
precise transfer of time between the MeS, monitoring
stations, the satellites themselves, and finally to the GPS
receiver is essential (Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990) .
V. POSITION REFERENCE FRAME
When using spatially referenced data via the GPS
system, all positions are based on a geodetic, earth-based
reference system (Ibid.). For all applications it is
critical to understand that when using GPS data in
conjunction with other information, data will often need to
be transformed from one reference system to another. Earth
based references systems, known as ellipsoids (and more
commonly called spheroids), must be transformed. If the
transformations are not performed correctly, error sources
will be generated in the combined data. Additionally,
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coordinate based systems are often in need of conversion
when integrating GPS data with other data sources.
Datum Reference
Different models of the earth have been adopted for
various parts of the globe, and for diverse uses. These are
often termed ellipsoids (due to the shape of the Earth)
(Snyder 1983). Different ellipsoids result from the varying
accuracy of geodetic measurements (measurements of locations
on Earth) and from the non-uniform curvature of the Earth's
surface (Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990; Snyder 1983). A
reference ellipsoid is then used with an initial reference
point on the Earth's surface to produce a datum (Snyder
1983; Morgan 1991). Datum has been defined by Ackroyd and
Lorimer (1990) as "a point where a suitable geodetic
position is adopted and fixed and against which all other
positions in that frame are measured." Once a datum has
been defined, it provides the means by which ground control
measurements are referred. With the introduction of
satellite based coordinate systems, positions anywhere in
the world can be related to each other through common,
global (geocentric) datums (Snyder 1983; Morgan 1991) .
The Defence Mapping Agency (DMA) has been developing
the World Geodetic System (WGS) since the 1960's (Kumar
1993). WGS 66, WGS 72 and the more recent WGS 84 have been
developed, each of which is more accurate than the system it
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supersedes (Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990; Kumar 1993). The
fundamental parameters used to determine WGS 84 were adopted
from the Geodetic Reference System (GRS 80), defined by the
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (Kumar 1993) .
Since January of 1987, WGS 84 has been used to define the
GPS coordinates, meaning that all positions collected using
GPS originate in WGS 84 (Ibid.). The North American Datum
of 1983 (NAD 83) is also a geocentric datum that uses GRS 80
parameters, and is very closely related to WGS 84 (Snyder
1983; Kumar 1993). The reference ellipsoid for both NAD 83
and WGS 84 are the same (i.e., the center of the mass of the
earth) and the differences between them are minor (Morgan
1991) .
Coordinate Reference
When collecting or using spatially referenced data,
it is essential to understand that data that a GPS receiver
collects are in the coordinate system that the satellite
positions are given (i.e., WGS 84) (Leick 1990; Ackroyd and
Lorimer 1990). The ability to convert collected GPS
positions (in WGS 84) into another coordinate system (i.e.,
latitude and longitude, UTMs, State Plane Feet) is possible,
provided that appropriate transformation parameters are
available (Leick 1990; Faig and Shih 1989). This
information must be considered and addressed particularly
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when considering integration of GPS positions with other
data.
VI. STATIC/KINEMATIC GPS
The overall GPS receiver design and its capabilities
can playa significant role in data collection efforts.
Receivers also require antennas. The extent to which an
antenna moves (i.e., whether it is moving or stationary)
will playa role in determining the ability of the system to
collect positional data.
Static Positioning
A GPS receiver with a stationary antenna (static) can
easily repeat position fixes. Averaging repeated position
fixes generally leads to greater accuracy of the individual
positions (Wells et al. 1987). Repeating position fixes
also allows for better control of the effects of random and
systematic errors, which are normally a part of individual
fixes. Using GPS and differential correction techniques at
two different geodetic survey control points, August and
others (1994) found that when collecting positional data at
approximately 1 fix per second, and when averaging 300
sequential fixes; the mean distance of those averaged
positions dropped to under three meters.
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Kinematic Positioning
When the antenna is moving (kinematic), instantaneous
position fixes are collected from the available satellites.
However, this method provides for less repeatability.
Kinematic positioning has been used in various projects
where moving vehicles including, planes, helicopters, boats
and automobiles place the antenna outside the vehicle to
collect positional data. This can dramatically decrease the
amount of time needed for data collection efforts, but, it
may also have an impact on the accuracy of those data.
When in motion, and when averaging positions is not
necessary or practical, a real-time solution is often a
means of improving the quality of that positional data.
Another way to improve accuracy of kinematic positional
information is to use another stationary receiver that
serves as a "base station." This receiver is placed at a
known "reference" point and set to continuously collect
position fixes. At the same time, the moving receiver is
used to collect positions from one location to another.
This is commonly called relative positioning. At the onset
of GPS development, the accuracy of the results were
significantly improved when several "reference" receivers
were used (Wells et. al 1987). The advances in GPS
technology, including receiver capabilities and the ability
to determine more "accurate" positioning (i.e., via
differential correction techniques), are vastly improving
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the overall accuracy potential. However, there are several
other factors that need to be considered when determining
the accuracy potential of GPS data collection.
VII. GPS SYSTEM ACCURACIES AND POTENTIAL ERROR SOURCES
Errors within GPS are a function of many different
sources. Some typical GPS errors include receiver and
satellite clock error, satellite ephemeris errors,
atmospheric delays, multipathing, satellite geometry,
selective availability and several others (Ackroyd and
Lorimer 1990; Wells et al. 1987; Leick 1990; Puterski et al.
1990). The variety of deficiencies relating to GPS data
collection has been well documented in other publications.
This section briefly discusses appropriate potential error
sources for the current investigation. The error sources
addressed include, propagation media, multipathing,
selective availability, dilution of precision, and operator
error (the learning curve) with some final suggestions on
ways to reduce their impact.
Propagation Media
Propagation media involves delays of transmitted
signals due to the ionosphere. This effect corrupts radio
waves resulting in the bending or refracting of rays that
delays the travel time of satellite signals (Leick 1990)
Atmospheric disturbance affecting the transmission of
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satellite signals has been reported to account for over 60%
of total positioning error (Puterski et al. 1990).
Multipathing
Multipathing is where a satellite signal arrives at a
GPS ground receiver by way of two or more different paths
rather than going directly to the receiver (Puterski et al.
1990; Mackie, pers. comm. 1995). Satellite signals are
corrupted, and delayed by their reflections off of nearby
surfaces (particularly large reflecting objects). This
"bouncing" of signals will result in a delayed satellite
signal to the receiver's antenna. Multipathing problems can
usually be avoided through careful survey planning and by
not collecting data near reflective objects.
Selective Availability
Introduced by DOD, selective availability (SA) is a
system that when turned on introduces errors into the
orbital and time information transmitted in the satellites'
navigation message (Gibbons 1992). Selective Availability
(SA), designed to deny unauthorized users (non-military)
access to full positional accuracy, was once considered a
major limitation to GPS data collection. Essentially, the
GPS receiver is provided with a false range for each
satellite and the resulting measurement is in error by a
controlled amount. Through an agreement between the DOD and
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the DOT, 95% of any measurements taken will be within 100
meters horizontal accuracy when SA is enabled (Trimble
Navigation 1992cj Gibbons 1992). The trouble with SA 18
that satellite signals can be degraded at any time by
activating it. Moreover, there is no assurance as to when
SA will be activated or deactivated.
Fortunately, differential GPS (DGPS) can be used to
improve the accuracy of collected data to within
approximately 5 meters, thus eliminating most of the
negative effects of SA (Long et al. 1991; Gibbons 1992) (see
the following section for further discussion on differential
GPS) .
Dilution of Precision
In order to calculate relevant 3-D positions, it is
essential that a minimum of 4 satellites be available and
selected by a GPS receiver. The quality of those collected
positions can be affected by both the geometry of the
satellite constellation and by the number of satellites
available. A strong indicator of the accuracy potential and
quality of collected data are a measure of the geometric
strength of the GPS satellite configuration, called the
dilution of precision (DOP) (Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990j Wells
et al. 1987). Satellite configuration is position dependent
which, of course, changes in time as satellites travel in
their orbits. DOPs take into account the relative positions
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of satellites within that constellation. DOPs do not,
however, indicate whether the total GPS system is
functioning correctly or not (Trimble Navigation 1992c)
Although not a full system check, DOPs were developed
to help identify the orbit geometry of available satellites
(ARINC Research Corp. 1991; Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990). This
allows users to determine the best geometries of satellite
positions. In general, DOPs are relative numbers where the
higher the DOP number, the worse the orbit geometry of the
available satellites and the greater the uncertainty of the
receiver position. The smaller DOP numbers indicate better
satellite geometry and better accuracy potential, as
calculated by the GPS receiver for its location (Trimble
Navigation, 1992c).
There are several different DOPs, and the DOPs most
important for this project include the positional dilution
of precision (PDOP), geometric dilution of precision (GDOP),
horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP), and vertical
dilution of precision (VDOP). These are defined in Table 3.
For individual application needs, the GPS receiver must have
the various DOP limits or mask levels set correctly. If the
DOPs limits are not appropriate, the results of data
collection efforts may be misleading.
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Table 3
Dilution of Precision (DOPs)
ACRONYM DEFINITION DESCRIPTION
GDOP Geometric Integrates
Dilution of X,Y,Z,
Precision and Time
I
PDOP Position Integrates
Dilution of X, Y, Z, three
Precision D Positions
HDOP Horizontal Local
Dilution of Horizontal
Precision Positioning
VDOP Vertical Local
Dilution of I Vertical
Precision Positioning
Learning Curve
New users of GPS equipment should be forewarned that
there is a certain learning curve associated with both
experiencing the mechanics of the GPS equipment and, in
particular, in learning how to transfer and integrate GPS
data into different information technologies and appropriate
formats. Training techniques on the operations of GPS, and
on how to integrate GPS data with other systems are offered
by those selling the equipment, universities, government
agencies, and more recently by private groups.
Frequently, collected positional data are intended to
be integrated with other technologies, existing systems, and
different hardware and software products. Knowledge of
hardware and software compatibility becomes critical when
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determining and/or choosing proper GPS receiver
capabilities.
Error Source Reduction
GPS equipment standards and software correction
routines are constantly being improved and designed to
remove many biases and potential errors that may affect
collected positional data. Fortunately, the health and
availability of satellites can also be forecasted well in
advance through careful mission planning. Knowledge of
satellite movement, including the best geometric
configuration and greatest number of available satellites,
permits the most reliable forecasts. Calculating the
projected status of available satellites helps ensure that
the survey design is developed to eliminate many of the
potential error sources. The rapidly developing
differential correction technique, combined with GPS (DGPS),
is also designed to eliminate error sources and increase the
overall accuracy capabilities.
VIII. DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION
The foundation of differential correction (DGPS) or
relative GPS is having a known reference point serve as a
control point. The concept of differential techniques
relies on the removal of systematic errors between a
reference receiver and a remote receiver (Ackroyd and
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Lorimer 1990). One of the most significant aspects of DGPS
is the removal of SA effects, thus allowing for much more
accurate positional data to be gathered. Furthermore,
differential correction can take place either in the field
(called real-time), or after field collection through post
processing methods. For either method of correction, DGPS
carries the triangulation principle one step further. It
requires one roving (moving) receiver and a second receiver
at a known reference point serving as a base station.
The base station must simultaneously collect satellite
data that can then be used to correct the GPS positions
collected by the roving receiver. The unknown positions
taken at the same time are then compared to the "known" or
base receiver positions. The offset differences between the
two sets of data allow for a correction factor to be
calculated and applied to those unknown positions (Puterski
et al. 1990). The ability to perform corrections to the
observed pseudo range measurements allows the user to
account for satellite clock bias and propagation delays (US
DOD/DOT 1993b). The application of correction parameters
involves the use of sophisticated modeling techniques.
Differential correction techniques have been thoroughly
discussed in several of the referenced publications. The
following discussion focuses on equipment needs, difference
between real-time and postprocessing data, potential errors,
and ways to ensure the highest quality data collection.
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Equipment
A GPS user will need at least the following for DGPS: a
differential capable GPS receiver and either a receiver
capable of saving and downloading positions (to a PC) or a
method to accept "live" GPS error corrections. For post-
processing differential corrections, the receiver must be
able to save and download the collected positions at which
time correction factors could be applied using data
collected from a nearby basestation and software processing
techniques.
For real-time differential correction, the GPS receiver
must be capable of a "live-link" to accept the differential
corrections from either a radiobeacon receiver capable of
Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) demodulation or other radio
links, such as MF (Medium Frequency) and VLF (Very Low
Frequency) radiobeacon systems (Hall 1994; US DOC 1994)
Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) has been tested at Montauk Point
using an existing radiobeacon signal and has been found to
be an effective mechanism for transmitting correction
signals (Hall 1994). Furthermore, selected marine
radiobeacons are now being modified to carry the DGPS
signals. Those not used for these signal transmissions are
likely to be phased out by the year 2000 (US DOD/DOT 1995;
Schlechte 1993) .
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Real-time Differential Correction
During real-time differential correction, the base
station receives data from each satellite then calculates
and immediately transmits the error for those satellites.
For this transmission, there must be a dedicated
communications link, such as a VHF-FM radio, across which
the correction signal can be transferred (Trimble Navigation
1992c). The base station receives the GPS signals and then
compares the pseudo range measurements corrections between
the two receivers (base receiver and the receiver at the
unknown location). The result of this comparison generates
a correction message and it is sent to local users via
radiobeacon broadcast. The transmission of these data
occurs at a lower rate and in a standard data format called
RTCM SC-104, as defined by the Radio Technical Commission
for Maritime Services (Puterski et al. 1990; Trimble
Navigation 1992c; Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990). The received
correction is applied by the GPS user's equipment and due to
the removal of SA effects, the resulting data has much less
positional error than stated within the SPS accuracy policy.
After GPS becomes fully operational, the USCG proposes
to broadcast the DGPS signals from approximately 50
radiobeacons (US DOT 1994a). The Army Corps of Engineers
(CaE) is also intending to add several radiobeacons with
this capability (Mackie, pers. comm. 1995). The
disadvantage of real-time differential correction is the
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requirement for a radio-link that will select and
continuously track an appropriate differential beacon signal
(Trimble Navigation 1992d). The advantage over post
processing is the ability to have "immediately" corrected
positions. It is particularly relevant for applications
where post processing positions are not applicable and/or
possible.
Post Processed Differential Correction
The general consensus throughout the literature is that
differential correction by post processing methods offers
both greater control and accuracy of gathered locational
data (Puterski et al. 1990; Trimble Navigation 1992c;
Ackroyd and Lorimer 1990). Post processing allows for
greater supervision and data can be edited and improved
through complex proprietary processing techniques. This
method also requires greater computer processing abilities
that permit GPS users to edit the collected data to suit
their needs. Software processing techniques often allow the
GPS user to remove inappropriate or "outlier" positions,
average positions, and compute other statistics on collected
positions (Trimble Navigation 1992c) .
In general, most methods of post processing involve
both filtering and smoothing routines that are applied to
both the data collected from the roving receiver and the
base station (Puterski et al. 1990). Using this method, the
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base station is recording the available satellites'
navigation message 24 hours a day, which is saved in a
computer file. In the field, the GPS ground receiver is
recording satellite positions during particular periods of
time. The information collected from the field receiver is
then saved and transferred into a computer file. Next, the
two files are run together through software routines and the
difference is calculated for the selected satellites at
precise periods of time (Wells et al. 1987). The calculated
difference can then be removed from the "field" data and the
result are corrected and more accurate positional data
(i.e., SA and ionospheric effects removed).
nGPS Potential Errors
It is expected that by 1996, most of the United States
coastline (including the Great Lakes region and the
Mississippi River) will have the capability to
differentially correct through the transmission of
correction data provided by the USCG and the COE (Shaw 1994;
Mackie, pers. comm. 1995). DGPS can also be used to
continuously monitor satellite range errors and this
information can provide GPS systems operators with an
integrity check on the satellites (US DOT/DOD 1993a) DGPS,
however, is not without its own source of errors.
One important requirement is that the field receiver
must be tracking the same subset of available satellites as
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the reference receiver (base station). An effective range
that is recommended between the ground receiver and base
station, is no greater than 300 miles due to the ionospheric
effects (Trimble Navigation 1992c). Shaw suggests that as
the distance from the base station increases, there is an
irreversible degradation in the accuracy of the positional
data collected by the field receiver (Shaw 1994). The DOT
is in the processes of evaluating different augmented GPS
systems to compensate for errors and enhance the
capabilities of GPS in the United States (US DOC 1994). To
provide more accurate positioning capabilities, the DOT is
reviewing various Wide Area Systems (WAS) technologies that
would use geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) satellites to
broadcast augmentation data and supplementary ranging
signals (US DOC 1994). Yet, for the present time in order
to increase data quality, the least amount of distance
between the receiver and the base station will help ensure
the highest accuracy of the collected positions.
Ensuring the Best Data Collection
To obtain the most accurate and valid results using
either method of DGPS, proper survey design planning must
occur prior to data capture. Responsible preplanning can
provide the GPS user with the necessary information to avoid
many of the potential error sources. Once application
requirements have been decided, the correct parameters
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(i.e., masks) must be set in the GPS field receiver. Other
important considerations include knowledge of battery
strength, backup capabilities, testing of equipment, etc.
IX. SELECTED DISCUSSION ON RECENT ENVIRONMENTAL
AND MARINE APPLICATIONS
The ability to collect accurate positional information
in a fraction of the time required by traditional surveying
or locational technologies has led to the increased
integration of GPS in many environmental and marine
applications. GPS use has increased as both a data
collection device and as a quality assurance tool for data
that already exists. Furthermore, recent applications have
connected data collection efforts with the simultaneous
input of feature information. This expanded "in-the-field"
collection of information is probably the most cost-
effective method of updating both spatial data and feature
information (Puterski et al. 1990). The following is an
overview representation of GPS applications on land, in the
sea, and in the air. For a more complete review of the wide
assortment of current applications, please refer to several
of the trade magazines and journals (see bibliography) .
Land-based Applications
Land applications already have an enormous number of
GPS users and will certainly be expanding in surveying,
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environmental, and telecommunications disciplines. A few
examples of current land-based applications generally cover
the spectrum of available and/or potential applications.
They include using DGPS for trail development in national
parks, determining regulatory boundaries, and locating rare
and endangered species (Goodyear, pers. comm. 1994;
McGargile 1994). GPS can also be used to accurately
identify locations where environmental permits are
necessary, and where sampling locations are, and to
strengthen wetlands delineation techniques. Furthermore,
GPS has been used in conjunction with barometry techniques
for more environmentally sound seismic surveys in Canada
(McLintock et al. 1994). There are new applications,
environmental and otherwise, that are continuously emerging.
They can be reviewed in the current trade publications.
In addition to data collection, GPS data combined with
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) can help provide an
efficient means of maintaining habitat databases, granted
permits, and changes in sampling data (US DOD/DOT 1993a) .
Although these few applications are based on environmental
interests, GPS offers the ability for both state and local
governments to more effectively coordinate and maintain much
of their spatially referenced information.
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Air Applications
Soon, GPS will more than likely be a standard component
of flying equipment. It is now considered a probable method
to ensure Category I precision approaches by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) (US DOC 1994). GPS was used
as a tool in a large scale photography experiment to
estimate timber volumes in Western Australia. It provided
both a visual steering mechanism for the helicopter pilot
and gave instant position fixes (Biggs et al. 1989). The
GPS receiver was connected to the aircraft, a high-
resolution camera, and simultaneously linked to a laptop
computer. Using GPS, and based on a fixed interval
distance, the camera was programmed to take a photograph.
Furthermore, the geographic coordinates of the camera
position associated with speed, date, time and altitude, can
be recorded on the film (Ibid.) Every time a photograph is
taken, the information can also be transferred to a personal
computer. Relating film coordinates to map coordinates
allows a user to pinpoint the location of the aircraft at
each specific photographic exposure. This offers unique
mapping and management capabilities. Other air~based
projects include using GPS to aid in locating the migration
patterns of endangered marine mammals and other migratory
pelagic species (McNally, pers. comm. 1995).
The integration of GPS as an aviation aid is
inevitable. The FAA is very interested in applying DGPS
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because of the need for near Category I precision approaches
that are required for runways in the National Airspace
System (US DOT 1994). This is intended to support precision
approaches to airports that do not have the Instrument
Landing System (ILS) (Ibid.).
Maritime Applications
For navigational purposes, one of the main benefits of
GPS is the ability to provide accuracy that will not
significantly vary during different aspects of marine
travel. Whether traveling on rivers, in near-shore coastal
areas or on the open ocean, GPS offers the navigator the
ability to get accurate positional information at all times
(Wells et al. 1987). For both commercial and recreational
vessels the growth of GPS, as a navigation aid, has
increased dramatically over the last few years. Often this
is in conjunction with electronic charts, plotters, other
graphic displays, and information systems. The safety
benefits in combining these technologies are enormous. These
technologies have the capacity to enhance port productivity,
and more importantly to reduce human safety concerns and to
lessen the environmental losses (US DOD/DOT, 1993a). The
importance of maritime safety and transportation efficiency
needs for maritime transit indicates that differential GPS
will be a significant navigational asset (Hall 1994).
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In one project, NOAA used DGPS to monitor sea level and
sea surface positioning to demonstrate the ability to
precisely monitor the position of the NOAA Offshore Test
Platform (located approximately 30 km off the Mississippi
Gulf coast) (Kelecy and Mader 1993). The collected
positions were used to examine the precise measurements of
tides, wave motion and buoy dynamics to demonstrate that GPS
coverage is now able to provide centimeter level and multi-
day monitoring of sea level (Ibid.). It is thus appropriate
for other oceanographic applications. NOAA has also
collaborated with the USCG on a partnership proposal to
incorporate DGPS as a method to improve the efficiency and
accuracy of hydrographic surveying in Galveston Bay, Texas
(Huff et al. 1994).
Not only prevalent in oceanographic projects, GPS is
now being integrated into the sea training aspect of a
cadet's education at the California, New York, Maine and
Massachusetts Maritime Academies (Shaw 1993; Mackie pers.
comm. 1995). Cadets are now taught waypoint route
management procedures, man-overboard functions, and other
GPS uses specific to navigation (Shaw 1993) .
x. CONCLUSION
The importance of GPS as a surveying and geographic
locational data collection tool are that it offers
continuous, unlimited, all-weather, and world-wide coverage.
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As development of GPS technology advances, handheld GPS
receivers will become more readily available, less
expensive, smaller, and significantly more accurate.
As DGPS is anticipated to be continuously on-line in
the U.S. coastal region by 1996, optimum accuracy
capabilities will contribute to increasing the quality of
positional data collection. This will have a major impact
on all GPS applications under different terrain conditions.
Receivers will likely be designed so they can interface with
a variety of other electronic devices, including personal
computers. Simultaneous input of feature attributes will
certainly become a standard component, as well. GPS offers
both highly accurate position collection and the ability to
successfully implement collected data into a geographic
information system (GIS). The ability to control for errors
and to collect more accurate data will thus increase spatial
database validity. This, in turn, will likely reduce the
reluctance that sometimes occurs when using geographic data
for analysis and spatial overlay capabilities.
Potential Trends of GPS
From a review of the recent literature and through
discussions with GPS industry representatives and
technicians, there are probably two possible scenarios
regarding the future accuracy capabilities of GPS. The
first, and simplest (though not politically), would be for
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the DOD to agree to turn SA off permanently. Perhaps new
encryption codes could be implemented so that undesirable
users (during times of u.S. conflict) could not gain access
to the GPS satellite signals.
Another of the more recent developments to increase
differential coverage has been a proposal to develop a wide
area differential global positioning system (WDGPS) (Hegarty
et al. 1993). Signal corrections would be broadcast through
satellite links thus allowing correction factors to be
transmitted over much greater distances (US DOT/DOD 1993a) .
The proposed WDGPS system is to include the implementation
of a network of Wide-Area Reference Stations that would
monitor GPS signals and weather reports (Hegarty et al.
1993). These stations, in turn, would transmit the
collected information to a few master stations that would
estimate the error components for each satellite and
broadcast the information over a wide area to all users
(Ibid.). The appeal in this proposal is that information
would most-likely be broadcast via a geostationary
satellite, while only minor software changes would be
required for existing GPS user equipment designs (Ibid.)
More detailed information regarding WDGPS can be found in
the Technical Report produced by the Department of Commerce
1994 final report (U.S DOC 1994) .
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Final Thoughts
One of the benefits of the GPS satellite system is that
it is designed to be flexible enough to collect positions
near shore, off shore, and on land. It will be interesting
to see if GPS use for environmental and marine applications
will unleash all of its potential.
The recent increased popularity of GPS relates to
several factors including its positional accuracy and
velocity determination in three dimensions, its extensive
applicability, its accurate timing abilities, and the
relatively low cost (Leick 1990). GPS has the capability to
offer both submeter and subcentimeter accuracy that should
cause a revolution of change to surveyors, navigators,
engineers, and others that need accurate geographic
positions (Acharya and Popp 1994). GPS also has important
implications for the use of collected positional information
in conjunction with a GIS that requires a common geodetic
reference frame for all data used (Shrestha et al. 1994)
GPS can collect highly accurate data. That data can be
readily converted to the same reference frame and coordinate
system of the GIS base-map data (Ibid.). Many environmental
applications using GIS would benefit from the integration of
GPS, for both data collection and for management
considerations.
The possible uses of new environmental applications
using GPS is unimaginable. Undoubtedly, new applications
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that have not yet been thought of will appear. The
continued growth and refinement of GPS equipment and
software capabilities appears to change almost daily. This
progression will certainly improve the ability to collect
highly accurate positional information.
GPS provides tremendous benefits for those who require
accurate geographic data, particularly because of its
remarkable accuracy, and its accessibility for a wide
variety of different uses. For both environmental and
marine applications, the flexibility of GPS and its capacity
for more accurate positional data really sets it apart from
existing positional technologies. Furthermore, the
superiority of this evolving technology has the potential to
transform many of the well-established methods of geographic
positional data collection.
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CHAPTER V
GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional maps are impressive tools, and the age old
saying that a picture is worth a thousand words is often
true. Maps are one method of sharing information, and the
value of that information clearly increases the more that it
is shared and distributed. Information that is not used or
shared is useless.
Maps are often the easiest way to understand a large
amount of spatial information, and its also one of the most
effective forms of presentation of data. People can see
relationships between objects symbolized on a map, and the
mind can easily assimilate an enormous amount of data
presented. These factors assist in the interpretation of
the features represented on a map.
Historically, maps have been very useful tools, and
often serve their purpose best in presentation of data to
the general public. However, traditional maps are fixed
bits of information, and thus, limit the amount of data that
can be represented. In essence, maps are the result of the
determination of the type of data that are chosen for
presentation.
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When reviewing information presented in digital maps
(via geographical information systems), people often expect
them to be of higher quality than traditional maps. This is
a precarious assumption. Although digital systems are
capable of processing data more precisely than analog
systems, accuracies of the source data always determine the
accuracy of the final product (Bernhardsen 1992) .
The automation of map making is only the tip of the
iceberg when considering the capabilities of using
geographical information systems (GIS). Fundamentally, a
GIS contains spatial data stored in digital form (via a
database) that provides a reference for related attribute
information (i.e., nongeographical data) (Huxhold 1991).
One of the most distinguishing characteristics of a GIS is
the ability to combine data from diverse sources, scales,
and projections. Typically, GIS are capable of comparing
dissimilar data, often based on different scales, and then
displaying particular scenarios based on given conditions
(Falkner 1994). Due to the rapid refinement of GIS,
comparing numerous potential solutions can be easily
accomplished, and requires much less time and manual effort
than use of traditional maps.
Recent literature indicates there has been a
significant expansion and progression of GIS over the past
twenty years, and that it is a complex and rapidly evolving
subject. The refinement of today's GIS allows spatial data
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and related information to be stored in much greater detail.
Just a few years ago, what was considered complex analytical
capabilities are now standard functions. Technologically,
GIS is rapidly advancing, however, there are still potential
dangers of haphazard or inappropriate use of changes in
scale, overlay analysis and reclassification of data
(Canessa and Keller 1994). These problems can lead to poor
analysis through insufficient interpretation when overlaying
data layers of different scales (Goodchild 1989). From
review of the literature, there appears to be a
proliferation of material available on GIS development,
applications, considerations and future technological
advances. (For a more in depth review, please refer to
several of the references cited within this section.
This chapter is not aimed at considering the procedural
complexities or the substantial amount of diverse
applications related to GIS. Instead, the purpose is to
acquaint the potential user or those interested in GIS with
some of the more important public sector applications, with
special emphasis on a few recent systems designed to
incorporate coastal zone management issues. This chapter
discusses GIS in the context of the present research
objectives. It begins with a brief history and simple
definition, and includes the basic difference between raster
based and vector based GIS. Following this, there is a
short description distinguishing GIS, Computer Aided Design
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(CAD) and Database Management Systems (DBMS). The current
status of the Rhode Island GIS (RIGIS) is also addressed.
Computer platforms, both hardware and software will be
addressed in a cursory manner as will the integration of
complementary technologies. Further consideration relates
to data quality and accuracy, including the standards and
projections used. Attention is also directed at potential
error sources and their reduction. Final commentary will
include a brief description of a few current public sector
GIS uses, with special emphasis given to applications
integrating GIS in coastal zone management matters.
II. BRIEF HISTORY OF GIS
The principle of a manual GIS, where dissimilar
information layers are represented and overlaid by
individual transparent maps is well over a century old
(Falkner 1994). Nonetheless, this practice is still used
today. Manually overlaying maps that contain different
information, one on top of another, permits the creation of
spatial relationships which are not immediately apparent
when the data layers are mapped independently. Beginning in
the late 1960's, this overlay process became automated and
has since been revolutionized by computerized GIS.
GIS's origin comes from combining the technology of
both Computer Aided Cartography (CAC) and Database
Management Systems (DBMS) (Bernhardsen 1992). Most of the
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early versions of GIS were very similar to CAC or Computer
Aided Drafting (CAD) systems, as both emphasized display and
production of spatial representations. During the late
1980's computing capabilities and user friendly Personal
Computer (PC) programs helped to expand the processing
abilities of these systems. In turn, this facilitated the
integration of digital and satellite images. The evolution
of combining compatible technologies now includes scanners,
digitizing tablets, graphic displays, surveying instruments,
satellite imagery, and GPS to name a few. Presently, most
modern GIS not only have the ability to process different
data, but also process dissimilar sources of data, such as
digital map data, video images, CAD, satellite imagery, GPS,
etc. In addition, recent GIS technologies have lowered the
processing time, increased their availability, and has been
further facilitated by decreases in price. A corollary
consideration which is often overlooked is the operational
skill required. Similarly, other information technologies,
including relational databases and computerized cartographic
systems have seen a dramatic increase in their availability,
and improved user-friendliness. Moreover, the progression
of integrating both raster based and vector based data
models used for creation and storage of data are adding to
the overall success of GIS capabilities.
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Raster vs. Vector Based GIS
Generally, the automated mapping of spatial data have
followed one of two principles. One model uses a raster
based approach while the other is a vector based system.
Both are very different in the way they function. A brief
description of the fundamental differences is valuable as it
often implies the type of application that may be used by a
specific GIS (Berry 1993b). Raster based GIS databases
represent spatial data in terms of equally divided fields or
grids. Commonly, raster based data also stores values that
identify and/or represent the characteristics within the
grids. This model stores data on the interior of areal
features, and it implies the location of the "boundary"
(Ibid.). This model is often well suited to represent
thematic data with imprecise boundaries such as soil
characteristics or landuse classifications (McAbee and Owen
1990). Some very useful information exists only in raster
format, including data that originates from satellite
images. Satellite imaging data are now relatively easy and
commonly incorporated into a GIS.
Based on the principles of geometry and trigonometry,
vector based GIS represents the world using points, line and
areas (polygons) with its associated attributes (Woodcock et
al. 1990). This method stores data on the boundaries of
features, and implies the interior information (Berry
1993b). This makes vector based GIS extremely useful for
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spatial data that are uniform within a region (i.e.,
political jurisdictions), or that have precise linear
measurements (Woodcock et al. 1990). This model allows
geographic features (spatial data) to be measured and/or
analyzed at a point, on a line or within an area (polygon).
Furthermore, the vector based model allows topological
relationships of spatial data to be acquired (Goodchild
1989). Topological relationships use the locations of a
feature with its attribute information to provide explicit
definitions of the spatial associations and/or relationships
among those features (August 1993; Huxhold 1991; Kemp 1993) .
For example, what polygons (e.g., open space areas) are
adjacent to a particular line segment (e.g., a road
segment) .
In Rhode Island, much of the currently available GIS is
vector based. The vector based GIS model is often used for
urban planning, transportation and facilities management,
and in certain environmental modeling applications (Woodcock
et al. 1990).
The choice between the two different methods of data
collection (and/or data representations) has to do with how
the data were collected and/or generated. For example,
satellite imagery generates raster based data represented as
fields or pixels, and cartographers (using digitizers)
generate vector based data represented as points, lines and
areas (Goodchild 1989). The contrast between these two
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models is often seen as a problem of system design, however
more often the differences relates to data interpretation
(Ibid. ) .
The strengths, weaknesses, variety of applicable uses,
and increasing integration of raster and vector models has
been thoroughly addressed in much of the current literature.
For a more detailed review of both models please refer to
several of the references within this chapter. For the
purposes of the current project, attention is focused solely
on vector structured data models, as both vector based data
collection and GIS software were utilized.
III. GIS DEFINED
There are numerous definitions of GIS in the
literature, some are simple and others more complex. GIS
means many things to many people, and it has been suggested
that a single definition might be too restrictive as a
complete and realistic description of this technology
(Nyerges 1993). GIS is based on two requirements, the
hardware and software (computer system) that an operator can
use to manipulate and analyze both geographic (spatial) and
attribute (nongeographic) data. Some of the more broadly
interpreted GIS definitions include characteristics that
allow for, the acquisition and confirmation; compilation and
manipulation; retrieval, update and storage; management and
exchange with dissimilar data sources; presentation and
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analysis; and ability to combine geographic data (Bernardsen
1992; Nyerges 1993) .
Of importance for this study is that GIS consolidates
at least two different modes of operation, where one is the
ability to do mapping and the other is the ability to store,
query, and analyze information. The combination of data
that are needed to perform these operations is contained
within both geographic and non-geographic data. These data
are essential to perform GIS procedures that include spatial
analysis, overlay and modeling techniques.
Attribute Data
The descriptive information contained in a database are
commonly called attribute data or information. Attributes
are typically created with text or numbers used to
characterize the features that make up the graphic layers.
Often attributes include dimensional characteristics (i.e.,
length, perimeter, area), frequency characteristics or
statistical characteristics (McAbee and Owen 1990). This
information is necessary in order to describe the physical
qualities of the features within that data, and many
analytical questions can be answered through the analysis of
only attribute characteristics (Huxhold 1991; McAbee and
Owen 1990). Attribute data (i.e., phone numbers) can be
easily linked to geographic data (i.e., an address
location), usually through a common identification code.
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Geographic Data
The geographic database is where the spatial data are
organized into thematic or map data layers. These spatial
data layers are integrated within a GIS by creating a
coverage of a particular feature, for example, water areas,
open space, or roads. These data layers must first be
created (or input) into the GIS. Geographic data can be
generated through a variety of methods, including, keyboard
entry, digitization, scanning, satellite imagery, and GPS.
IV. GIS CAPABILITIES
Obvious benefits of GIS include the ability to
manipulate and process large quantities of data. It also
offers speedy retrieval of information and integration of
spatially referenced geographic data. Increasingly, GIS
offers more user friendly methods and a variety of tools to
both analyze and assemble data into different formats.
The tools common to a GIS include retrieval,
manipulation, display, overlay, and analysis of geographic
and attribute data. These tools are strengthened by its
ability to determine spatial associations and/or
relationships of the points, lines and areas that are
contained in the map information. The increased development
of available GIS tools have intensified its relative
applicability throughout the private and public sectors.
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Although its capabilities are in great demand by both
groups, GIS is not a panacea for all geographic, database,
or relational concerns. It is simply a tool that can make
work involving geographic information easier, faster, and
potentially more meaningful. With proper use, this dynamic
tool can support improved efficiency and effectiveness when
working with both geographic and nongraphic information
(Huxhold 1991). The combination of the database feature and
spatial analysis capabilities of GIS makes it a very useful
management/decision-support tool.
Moreover, one of the main distinctions between GIS and
other information technologies (i.e., CAD or DBMS) is its
ability to perform spatial analysis. The following is a
brief description of spatial analysis and an overview of
both the CAD and DBMS systems. For further material on the
differences and/or integration capabilities with other
information technologies, please refer to several of the
cited references.
Spatial Analysis
Generally, spatial analysis offers the ability to
determine patterns of data associated with particular
locations. One advantage of GIS is in its ability to
manipulate the location-related data, allowing new and
varied insights to be gained from existing data (Ibid.)
Interactive work between both map and attribute data can be
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easily accomplished, in several different ways, and for a
variety of different issues. The ability to perform spatial
manipulation and analysis of geographic data associated with
attribute data are what really makes GIS unique.
Database Management Systems (DBMS)
The focus of Database Management Systems (DBMS) is on
the data, and it usually contains the information related to
the topic of a particular database. This technology has
also evolved, and has recently become much more user-
friendly. However, the coordinate and topological data that
are inherent in a GIS are not usually part of the typical
tabular DBMS environment (Ibid.).
The implicitly expressed database feature of a GIS are
an assortment of data, stored in logical files that can be
collectively processed (Bernhardsen 1992). This important
component of a GIS allows a large amount of data to be
input, accessed, updated, stored, manipulated, and analyzed.
However, there are simple and complex databases within a
GIS, thus, there will be differences in the ability to
perform various functions. Most GIS databases offer the
ability to search for and sort data, combine different data
layers, and average and perform other comparative analysis
and statistical procedures. Within more developed
databases, information can be presented in innovative ways,
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especially when looking at the relationships between
dissimilar features (Ibid.).
Computer Aided Design/Drafting (CAD)
Computer Aided Design or Drafting (CAD) are systems
that store spatial data as graphic information. CAD is
frequently used for applications involving design, drawing,
and drafting operations as it has the capability to both
assemble and illustrate data. CAD is typically used by
landscape architects, transportation and other professionals
in developing public utility structural designs, and
mechanical equipment specifications. Its strength in
drafting offers flexible and high-quality cartographic
displays and/or hardcopy products. Regardless of its
superior cartographic abilities, CAD is weak in
incorporating spatial analysis or geographic data management
capabilities (Kemp 1993).
Nonetheless, the drawings generated by CAD can be
incorporated into a GIS, through either a common file
transfer format or through software products that can
integrate both tools and data of CAD and GIS (August et al.
1995). Integrating these technologies into a GIS allows
data to be more immediately available, more easily
manipulated, and displayed and/or presented in several
different forms. The combination of these technologies
within a software environment has worked toward overcoming
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of significance (Lindgren, 1975). A two tailed hypothesis
tested whether the differences between the mean deviation of
differential GPS and the mean deviation of Loran-C were
statistically significant.
This statistical design is often chosen as a way to
control for extraneous variability between pairs of data
where the two sample data groups contain corresponding
numbers (i.e., the same locations/positions) (Dowdy and
Wearden 1983). This summary statistic was chosen as a way
to verify if a significant deviation between the matched
pairs of collected data existed.
Systematic bias was also determined by calculating the
mean deviation for both the x-coordinates and y-coordinates
of each pair of data.
Further analysis indicated the percentage of individual
mooring points that were on land compared to the percentage
of individual mooring points that were in the water.
Similarly, absolute distance was calculated as the
hypotenuse of a right triangle whose legs were the
difference in distance between DGPS and Loran-C (for both x-
coordinates and y-coordinates), and was computed as follows:
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CHAPTER VII
RESULTS
In order to assess the potential benefit of GPS
positioning techniques as applied to harbor management,
comparisons were made between the difference in positions by
each of the three data methods. The three pairs of data
used for analysis were Differential GPS (DGPS) and GPSi DGPS
and Loran-C; and GPS and Loran-C. A total of 83 pairs of
data were analyzed. Please refer to Appendix Ga, Gb, Ha,
and Hb for all data and basic calculations.
Mean positional differences were calculated, and the
mean positional difference between DGPS - GPS was always
lower. Table 4 shows the absolute mean positional
difference between each pair of data by electronic
positional receiver type. These were computed for both the
X-coordinates and Y-coordinates as was the Standard
Deviation of the differences between each pair of data.
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The Matched-Pair t test with N = 83 follows:
WhereCt=0.OS/\v=83-1 82
t o. 025 ,B2 = 1.980
and
Where Ho ~d = 0
The t statistic for each pair of data analyzed for the X-
axis and Y-axis are shown in Table 5 and Table 6.
X-Coordinates
Table 5
X-Coordinate Matched Pair t Statistic Values
I DGPS - GPS DGPS - LORAN GPS - LORAN
t TEST 9.18 132.66 56.63
,
p < .05, wfiere N = 83 and Unlts = Feet
As no direction is hypothesized in this investigation,
the test is two tailed, and the confidence level (i.e.,
alpha level) chosen is .05. This analysis must address both
tails (sides) of the distribution, and if differences are
determined then the null hypothesis can be rejected (West
1993) .
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Using absolute values, the t statistic for positions on
the X-axis between differential GPS (DGPS) and GPS was 9.18
Since 9.18 > 1.98, it is found to be statistically
significant. The t statistic for positions on the X-axis
between DGPS and Loran was 132.66, and since 132.66 > 1.98,
the null hypothesis is rejected and the difference between
the two is statistically significant. The t statistic for
positions on the X-axis between GPS and Loran was 56.63, and
since 56.63 > 1.98, the null hypothesis is rejected and the
difference between the two is statistically significant.
The results of this statistical analysis indicate that the
research hypothesis should be accepted for the positions on
the x-axis.
Y-Coordinates
Table 6
Y-Coordinate Matched Pair t Test Values
DGPS - GPS DGPS - LORAN GPS - LORAN
-
t TEST 11.49
,
188.65 41.41
p < .05, where N = 83 and Unlts = Feet.
As differences are being tested on the Y-coordinates,
this, again, is a two-tailed hypothesis, and the confidence
level (i.e., alpha level) chosen is .05. This analysis
similarly addresses both tails (sides) of the distribution,
and if differences are determined then the null hypothesis
can be rejected (West 1993) .
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The absolute values were used to determine if there
were a significant difference between each data collection
method. The t statistic for positions on the Y-axis between
differential GPS (DGPS) and GPS was 11.49. Since 11.49 >
1.98, the null hypothesis is rejected and the difference
between the two is statistically significant. The t
statistic for positions on the Y-axis between DGPS and Loran
was 188.65, and since 188.65 > 1.98, the null hypothesis is
again rejected and the difference between the two is
statistically significant. The t statistic for positions on
the Y-axis between GPS and Loran was 41.41, and since 41.41
> 1.98, the null hypothesis is similarly rejected and the
difference between the two is statistically significant.
The results of the statistical analysis on the Y-Axis
indicates that the research hypothesis is accepted.
Systematic Directional Bias
If positional data were unbiased, then the average
values of the differences should center on the true value
(or 0 in this case) (Leptich et al. 1994). Systematic
directional bias was calculated by determining the mean
deviation in both the X-axis (east-west) and the Y-axis
(north-south) (August et al. 1994).
The Matched Pair t test was again used on the
positional data collected to determine if the mean deviation
on the X-axis and Y-axis were equal to O.
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On the X-axis, for both the DGPS - Loran, and GPS -
Loran pairs of data, neither of the respective mean
deviations were equal to zero. Directional bias existed in
the westerly direction (negative) for all three pairs of
data.
On the Y-axis, each respective mean deviation for each
pair of data, DGPS - GPS, DGPS - Loran, and GPS - Loran did
not equal zero. Directional bias existed in the southerly
direction for the DGPS - GPS data (negative) and in a
northerly direction for both the DGPS - Loran, and GPS -
Loran data (positive) (please refer to Appendix GA and GB)
Control
In order to have standards to judge the positional data
collected using differential GPS (DGPS), three control
points were collected using a relative control method. This
procedure involved comparing the distance of a previously
recorded position using a tape measure to the nearest point
of land with that of a computed distance (using GIS) and the
DGPS database. These control points were compared, and the
differences for each mooring point/dock to the closest
distance on land are shown in Table 7 (please refer to
Figure 4 as well). These differences in distance were used
in an effort to estimate the total approximate error of the
positional data collected using DGPS. Given the time
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constraints of the current project, this was the best
"control" available.
Table 7
Control Distance Measurement in Feet
MANUAL DISTANCE I DIFFERENCE
MOORING DISTANCE MEASURED IN DISTANCE
MEASUREMENT USING GIS*
NUMBER
72 52' 55.14' 3.14'
I 62 86' I 81.7' I 4.3'I
63 67' 74.16' 7.16'
* Orlglnal scale 1":100', N 3
This relative control measurement indicates that when
using DGPS, the measurements have an accuracy level that is
well within the 100 meters (approximately 95%) as specified
by the DOD and the DOT (US DOT/DOT 1993a) Furthermore,
when DGPS use is close (less than a mile) to the reference
site (basestation) position solutions may expect errors as
low as 2-3 meters for mobile users (ships and vehicles)
(Ibid.) .
Although the basestation for this experiment was
farther than a mile away, the difference between control
readings and the DGPS readings maintain the 2-3 meter
position solution error. However, this was only a relative
method of control, and many factors may have affected the
estimate of the landmass distance from the positional data
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recording. Figure 4 indicates the location of the three
control points.
While manually calculating distances, the tides, winds,
and natural mooring movement will affect the potential
accuracy of the distance calculation. Furthermore, when
estimating and comparing the distance of a position using a
GIS several other factors will affect the correctness of the
measurement. One consideration includes the scale at which
the distance is being estimated, as a number of different
values can be acquired. This also relates to knowledge of
the original scale of the source data. These considerations
are very easy to ignore when using a point and click, user-
friendly GIS software. It is important to avoid mismatching
scales when comparing and/or interpreting data originating
from very different scales. This illustrates only a few of
the difficulties in assessing positional difference from
ancillary sources.
Additionally, from review of Figure 4, (i.e, where the
circle is located) one can see that in certain areas mooring
positions taken with DGPS appear extremely close together.
This is due to the fact that position collection occurred
over several days, and some duplicate positions were
recorded. These recorded positions also show slight
differences in mooring location. Although there are
differences in positions on both the X-axis and Y-axis, the
replicability of the data are excellent. These differences
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need to be taken into consideration when evaluating the
mooring locations. The differences as indicated with both
the X-coordinates and Y-coordinates for repeated mooring
positional data are indicated in Table 8a, 8b and Table 9a,
and 9b.
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Table 8a
Difference in X-coordinates for Mooring 999
X- MOORING # 999 I ICOORDINATES DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE
! IN FEET
A ID 79 A-B I 6.2
329192.80
I
B ID 33 B-C 2.1
329186.60
I
C ID 90 C-D -10.4
329184.50
I
I
D ID 88 D-A 2.1
329194.90
II
I
I
Table 8b
Difference in Y-coordinates for Mooring 999
Y- MOORING # 999
COORDINATES DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE
IN FEET
A ID 79 A-B 4.1
124530.40
B ID 33 B-C I -1.4
124526.30
C ID 90
I
C-D -2.7
124527.70
D ID 88 D-A ; 0
I 124530.40
I
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Table 9a
Difference in X-coordinates for Mooring 114
x- MOORING # 114
COORDINATES DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE
I
IN FEET
A ID 500 A-B 10.4
329251.50
I
I
-6.2I B ID 5 B-C329241.10
I
C ID 81
I
C-D 2
329247.30
D ID 92 D-A -6.2
329245.30
Table 9b
Difference in Y-coordinates for Mooring 114
I y- MOORING # 114 I
COORDINATES
I
DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE
IN FEET
A ID 500 A-B 16.6
123064.00
B
I
ID 5
I
B-C -9.7
I123047.40
C ID 81 C-D 25
123057.10
I
D ID 92 D-A -31.9 I123032.10
II II
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Distance
Another method used to help determine if the difference
in distance between DGPS and Loran would support the
research hypothesis was an analysis using the Pythagorean's
Theorem.
Absolute distance was calculated using Pythagorean's
Theorem where the difference in the distance between DGPS
and Loran for both the X-axis and Y-axis were computed as
follows:
The data are shown in Appendix I. The calculated data
(i.e., the hypotenuse) demonstrates that the difference in
distance supports the research hypothesis, as they are
considerable.
Percentages
One further analysis indicated the differences between
data that appeared on land and data that appeared in the
water for each method of collection. This is also visibly
represented in Figure 5, where all three methods of data
collection are included. Table 10 shows the percentages of
individual mooring positions on land and in the water for
each data collection method used.
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Table 10
Percentages of Mooring Points on Land and in the Water
% of Individual % of Individual
Mooring Positions Mooring Positions
I on Land in the Water
LORAN 51% 49%
-
-
I
GPS I 2.4% 97.6%
I DGPS 0% I 100%
I
N 83
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CHAPTER VIII
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The findings of this pilot project have several
management and policy implications that can be specifically
directed toward harbors and coastal resources. Several
potential implications are discussed below, outlining the
significance of the results as well as the probabilities of
the future use of the technologies addressed in this study.
The implications of the results of this project used as a
tool for harbor management, at all levels of government, are
discussed, as are the advantages and disadvantages of the
integration of the recommended technological advances.
I. DISCUSSION OF THE CURRENT STUDY
The results from this pilot project indicate that GPS
used as a positioning device for mooring locations when
compared to Loran result in statistically significant
differences in distance for both the X-axis and Y-axis. As
indicated in Table 4, the mean deviation in positions
between DGPS and GPS was notably less than that of Loran and
DGPS, or Loran and GPS. Although positional accuracy was
not assessed in the current project, a relative distance
measurement was used to compare the two positional methods
used. Distances were calculated using GIS and several
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positions were then compared to determine the relative
accuracy of the GPS receiver used with differential
correction for this project. Distance was also calculated
as the hypotenuse of the right triangle in support of the
research hypothesis. The objective of this analysis was to
demonstrate the magnitude of the differences, between DGPS
and Loran for both the X-axis and Y-axis. Systematic bias
was determined for both the X-coordinates and Y-coordinates.
The mean positional differences between the X-coordinates
suggested a more westerly bias and the mean positional
difference between the Y-coordinates indicated a more
southerly bias (for DGPS-GPS) and a more northerly bias for
DGPS-Loran and GPS-Loran (please refer to Table 9A and Table
9B). Furthermore, the summary statistical analysis
performed indicated that the difference in the collected
positions using differential GPS and Loran-C for both the x-
axis and y-axis was statistically significant (please refer
to Table 5 and Table 6) .
The results of this analysis permitted both stated
research hypotheses, to be validated, whereby;
the mean deviation of DGPS was less than the mean
deviation of Loran-C, and;
the difference between the positional information
collected with DGPS and Loran-C was statistically
significant.
All final data was then imported into a GIS as three
separate databases, that contained the DGPS, GPS, and Loran
positions. Each database also includes an identifier that
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will permit a connection to the town's ADMINS administrative
database. The ADMINS database provides detailed information
regarding vessel characteristics, mooring specifications as
well as financial information for mooring permit holders.
Using the developed GIS databases, distance measurements
were performed on closely related mooring points (i.e., the
same mooring number) and the results appear in Tables 8a -
9b. The differences in distance between the different
collection times of the same mooring buoy are noted. There
appears to be a greater difference in the northerly and
southerly direction (Y-axis) than that of the easterly and
westerly (X-axis) direction. No explanation for this bias
is offered, but would be an excellent area for further
research. Maps depicting the difference in the collected
mooring locations using each positioning method were also
produced to offer a visual representation (refer to Figures
4 and 5) .
II. LORAN-C
The absolute accuracy of Loran-C has been reported to
vary between .1 nautical miles to .25 nautical miles by the
U.S. DOT (US DOT 1992). Furthermore, for the Harbor/Harbor
Approach Phase (HHA) of navigation Loran-C does not meet the
requirements of 8 to 20 meters (Ibid.). One study on land
reported a mean position error of approximately 100 meters
for a stationary, ground-based Loran-C (Patric et al. 1988)
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Another study comparing the accuracy of GPS and Loran-C for
wildlife research reported mean position errors of
approximately 200 meters for Loran-C from a moving aerial
platform (Leptich et al. 1994). The accuracy of Loran-C is
influenced by a host of factors that have been well
documented, including geometry effects, signal to noise
ratio and additional secondary factors. Furthermore, the
u.s. DOD has recently reported its plan to phase out Loran-C
by the year 2000 in favor of GPS (US DOD/DOT 1995) .
These factors as well as the results of this study
suggest that Loran-C used as a method for positioning
moorings, or for locating other attributes in the coastal
zone will quickly become outdated. State agencies that
promote the use of Loran-C in harbor areas should reevaluate
their policies and update them with more accurate and
reliable positioning systems. Additionally, another
important consideration when assessing characteristics on a
statewide basis are data systems that are compatible with
other contemporary technologies. The difficulty of
incorporating data that are saved in a Loran-C receiver, as
used in this project, would suggest that a receiver capable
of downloading positional data are more suitable for
resource management and policy analysis.
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III. GPS
In contrast, more recent studies have indicated that
the use of GPS is significantly more accurate than
traditional positioning technologies (Leptich et al. 1994)
Differential GPS (DGPS) accuracy is consistently being
reported as accurate to within 2 - 5 meters of the true
position (Trimble Navigation 1992b; us DOT/DOD 1993a). DGPS
is currently being implemented for U.S. harbor and harbor
approaches and will provide radio-navigation accuracy better
than 10 meters by 1996 (US DOT/DOD 1995). Currently, the
USCG reports sites that are using DGPS are achieving
accuracies close to 1 meter (Ibid.). Due to the U.S. DOD
currently controlling the accuracy of the GPS signals with
selective availability, differential GPS must be used to
correct these errors in order to achieve the stated
accuracy. Error sources that affect the accuracy
capabilities of a GPS receiver have been well documented and
include satellite geometry, multipathing and atmospheric
delays. Proper preplanning, and in-the-field or post-
processing corrections can be used to help achieve the
stated accuracy of DGPS.
The civilian community use of GPS has increased
dramatically during the last few years, and there has been a
continuing replacement of less accurate and more costly
positioning methods. A sampling of general areas of current
GPS use include:
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Aviation; Environmental Protection; Highway; Maritime
and Waterways; surveying; Recreation; Law Enforcement
and Emergency Response, Transportation Tracking (Ibid.)
The impressive civilian community use, the support of
the government, the relative decreasing cost of GPS
receivers, and the increase in Differential GPS capabilities
suggest that GPS use will only increase. GPS used as a
method for positioning moorings, or for locating other
attributes in the coastal zone will certainly expand as
well. The USCG is currently using DGPS to accurately locate
aids to navigation in harbors and channels in the United
States (Ibid.). Furthermore, the current project
demonstrated that GPS is an appropriate tool to collect
individual mooring positions for a municipal mooring field.
State agencies that are interested in tracking
information on boat locations, shellfish management areas,
and other coastal resources and water uses should explore
GPS use for both positional information and for simultaneous
collection of attributes. This study has shown the
applicability of GPS through both the superb positioning
capabilities, and through its greater utility compared to
other available techniques. All levels of government that
are now using GIS could advance their database attribute
integration using GPS. In dynamic environments, the
combination of these technologically advanced tools could
save time spent on investigation, and allow for quicker
management responses to critical resource issues.
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These
recommendations apply to all levels of government as the
integration of GPS and GIS can be utilized for a variety of
different data needs (utilities, transportation, emergency
response, etc.).
IV. GIS
GIS is another contemporary technology that has seen
great success as a tool used in natural resource
applications, and its use is rapidly advancing. More
recently, GIS use is being encouraged and developed for
coastal resource applications. Although GIS use is
advancing at an incredible pace, there are valid concerns
that must be addressed, including database quality, hardware
and software requirements, and data integration.
Furthermore, GIS users must understand data constraints,
scale relationships, and proper use of the available
analytical capabilities. Nevertheless, this tool provides a
potential means for extending beyond mapping capabilities
toward innovative and appropriate planning, administration
and management functions. These may be accomplished through
the computerized analytical and query mechanisms of a
developed GIS database that can provide quick responses for
dynamic coastal resource issues. This is particularly
promising when data from a variety of different sources and
formats, such as satellite imagery and GPS data can be
integrated.
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Overall, GIS use is increasing dramatically, and so are
coastal GIS applications. Its combination with GPS data
acquisition can result in an even more powerful tool for
coastal managers. Display, query and the ability to perform
spatial analysis on accurate representations of individual
moorings may enhance harbor management. This may be
accomplished by both strengthening the reliability of the
information as well as offering analytical capabilities
useful for harbor and coastal resource policy
considerations. Knowledge of appropriate positional
information for a variety of water uses could also help
provide essential information when determining where
appropriate use applications are to be initiated.
As previously mentioned, GIS use has been shown to be
an effective way for coastal managers to allocate and manage
coastal resources (Canessa and Keller 1994). Clearly, GIS
has evolved as an appropriate, comprehensive and efficient
technology for municipal use. This thesis has developed an
appropriate application using both GPS and GIS technologies
for harbor management, administration, and policy
considerations. The combination of these technologies can
also be implemented into a variety of other municipal
functions (i.e., engineering, highway, police and fire)
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Disadvantages of a GIS
At the municipal level, the lack of consistent use of
GIS in Rhode Island indicates that there are constraints in
the implementation of this significant management tool. New
England communities that have begun incorporating GIS (i.e,
Newton, MAi New Shoreham, RIi and Groton, CT) have spent an
exceptional amount of time and money on its successful
integration into a variety of municipal functions. The
difficulties of municipalities starting up a comprehensive
GIS have been thoroughly addressed in many of the GIS trade
magazines, conference proceedings, and journals. For most
of the communities in Rhode Island, there are serious fiscal
constraints, thus the initialization costs of a GIS are
often regarded as unrealistic. This is particularly true as
data, hardware and software acquisition, and staff training
are significant costs for proper GIS implementation.
Advantages of a GIS
Although there are constraints involved in the
implementation of municipal GIS's in Rhode Island, there is
increasing potential for improving and expanding the use of
this tool. For example, more communities in New England are
successfully implementing GIS's, and the necessary hardware
and software requirements are steadily decreasing
(relatively) in cost. Additionally, GIS software is
progressively becoming more user-friendly, allowing for not-
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so-intensive training requirements. Furthermore, innovative
endeavors involving statewide database sharing agreements
supplying both raster and vector data may provide the
economic feasibility for more individual communities in
Rhode Island to establish a GIS (Pace, pers. comm. 1995)
v. IMPLICATIONS FOR HARBOR MANAGEMENT
GIS used as a tool to help local planning and
management of harbor and coastal resources is becoming more
prevalent. Water related planning issues include water
quality, public access to the shore, enforcement of
waterfront and wateruse rules and regulations, water-
dependent uses, growth and potential competition of water
uses (i.e., recreational boating), as well as providing for
facilities and services (i.e., mooring allocation).
However, planning and management for coastal resources and
harbor waters can become convoluted, particularly
when basic information is not readily available. Prior to
the establishment of a waiting list for new mooring permit
holders, knowledge of the location of moorings, as well as
the administrative information concerning the current status
of mooring permits is essential. This basic information
should be easily obtained by municipal officials and the
general public, and often it is not. These and other
deficiencies in harbor management planning led to the
development of this thesis. As it has been demonstrated,
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the use of appropriate tools can be integrated to offer more
reliable and pertinent information for the administration
and management of harbor resources.
Local Applications
One objective of this thesis was to demonstrate the
appropriateness of combining GIS and GPS technologies to
allow for more accurate, coordinated and efficient
management of coastal and harbor resources. This thesis
supports GPS use for positional data acquisition of
individual mooring buoys. GPS is being used in a few Rhode
Island coastal communities, however, there is currently no
corresponding geographic component.
This thesis also recommends the integration of GPS
with GIS for mooring management, and ultimately, for more
comprehensive harbor and coastal management. The use of GIS
in conjunction with harbor management has been limited in
Rhode Island. Most often mooring fields have been
delineated, and integrated into a GIS to produce maps of
harbor areas.
This thesis endorses the use of GPS for collection of
mooring data, and its subsequent combination with a GIS.
Together, these technologies offer a more effective
administrative, planning, management and policy setting
tool. Another New England coastal community is in the
processing of procuring a GPS receiver with the intention of
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incorporating mooring positions into their operating GIS
(Hughes, pers. comm 1995).
If the current DGPS GIS database is joined with the
bathymetry, and linked to the town's administrative database
(ADMINS), it would provide a most impressive and serviceable
management tool. Furthermore, as mentioned above, other
water uses and coastal resources could easily be delineated
with GPS and imported as GIS databases. The ability to
incorporate many different variables would advance
appropriate management and policy decisions including; where
other mooring fields should be located, where appropriate
future aquaculture sites should be located, and to offer
different possibilities for alleviating potential water-use
conflicts.
More consistently realized management of harbor
resources could potentially help all levels of government
that have an interest in harbor management. Possible areas
where the results of this study could be implemented in an
effort to achieve sound harbor management policies and
practices follows.
Federal Applications
At the federal level, when considering the placement of
floating structures within Federal Navigation Projects
(FNP) , the determination of an allocation that is based on
an "equal and open for all" definition could easily be
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analyzed using GIS. A GIS database joined with GPS
positional information would permit useful queries to
determine residency status of moored vessels located in a
FNP. Furthermore, the accurate delineation of designated
mooring fields with a maximum number of permitted moorings
are even more appropriately determined using both GPS and
GIS. Additionally, an accurate representation of the
numbers of vessels, complete with individual vessel
characteristics (i.e., type of head) grouped in particular
mooring fields, would support comprehensive policy decisions
regarding "No Discharge Status~ designations.
Statewide Applications
Through the implementation of a comprehensive harbor
management system based on the integration of GPS and GIS,
the state could theoretically receive more detailed and
accurate information that could help to evaluate cumulative
coastal resource use impacts. Harbor databases developed
using GPS and GIS could support water quality analysis,
particularly in analyzing specific standards used to
determine impacts from marina facilities on the shellfish
resources of the state. Comprehensive evaluation of harbor
resource use through the various state agencies would be
possible if local harbor related information was available
for different agencies in a similar format. Such
comprehensive information could assist the state in
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determining best management practices for coastal and harbor
uses. To this end, this thesis supports the premise that
the combination of these tools is essential in promoting
more accurate, reliable, and comprehensive harbor management
practices and policies.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION
Initial results of this project are encouraging, as the
differences in locational information collected using Loran-
C and GPS were significant. This study demonstrated that
the combination of GPS and GIS can play an important role in
guiding management decisions concerning harbor resources.
This is especially true in areas where environmental
variables and conflicting coastal resource uses are
prevalent. The combined use of GPS and GIS can expand the
information base upon which decisions are made. The
presumption is, therefore, that individual moorings may be
more reliably and efficiently managed when integrating these
technologies. Other coastal resource uses can be easily
developed as data layers for a GIS. Clearly, the more
accurate the input data layers, the more accurate, efficient
and useful the GIS will be.
Combining these contemporary technologies as addressed
in this study can be an extremely valuable tool for the
proper implementation of harbor management plans. The
incorporation of these technologies can also serve as a very
effective policy and planning tool. Coastal resource uses
and use conflict issues can, therefore, be more
realistically inventoried, assessed, represented spatially,
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and analyzed. This technological union offers the potential
for the development of more sound harbor policies and
practices, and as a very effective tool for coastal
managers.
Further research regarding the combination of modeling
techniques, (i.e., the model developed by Christerson
(1992)) or simply the incorporation of mooring swing radius
and depth of water to determine appropriate mooring
locations would be a suitable extension of this research.
For now much work is still to be done to identify the
remainder of moorings in Narragansett, and then join these
data to the town's ADMINS database. Once this is
accomplished, the complete coverages can be used to provide
important information to regulatory personnel.
This may assist in the development and possible
encouragement of these combined technologies to inventory,
access, and to more comprehensively address a wide variety
of coastal resource issues. Furthermore, to comprehensively
analyze regional harbor and coastal resource uses, and user
conflict issues would be an appropriate extension of this
site specific evaluation.
Because much of the information used to determine
harbor management policies is geographic in nature, it is
conceivable that as coastal resource uses expand, the
application of GIS technologies will similarly increase.
This will become a more meaningful premise when the
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cumulative effects of the variety of escalating recreational
demands, growing user conflicts, as well as the local
governments' inability to effectively deal with many of the
controversial issues plaguing recreational harbor areas
become more distinct. The ever-increasing demands on
coastal resources have reinforced the need to develop
innovative harbor management initiatives such as was
presented in the current study.
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APPENDIX B
COMDTINST M16562.4A
Northeast U.S Loran-C Chain
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076'49'33.308"W
067'55'37.159"W
069'58'38.536"W
077'S4'46.21"W
087' 29' 11. 586"W
CD
(I.lS)
11000
25000
39000
54000
Power
(kW)
800
800
400
600
400
r:OT[: [~~~",ated Groundwave Coverage, actual coverage will vary.
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APPENDIX C
9960-W 27W
LONGITUDE WEST
71' 70'
O· 55 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 O·
-
42' O' 14 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 15
55 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.3
50 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
45 1.5 1.5 1.4
40 1.2
35 11 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5
30 0.9 iO 1.1 11 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5
25 10 C.9 10 1.0 1.3 1.2 11 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.4
20 0.9 09 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4
15 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.2
10 0.8 0.8 0.8 08 09 0.9 0.9 10 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3
5 08 08 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.3
L 41' O' 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 09 0.9 0.9 1.0 10 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2
A
T 55 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1
I 50 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.1
T 45 0.7 0.7 Q.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 10 1.0 1.1 1.1
U 40 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0
D 35 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0
E 30 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 -1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9
25 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 10 1.0 0.9 0.9
N 20 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9
0 15 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 10 0.9 0.9 0.9
R 10 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 09 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
T 5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 09 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 09 0.9
.H 40' O' 0.7 07 0.7 0.7 0.8 08 09 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9
55 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 09 0.9
50 0.7 0.7 0.7 08 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 ' 08 0.9
45 0.7 0~0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9
40 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 09 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 09 0.9
35 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9
30 0.7 08 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9
25 0.6 0.7 0.7 09 09 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 09 0.9
20 0.6 0.7 0.7 08 0.8 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 09 0.9 0.8
15 07 0.7 0.7 08 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8
10 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 08 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 08
5 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 09 09
39' O' 07 .. 0,7·· 0,1;l ..0.8 ... 0.8 ..0.8 .. 0.7' ,0:.7 ·0.8. o.g" 0.8 9,:9 '0.9'
71' 70'
. O' 55 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 O'
LONGITUDE WEST
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APPENDIX D
i I' .
, ..~,. '- :(} ~d \)
L-------:::::...
MOORING DATA COLLECTION GPS VS LORAN rO/2~/94
MOORING NUMBER ASSIGNED: ~~ (DUCT TAPE)
NARRAGANSETT MOORING ':!..J~C) '2~ r:~ OTHER NUMBER: Y'l(:: ...
OTHER INFO~T I ON :. . ~ fr';Y' -( (, (\ \fZ! lJ
COLOR: \1 y': +r \ ~JI '-_
T IHE: I ?>. "'::'). Yrt-f k-r~PTH : ( .S ,vf('!
I
v\J
c':' I
J ••;>..-~==-':=--N{'f:oJ'
if -is; y ~,~\,,;
--=! \ ::").0';. l' 'f1' \, \.
(DUCT
OTHER
1~, ~(.> :;
................~---'-o~-'--.:..:+-_--'-'-_.2--'-...L-:o"'---- __---<-__.l.---'e.-.::_
,
--L...l.......o.L:....:j..L...lot;.....;;:.~'------L-:.-...~~..L...:.=.;~_-I-_....L..:.--i.~.:;;.:..Li-"-' LJ (d.'
LONGITUDE:
LATITUDE:
TIME: tH·· {cd: -;)..~, ~EPTH:
LONGITUDE: 1;, -;7-<, 4(13!- '11 (J':)r y~
LATITUD~~-2( ;'p,. 0,)k;I-_~_!_;Z_]_,_S r
':?...L-
MOORING NUMBER ASSIGNED: J J
NARRAGANSETT MOORING' :-\ CC, 'i 11
OTHER INFORMA~IOri.: f'Pt>j ''''! IV \, 'i I
COLOR: v...u...'-t , h{,-,~~~
, i.) ,. '.'~ C:.J . •. Li
TIME: , v . f')' I .,,'l}V'DEPTH:
!
• ,0"' •• -::>_. ; .. ,.~.-. j ....,
LONOr-TUDE: '=t',! .. i ?'.'j' /·v ....... ;"t /...• (;.),.; .. ".#0-
LAT rTUDE: ';'7 '::'j. ({ c' f -, 1-' i 'v' .... ~-;-I
I \
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-APPENDIX E
HOR: BUOYOIIG.COR Version: 315 Source: B38Eh
Label: RAWTOSSF Vl.34: SSF file from Pathfinder Basic.
Start Time: Oct 25 18:29:09 1994
End Time: Oct 25 18:31:53 1994
Stat Off: 2690 Recs(int): 31 Recs(lng): 31
GPS Week: 772 GPS TOW: 239349.0 (18:29:091
Ref Lat: 41~25'18.1457·N Ref Lon: 71~29'43.6106"W Ref Alt: 16.2820
OOB:
OOR:
OOR:
DOE:
TXT:
ION:
Pathfinder Basic+ DO Comment: DO Automatically Created
10: ZAAA Waypoint USE: 33 User Code 1: User Code
10: ZAAB Label USE: 65 User Code 1: User Code 2:
End of Data Dictionary
Pathfinder Basic v5.41 , 10 = 14, 6 Channels
Alpha{l): 1.2107E-008 Beta(l): 9.6256E+004
Alpha(2): -7.4506E-009 Beta(2): -3.2768E+004
Alpha (3): -1.1921E-007 Beta (3): -1. 9661E+005
Alpha(4): 5.9605E-008 Beta(4): 1. 9661E+005
By PBasic+
2:
ID: 100
TXT: Filter 0.10
PRN: 17 23 26 21
NAV: PRN 17 lODE: 84 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:18:51:44
wn: 772
100: PRN 17 lODE: 84 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
NAV: PRN 23 lODE: 11 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:18:51:44
wn: 772
100: PRN 23 lODE: 11 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu: 18 : 01: 18 TOE: Tu:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
NAV: PRN 26 lODE: 34 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
wn: 772
100: PRN 26 lODE: 34 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
URA: 32.0
NAV: PRN 21 lODE: 62 HLTH: ooh TCOL: TU:18:25:18 TOE: Tu:18:51:44
wn: 772
100: PRN 21 lODE: 62 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:25:18 TOE: Tu : 18 : 5 1 : 44
URA: 32.0
--
C: Oct 25 18:29:09 1994 41~25'19.7939"N 7l~29'42.8514·W -33.1968 2h
C: Oct 25 18:29:14 1994 41~25'19.9031"N 7l~29'42.8580"W -29.6460 2h
PRN: 21 17 26 09
100: PRN 21 lODE: 62 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:25:18 TOE: TU:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
100: PRN 17 lODE: 84 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: TU:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
100: PRN 26 lODE: 34 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
URA: 32.0
NAV: PRN 09 lODE: 173 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:48 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
wn: 772
IOD: ·PRN·09 ·-IOOE~ "1"7-3 ·HLTH: OOh. TCOL ,,-.Tu·. 18.: 01 :4a· TOE-: .. T).l.: 20.:.00 :00
URA: 32.0
R C: Oct 25 18:29:19 1994 41~25' 19.7012"N 71~29'42.7839"W -28.7625 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:29:24 1994 4 1~2 5' 19 . 6721" N 71~29'42.7993"W -28.3270 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:29:30 1994 41~25'19.7115"N 71 ~2 9' 42 . 7219" W -28.3509 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:29:35 1994 41~25'19.7258"N 71~29' 42.7136 "W -29.0906 22h
R- 1994 41~25'19.7568"N 71~29'42.6772"W -27.6461 22hC: Oct 25 18:29:41
R- C: 25 18:29:46 1994 41~25'19.7282"N 71~29'42.7745"W -26.1821 22hOct
R- C: Oct 25 18:29:52 1994 4l~25'19.7305"N 71~29' 42. 8696"W -24.9942 22h
R-C: Oct 25 18:29:57 1994 4 1 \025 ' 19 . 7092 "N 71\029'42.9051"W -25.9036 22h
R C: Oct 25 18:30:03 1994 41\025' 19.6650"N 71\029'42.8871"W -29 1572 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:30:08 1994 41~25' 19.6566 "N 71\029' 42 .8912"W -28 4700 22h
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R C: Oct 25 18:30:19 1994 41~25'19.7125"N 71 ~29' 42 . 9007 "W -27.4084 22h
R
-
C: Oct 25 18:30:24 1994 41~25'19.7000"N 71~29' 42. 9075"W -25.9555 22h
R C: Oct 25 18:30:30 1994 41~25'19.6408"N 71~29'42.8988"W -28.5041 22h
--C: 41~25'19.6878"N 71~29·42.8768"W -29.1407 22hR Oct 25 18:30:35 1994
R- C: 18:30:41 1994 41~25·19.6906"N 71 ~2 9 ' 42 . 8667· W -29.7915 22hOct 25
R- C: Oct 25 18:30:46 1994 41~25·19.6952"N 71~29·42.8852"W -28.1190 22h
--C: Oct 25 18:30:52 1994 41~25·19.7204"N 71~29·42.8286"W -29.4904 22hR
R--C: Oct 25 18:30:57 1994 41~25'19.6729"N 71~29' 42 .8229"W -30.8589 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:31:03 1994 41~25'19.7419"N 71~29'42.8284"W -28.3626 22h
-'-R C: Oct 25 18:31:09 1994 41~25'19.7286"N 71 ~2 9' 42 .8332" W -27.8077 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:31:14 1994 41~25·19.6742"N 71~29'42.8251"W -27.7200 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:31:20 1994 41~25·19.7527"N 71~29'42.7590"W -28.0696 22h
- C: Oct 25 18:31:25 1994 41~25·19.7704"N 71~29' 42.7342 "W -25.9915 22hR
- C: Oct 25 18:31:30 1994 41~25·19.8084"N 71~29·42.6905"W -26.3294 22hR
R--C: Oct 25 18:31:36 1994 41~25'19.7688"N 71~29'42.7433·W -25.4574 22h
- C: Oct 25 18:31:42 1994 41~25·19.7439"N 71~29·42.7991"W -27.9577 22hR
R- C: Oct 25 18:31:47 1994 41~25'19.6997"N 71~29'42.8053·W -31.4475 22h
NAV: PRN 12 rODE: 153 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:02:12 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
wn: 772
PRN: 21 17 26 12
roo: PRN 21 rODE: 62 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:25:18 TOE: TU:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
roo: PRN 17 rODE: 84 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
roo: PRN 26 rODE: 34 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: TU:20:00:00
URA: 32.0
roo: PRN 12 rODE: 153 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:02:12 TOE: TU:20:00:00
URA: 4.0
R C: Oct 25 18:31:53 1994 41~25·19.5976"N 71~29' 42. 7725"W -35.9191 22h
STS: Type: 7 Number of records: 31
Max. Lat: 41~25'19.8084"N Min. Lat: 41~25·18.1457"N
Mean Lat: 41~25'19.6141"N
STS: Type: 8 Number of records: 31
Max. Lon: 71~29·42.6772"W Min. Lon: 71~29·43.6106"W
Mean Lon: 71~29' 42.8671 "W
STS: Type: 9 Number of records: 31
Max. Alt: 18.4855 Min. Alt: -35.9191
Mean Alt: -25.3416
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HOR: 8UCYOl1G.SSF Version: 315 Source: A38Eh
Label: RAWTOSSF Vl.34: SSF file from Pathfinder Basic.
Start Time: Oct 25 18:29:09 1994
End Time: Oct 25 18:31:53 1994
Stat Off: 2690 Recs(int): 31 Recs(lng): 31
GPS Week: 772 GPS TOW: 239349.0 (18:29:09)
Ref Lat: 41K25'18.1457"N Ref Lon: 71K29'43.6106"W Ref Alt: 16.2820
DDB: Pathfinder Basic+ DO Comment: DO Automatically Created By PBasic+ rD:l00
DDR: rD: ZAAA waypoint USE: 33 User Code 1: User Code 2:
DDR: ro: ZAAB Label USE: 65 User Code 1: User Code 2:
DOE: End of Data Dictionary
TXT: Pathfinder Basic v5.41 , rD = 14, 6 Channels
rON: Alpha(ll: 1.2107E-008 Beta(ll: 9.6256E+004
Alpha(2): -7.4506E-009 Beta(2): -3.2768E+004
Alpha(): -1.1921E-007 Beta(): -1.9661E+005
Alpha(4): 5.9605E-008 Beta(4): 1.9661E+005
TXT: Filter 0.10
NAV: PRN 17 rODE: 84 HLTH: ooh TCOL: Tu:18:01:18 TOE: TU:18:51:44
wn: 772
NAV: PRN 23 rODE: 11 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: TU:18:51:44
wn: 772
NAV: PRN 26 rODE: 34 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
wn: 772
NAV: PRN 21 rODE: 62 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu:18:25:18 TOE: Tu:18:S1:44
wn: 772
PRN: 17 23 26 21
roo: PRN 17 rODE: 84 HLTH: ooh TCOL: Tu:18:01:18 TOE: TU:18:S1:44
URA: 32.0 .
roo: PRN 23 rODE: 11 HLTH: OOh TCO!-: Tu:18:0l:18 TOE: Tu:18:S1:44
URA: 32.0
roo: PRN 26 rODE: 34 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
URA: 32.0
roo: PRN 21 rODE: 62 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:25:18 TOE: TU:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
--
U: Oct 25 18:29:09 1994 41K25'18.1457"N 71K29'43.6106"W 16.2820 Oh
U: Oct 2S 18:29:14 1994 41K2S'18.3397"N 7lK29'43.S670"W 18.4855 Oh
NAV: PRN 09 rODE: 173 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:48 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
wn: 772
PRN: 21 17 26 09
roo: PRN 21 rODE: 62 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:25:18 TOE: Tu:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
roo: PRN 17 rODE: 84 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: TU:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
roo: PRN 26 rODE: 34 HLTH: OOh TCOL: TU:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
URA: 32.0
roo: PRN 09 rODE: 173 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu : 18 : 0 1 : 4 8 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
URA: 32.0
R C: Oct 25 18:29:19 1994 41K25·19.7012"N 71K29'42.7839"W -28.7625 22h
--e.
--
C.: Oc.t. 25" 18 :.29: 24 .1994· .. 4.1 K25 ' ;. 9 .6 7 2),"-N .. 71~29'_42,.7.993 "W. . - 28. ),,270· 2.2h:
R C: Oct 25 18:29:30 1994 41K2S'19.711S"N 71K29'42.7219"W -28.3509 22.h
--R
--
C: Oct 25 18:29:35 1994 41 K2 5' 19 . 72 S8" N 71K29' 42. 7136"W -29.0906 22h
R C: Oct 25 18:29:41 1994 41K2S'19.7568"N 71K29'42.6772"W -27.6461 22h
R--C: Oct 25 18:29:46 1994 41K25' 19. 7282"N 71K29'42.7745"W -26.1821 22h
R--C: Oct 25 18:29:S2 1994 41K25' 19. 730S"N 7lK29'42.8696"W -24.9942 22h
R--C: Oct 25 18:29:S7 1994 41K2S'19.7092"N 71K29'42.9051"W -25.9036 22h
R--C: Oct 25 18:30:03 1994 41K25'19.6650"N 71K29'42.8871"W -29.1572 22h
R--C: Oct 25 18:30:08 1994 41K2S'19.6566"N 71K29'42.8912"W -28.4700 22h
R-- 1994 41K25' 19 6883"N 71K29'42.9009"W -29 1426 22h__C: Oct 25 18:30:14
239
R C: Oct 25 18:30:19 1994 41~25'19.7125"N 71~29'42.9007"W -27.4084 22h
R- C: Oct 18:30:24 1994 41~25'19.7000"N 71~29'42.9075"W -25.9555 22h
-
25
R C: Oct 25 18:30:30 1994 41~25'19.6408"N 7l~29' 42. 8988"W -28.5041 22h
R- C: Oct 18:30:35 1994 41~25'19.6878"N 7l~29'42.8768"W -29.1407 22h25
R- C: Oct 25 18:30:41 1994 41~25'19.6906"N 7l~29'42.8667"W -29.7915 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:30:46 1994 41~25'19.6952"N 7l~29'42.8852"W -28.1190 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:30:52 1994 41~25'19.7204"N 71~29'42.8286"W -29.4904 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:30:57 1994 41~2 5 ' 19 . 672 9 " N 71~29'42.8229"W -30.8589 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:31:03 1994 41~.25' 19. 7419"N 7l~29'42.8284"W -28.3626 22h
R--C: Oct 25 18:31:09 1994 41~25'19.7286"N 71 ~2 9' 42 . 8332" W -27.8077 22h
- Oct 25 18:31:14 1994 41 ~25' 19 . 6742 " N 7l~29'42.8251"W -27.7200 22hR C:
R- C: Oct 25 18:31:20 1994 41~25'19.7527"N 71~29'42.7590"W -28.0696 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:31:25 1994 41~25'19.7704"N 71~2 9' 42 .734 2" W -25.9915 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:31:30 1994 41~25' 19.8084"N 7l~29' 42. 6905"W -26.3294 22h
R- C: Oct 25 18:31:36 1994 41~25'19. 7688"N 71~29'42.7433"W -25.4574 22h
--R
~-
C: Oct 25 18:31:42 1994 41~25'19.7439"N 71~29'42.7991"W -27.9577 22h
R C: Oct 25 18:31:47 1994 41~25'19.6997"N 7l~29'42.8053"W -31.4475 22h
PRN: 21 17 26 12
roo: PRN 21 rODE: 62 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu:18:25:18 TOE: TU:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
roo: PRN 17 rODE: 84 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu:18:01:18 TOE: TU:18:51:44
URA: 32.0
roo: PRN 26 rODE: 34 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu:18:01:18 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
URA: 32.0
NAV: PRN 12 rODE: 153 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu:18:02:12 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
wn: 772
roo: PRN 12 rODE: 153 HLTH: OOh TCOL: Tu:18:02:12 TOE: Tu:20:00:00
URA: 4.0
R C: Oct 25 18:31:53 1994 4l~25'19.5976"N 71~29'42.7725"W -35.9191 22h
STS: Type: 7 Number of records: 31
Max. Lat: 41\oS25'19.9031"N Min. Lat: 4l~25' 19. 5976"N
Mean Lat: 41~25'19.7177"N
STS: Type: 8 Number of records: 31
Max. Lon: 7l~29'42.6772"W Min. Lon: 7l~29' 42.9075 "w
Mean Lon: 7l~29'42.8197"W
STS: Type: 9 Number of records: 31
Max. Alt: -24.9942 Min. Alt: -35.9191
Mean Alt: -28.4904
240
~PENDIX FA
LORAN LORAN LORAN
10 LORAN LORAN CONTROL IDNUM8 X-COORD V-COORD
LONGITUDE LATITUDE STATE PLANE FEET
3 71.4933 41.4202 815 3 329920.562 122741.969
6 71.4933 41.4203 816 6 329920.562 122778.109
7 71.4930 41.4207 817 7 330004.250 122924062
8 71.4933 41.4207 33 8 329920_562 122924.055
9 71.4937 41.4205 113 9 329811.750 122851.766
10 71.4940 41.4207 818 10 329728.031 122924.039
12 71.4920 41.4225 819 12 330278.312 123580.156
13 71.4925 41.4225 165 13 330140.219 123580.141
14 71.4930 41.4223 43 14 330004.219 123506.461
15 71.4933 41.4225 820 15 329920.500 123580.125
19 71.4922 41.4227 167 19 330221.812 123652.43
20 71.4922 41.4225 821 20 330221.812 123580.148
21 71.4933 41.4230 74 21 329920.500 123762.211
23 714933 41.4230 822 23 329920.500 123762.211
24 71.4932 41.4232 166 24 329947.688 123834.492
25 71.4923 41.4232 823 25 330194.594 123834.516
26 71.4918 41.4230 18 26 330332.688 123762.25
27 71.4915 41.4232 824 27 330414.312 123834.531
28 71.4920 41.4230 122 28 330278.281 123762.242
29 71.4920 41.4233 32 29 330278.281 123872.047
30 71.4922 41.4235 825 30 330221.781 123944.32
31 71.4935 41.4233 70 31 329866.094 123872.016
32 71.4937 41.4233 121 32 329811.688 123872.008
42 71.4937 41.4238 2 42 329811.656 124054.094
43 71.4933 41.4242 826 43 329920.469 124198.664
500 71.4943 41.4202 114 500 329646.438 122741.945
400 71.4937 41.4200 52 400 329811.750 122668.289
111 71.4943 41.4197 46 111 329646.469 122559.859
73 71.4937 41.4195 73 73 329811.781 122486.203
74 71.4930 41.4225 17 74 330004.188 123580.133
75 71.4928 41.4225 827 75 330058.594 123580.133
76 71.4922 41.4227 27 76 330221.812 123652.43
77 71.4930 41.4235 828 77 330004.188 123944.305
100 71.4935 41.4243 72 100 329866.062 124236.188
79 71.4942 41.4242 999 79 329673.562 124198.648
4 71.4938 41.4202 52 4 329784.562 122741.961
5 71.4942 41.4202 114 5 329673.656 122741.953
33 71.4945 41.4242 999 33 329591938 124198.641'
34 71.4925 41.4235 36 34 330140.188 123944.312
35 71.4923 41.4237 41 35 330194.562 124016.602
36 71.4918 41.4235 55 36 330332.688 123944.336
37 71.4918 41.4238 20 37 330332.688 124054.141
38 71.4922 41.4237 28 38 330221.781 124016.602
39 71.4927 41.4238 57 39 330085.781 124054.117
40 71.4930 41.4237 9 40 330004.156 124016.586
41 71.4935 41.4238 83 41 329866.062 124054.102
44 71.4927 41.4243 60 44 330085.750 124236.203
46 71.4925 41.4243 25 46 330140.156 124236.211
47 71.4927 41.4245 802 47 330085.750 124308.484
48 71.4930 41.4247 50 48 330004.125 124382.148
50 71.4937 41.4245 77 50 329811.656 124308.461
51 71.4920 41.4240 803 51 330278.250 124126.414
52 71.4925 41.4248 804 52 330140.125 124418.297
53 71.4925 41.4248 15 53 330140.125 124418.297
54 71.4932 41.4247 71 54 329947656 124382.141
55 71.4925 41.4250 80S 55 330140_125 124490.578
56 71.4923 41_4250 130 56 330194.531 124490.578
57 71.4922 41.4252 806 57 330221.719 124564.25
58 7' .4927 41.4252 807 58 330085.719 124564.242
59 71.4932 41.4252 39 59 329947.625 124564.227
60 71.4937 41.4250 26 60 329811.625 124490.547
62 71.4925 41.4260 808 62 330140.094 124854.75
63 71.4920 41.4263 809 63 330278.188 124964.57
101 71.4930 41.4240 13 101 330004.156 124126.391
102 71.4925 41.4238 810 102 330140.156 124054.125
103 71.4927 41.4240 811 103 330085.750 124126.398
104 71.4930 41.4247 812 104 330004.125 124382.148
106 71.4928 41.4255 61 106 330058.500 124672.656
116 71.4930 41.4258 21 116 330004.094 124782.461
1 71.5117 41.3772 998 1 324871.281 107074.367
91 71.4920 41.4187 900 91 330278.438 122195.742
92 71.4943 41.4202 114 92 329646.438 122741.945
11 71.4933 41.4213 850 11 329920.531 123142.281
16 71.4922 41.4193 800 16 330221.938 122413.961
17 71.5048 41.3828 950 17 326766.375 109114.656
18 71.4978 41.3875 925 18 328686.281 110827.070
22 71.4942 41.4228 45 22 329673.594 123688.523
90 71.4945 41.4242 999 90 329591.938 124198.641
93 71.4938 41.4253 801 93 329784.438 124600.359
2 71.4937 41.4195 73 2 329811.781 122486.203
81 71.4943 41.4202 114 81 329646.438 122741.945
82 71.4937 41.4228 45 82 329811.688 123688.531
83 71.4932 41.4213 830 83 329947.750 123142.281
88 71.4945 41.4240 999 88 329591.969 124126.359
241
APPENDIX FB
GPS GPS GPS
10 GPS GPS CONTROL I IDNUM8 X·COORD Y·COORD
LONGITUDE LATITUDE STATE PlANE FEET
3 71.4953 41.4211 815 3329523.600000 123100.200000
6 71.4953 41.4212 816 6329508.9ססOO0 , 23130.800000
7 714950 41.4215 817 7329596.800000 123264.200000
8 71.4951 41.4217 33 8329578.000000 123307.300000
9 71.4958 41.4213 '13 9329366.600000 123161.300000
10 71.4958 41.4216 818 10329377.100000 123289.200000
12 71.4940 41.4233 819 12329870.900000 123920.300000
13 71.4944 41.4231 165 13329751.600000 123848.000000
14 71.4949 41.4231 43 14329632.300000 123848.000000
15 71.4950 41.4234 820 15329586.300000 123938.400000
19 71.4942 41.4234 167 19329806.000000 123927.300000
20 71.4940 41.4235 821 20329856.200000 123963.400000
21 71.4945 41.4237 74 21 329720.200000 124060.700000
23 71.4950 41.4243 822 23329582.100000 124260.800000
24 71.4950 41.4239 166 24329605.100000 124139.900000
25 71.4943 41.4242 823 25329787.100000 124242.800000
26 71.4938 41.4240 18 26329921. I 00000 124 I 51 .000000
27 71.4938 41.4240 824 27329933.600000 124176.100000
28 71.4937 41.4241 122 28329956.600000 124188.6ססOO0
29 71.4939 41.4242 32 29329906.400000 124248.300000
30 71.4942 41.4245 825 30329810.200000 124340.100000
31 71.4957 41.4242 70 31 329412.600000 124230.200000
32 71.4957 41.4240 121 32329389.600000 124169.100000
42 71.4959 41.4250 2 42329339.300000 124534.600000
43 71.4956 41.4250 826 43329427.200000 124540.200000
500 71.4960 41.4212 114 500329326.900000 123125.200000
400 71.4963 41.4215 52 400 329230.600000 123264.200000
111 71.4961 41.4207 46 111 329303.900000 122966.800000
73 71.4958 41.4205 73 73329381.300000 122900.000000
74 71.4953 41.4232 17 74329523.500000 123871.600000
75 71.4951 41.4238 827 75329573.700000 124096.8ססOO0
76 71.4940 41.4240 27 76329870.800000 124176.100000
77 71.4954 41.4244 828 77 329494.200000 124303.900000
100 71.4955 41.4256 72 100329458.600000 124745.900000
79 71.4964 41.4251 999 79329203.300000 124563.800000
4 71.4959 41.4208 52 4329339.400000 122984.800000
5 71.4962 41.4209 114 5329262.000000 123022.300000
33 71.4969 41.4252 999 3332906 1.000000 124588.800000
34 71.4946 41.4246 36 34329690.900000 124370.600000
35 71.4947 41.4244 41 35329686.700000 124309.500000
36 71.4939 41.4247 55 36329902.200000 124424.900000
37 71.4938 41.4249 20 37329910.600000 124479.100000
38 71.4943 41.4248 28 38329774.600000 124448.500000
39 71.4950 4 1.4249 57 39329582.100000 124504.100000
40 71.4953 41.4252 9 403295 13.000000 124583.300000
41 71.4950 41.4244 83 4 I 329605. I 00000 124297.000000
44 71.4953 41.4250 60 44329523.500000 124527.700000
46 71.4946 4 1.4254 25 46329709.700000 124679.200000
47 71.4950 41.4254 802 47329596.700000 124661.100000
48 71.4949 41.4259 50 48329632.300000 124855.700000
50 71.4957 4 1.4252 77 50329412.600000 124594.400000
51 71.4941 41.4245 803 5 I 329833.200000 124340.100000
52 71.4942 4 1.4255 804 52329801.800000 124722.300000
53 71.4945 41.4258 15 53329728.500000 124807.100000
54 71.4950 41.4256 71 54329590.400000 124740.400000
55 71.4949 41.4256 805 55329609.300000 124734.800000
56 71.4946 41.4264 130 56329697.100000 125025.300000
57 71.4945 41.4261 806 57329741.100000 124922.500000
58 71.4946 41.4261 807 58329713.800000 124922.400000
59 71.4951 41.4260 39 59329573.700000 124898.800000
60 71.4958 41.4259 26 60329372.800000 124837.600000
62 71.4944 41.4265 808 62329755.700000 125062.800000
63 71.4937 41.4270 809 63329944.000000 125244.900000
101 71.4951 41.4246 13 101329573.700000 124394.300000
102 71.4945 41.4248 810 102329720.200000 124455.400000
103 71.4945 41.4251 811 103329728.500000 124552.700000
104 71.4955 4 1.4257 812 104329462.800000 124783.400000
106 71.4947 41.4263 61 106329667800000 125007.200000
116 71.4951 41.4266 21 116329567.400000 125099.000000
I 71.5145 41.3782 998 1 324245.900000 107457.800000
91 71.4939 41.4198 900 91329898.200000 122615. \00000
92 71.4962 41.4207 114 92329266.200000 122948.700000
11 71.4953 41.4219 850 11 329523.600000 123386.500000
16 71.4944 41.4196 800 16329760.100000 122572.000000
17 71.5071 41.3839 950 17326266.700000 109557.800000
18 71.4998 41.3889 925 18328278.800000 I I 1356.400000
22 71.4961 41.4236 45 22329299.600000 124024.500000
90 71.4963 41.4248 999 90329230.500000 124442.900000
93 71.4957 4 1.4262 801 93329408.300000 124978.000000
2 71.4958 41.4205 73 2329381.300000 122900.000000
81 71.4960 41.4215 114 81 329326.900000 123253.100000
82 71.4958 41.4241 45 82329366.600000 124181.600000
83 71.4952 41.4217 830 83329550.800000 123325.400000
88 71.4952 41.4250 999 88329550.700000 124534.600000
242
APPENDIX FC
OGPS OGPS OGPS
10 OGPS OGPS CONTROL' 10NUMB X·COORD Y·COORD
LONGITUDE LATITUDE STATE PLANE FEET
Oreall_id X coord Y_coord
3 71.4953 41.4210 815 3 329496.40000 , 23076.60000
6 71.4955 41.4213 816 6 329458.70000 123 I 76.60000
7 71.4950 41.4216 817 7 329603.10000 123272.60000
8 71.4954 41.4215 33 8 329485.90000 123257.30000
9 71.4959 41.4214 113 9 329349.90000 123204.40000
10 71.4960 41.4217 818 10 329322.70000 123330.90000
12 71.4940 4 1.4233 819 12 329870.90000 123923.10000
13 71.4945 41.4233 165 13 329728.60000 123899.40000
14 71.4949 41.4232 43 14 329632.30000 123889.70000
15 71.4953 41.4233 820 15 329517.30000 12391 I .90000
19 71.4940 41.4237 167 19 329856.20000 124035.70000
20 71.4942 41.4234 821 20 329818.60000 123946.70000
21 71.4952 41.4238 74 21 329536.10000 124091.20000
23 71.4955 41.4240 822 23 329452.30000 124163.50000
24 71.4951 41.4240 166 24 329561.20000 I 24151 .00000
25 71.4944 41.4240 823 25 329753.70000 124170.50000
26 71.4939 41.4241 18 26 329885.50000 124209.40000
27 71 4937 41.4241 824 27 32995450000 124 I 85.80000
28 71.4940 41.4239 122 28 329856.20000 124137.10000
29 71.4940 4 I .4243 32 29 329854.10000 124277.50000
30 71.4943 41.4243 825 30 329772.50000 124284.50000
31 71.4955 41.4242 70 31 329439.80000 124223.30000
32 71.4958 41.4241 121 32 329364.50000 124203.80000
42 71.4959 41.4247 2 42 329343.50000 124431.80000
43 71.4954 4 1.4250 826 43 329479.50000 124536.00000
500 71.4962 41.4210 114 500 329251.50000 123064.00000
400 71.4958 41.4210 52 400 329366.60000 123066.80000
III 71.4962 41.4205 46 111 329264.10000 122894.50000
73 71.4958 41.4206 73 73 329381.30000 122922.30000
74 71.4951 4 1.4233 17 74 329552.80000 123916.10000
75 71.4948 41.4236 827 75 329659.50000 124002.30000
76 71.4943 4 1.4236 27 76 329791.30000 124028.70000
77 71.4952 41.4244 828 77 329542.30000 124292.80000
100 71.4957 41.4252 72 100 329397.90000 124588.80000
79 71.4965 41.4250 999 79 329192.80000 124530.40000
4 71.4958 41.4209 52 4 329360.30000 123037.60000
5 71.4962 41.4209 114 5 329241.10000 123047.40000
33 71.4964 41.4249 999 33 329 I 86.60000 124526.30000
34 71.4947 41.4244 36 34 329659.50000 124326.20000
35 71.4944 41.4244 41 35 329734.80000 124334.50000
36 71.4939 41.4244 55 36 329879.20000 124327.6ססOO
37 71.4939 41.4247 20 37 329877.10000 124441.50000
38 71.4942 41.4246 28 38 329795.50000 124397.10000
39 71.4948 414247 57 39 329634.40000 124419.30000
40 71.4951 41.4245 9 40 329550 70000 124373.40000
41 71.4954 4 1.4245 83 41 329454.40000 124379.00000
44 71.4950 41.4251 60 44 329573.70000 124584.70000
46 71.4945 41.4251 25 46 329713.90000 124577.70000
47 71.4947 41.4254 802 47 329649.00000 124682.00000
48 71.4950 41.4255 50 48 329579.90000 124716.70000
50 71.4957 4 1.4254 77 50 329385.30000 , 24705.60000
51 71.4942 41.4249 803 51 329793.40000 124493.00000
52 71.4943 41.4257 804 52 329772.40000 124793.20000
53 71.4945 41.4256 15 53 329709.70000 124766.80000
54 71.4954 41.4258 71 54 329479.50000 124754.30000
55 71.4947 41.4258 805 55 329659.40000 124827.90000
56 71.4944 41.4259 130 56 329732.70000 , 24861.30000
57 71.4941 41.4259 806 57 329814.30000 124883.60000
58 71.4946 41.4260 807 58 329684.60000 124914.10000
59 71.495 I 41.4259 39 59 329546.50000 124875.20000
60 71.4957 41.4259 26 60 329374.90000 124871 .00000
62 71.4945 41.4267 808 62 329722.20000 125 I 72.60000
63 71.4943 41.4274 809 63 329764.00000 , 25404.80000
101 71.4952 41.4247 13 101 329531.80000 124442.90000
102 71.4946 41.4248 810 102 32968040000 124461.00000
103 71.4948 41.4249 811 103 329619.70000 124511.00000
104 71.4953 41.4254 812 104 329485.80000 124673.60000
106 71.4949 41.4263 61 106 329613.40000 125019.80000
116 71.4951 41.4268 21 116 329550.60000 125186.50000
I 71.5140 41.3780 998 I 32436 1. I 0000 107428.60000
91 71.4939 41.4195 900 91 329873.10000 122552.60000
92 71.4962 41.4208 114 92 329245.30000 123032. I 0000
II 71.4952 41.4220 850 II 329529.80000 123469.90000
16 71.4940 41.4201 800 16 329841 .70000 122759.70000
17 71.5071 41.3838 950 17 326260.40000 109532.80000
18 71.5001 41.3884 925 18 328178.30000 1 I 1220.10000
22 71.4959 41.4236 45 22 329337.30000 124032.90000
90 71.4964 41.4249 999 90 329184.50000 124527.70000
93 7 1.4957 41.4262 801 93 329385.30000 124976.60000
2 71.4957 41.4205 73 2 32938 1.30000 122922.30000
81 71.4962 41.4209 114 81 329247.30000 123057.10000
82 71.4959 4 I .4237 45 82 329341.50000 124062.00000
83 71.4952 41.4221 830 83 329529.80000 123486.60000
88 71.4964 41.4250 999 88 329194.90000 124530.40000
243
APPENDIX GA
MOl DGPS (Xl) GPS (X21 LORAN (X3) IX1-X21 IX1-X21 IX1-X31 IX1-X3) (X2-X31 IX2·X3)
10 X-COORD X-COORD X·COORD DGPS-GPS SQUARED DGPS-LORAN SQUARED GPS·LORAN SQUARED
815 3 329496.400 329523.600 329920.562 ·27.2 739.840 ·424.162 179913.402 ·396.962 157578.829
816 6 329458.700 329508.900 329920.562 ·50.2 2520.040 ·461.862 213316.507 ·411.662 169465.602
817 7 329603.100 329596.800 330004.250 6.3 39.690 ·401.15 160921.323 ·407.450 166015.503
33 8 329485.900 329578.000 329920.562 ·92.1 8482.410 ·434.662 188931.054 ·342.562 117348.724
113 9 329349.900 329366.600 329811.750 -16.7 278.890 ·461.85 213305.422 -445.150 198158.523
818 10 329322.700 329377.100 329728.031 ·54.4 2959.360 -405.331 164293.220 ·350.931 123152.567
819 12 329870.900 329870.900 330278.312 0 0.000 ·407.412 165984.538 -407.412 165984.538
165 13329728.600329751.600330140.219 ·23 529.000 ·411.619 169430.201 -388.619 151024.727
43 14 329632.300 329632.300 330004.219 0 0.000 -371.919 138323.743 -371.919 138323.743
820 15 329517.300 329586.300 329920.500 ·69 4761.000 ·403.2 162570.240 -334.200 111689.640
167 19329856.200329806.000330221.812 50.2 2520.040 ·365.612 133672.135 ·415.812 172899.619
821 20329818.600329856.200330221812 ·37.6 1413.760 -403.212 162579.917 ·365.612 133672.135
74 21 329536.100 329720.200 329920.500 -184.1 33892.810 ·384.4 147763.360 ·200.300 40120.090
822 23 329452.300 329582.100 329920.500 -129.8 16848.040 ·468.2 219211.240 ·338.400 114514.560
166 24329561.200329605.100329947.688 ·43.9 1927.210 ·386.488 149372.974 ·342.588 117366.538
823 25329753.700329787.100330194.594 ·33.4 1115.560 ·440.894 194387.519 -407.494 166051.360
18 26 329885.500 329921.100 330332.688 ·35.6 1267.360 ·447.188 199977.107 -411.588 169404.682
824 27 329954.500 329933.600 330414.312 20.9 436.810 -459.812 211427.075 ·480.712 231084.027
122 28 329856.200 329956.600 330278.281 ·100.4 10080.160 ·422.081 178152.371 ·321.681 103478.666
32 29 329854.100 329906.400 330278.281 ·52.3 2735.290 ·424.181 179929.521 -371.881 138295.478
825 30 329772.500 329810.200 330221. 78 1 ·37.7 1421.290 ·449.281 201853.417 -411.581 169398.920
70 31 329439.800 329412.600 329866.094 27.2 739.840 -426.294 181726.574 ·453.494 205656.808
121 32 329364.500 329389.600 329811688 ·25.1 630.010 -447.188 199977.107 ·422.088 178158.280
2 42 329343.500 329339.300 329811656 4.2 17.640 -468.156 219170.040 ·472.356 223120.191
826 43 329479.500 329427.200 329920.469 52.3 2735.290 ·440.969 194453.659 ·493.269 243314.306
114500 329251.500 329326.900 329646.438 ·75.4 5685.160 ·394.938 155976.024 -319.538 102104.533
52400 329366.600 329230.600 329811.750 '36 18496.000 ·445.15 198158.523 ·581.150 337735.323
46111 329264.100329303.900 329646.469 ·39.8 1584.040 ·382.369 146206.052 ·342.569 117353.520
73 73329381.300 329381.300 329811.781 0 0.000 ·430.481 185313.891 ·430.481 185313.891
17 74 329552.800 329523.500 330004.188 29.3 858.490 ·451.388 203751.127 ·480.688 231060.953
827 75329659.500329573.700330058.594 85.8 7361.640 ·399.094 159276.021 ·484.894 235122.191
27 76329791.300329870.800330221.812 ·79.5 6320.250 ·430.512 185340.582 -351.Q12 123209.424
828 77 329542.300 329494.200 330004.188 48.1 2313.610 ·461.888 213340.525 ·509.988 260087.760
72100 329397.900 329458.600 329866.062 ·60.7 3684.490 -468.162 219175.658 ·407.462 166025.281
999 79 329192.800 329203.300 329673.562 ·10.5 110.250 ·480.762 231132.101 ·470.262 221146.349
52 4 329360.300 329339.400 329784.562 20.9 436.810 ·424.262 179998.245 ·445.162 198169.206
114 5 329241.100 329262.000 329673.656 ·20.9 436.810 ·432.556 187104.693 ·411.656 169460.662
999 33329186.600329061.000 329591.938 125.6 15775.360 ·405.338 164298.894 ·530.938 281895.160
36 34329659.500329690.900330140.188 ·31.4 985.960 ·480.688 231060.953 ·449.288 201859.707
41 35 329734.800 329686.700 330194.562 48.1 2313.610 ·459.762 211381.097 ·507.862 257923.811
55 36 329879.200 329902.200 330332.688 ·23 529.000 ·453.488 205651.366 ·430.488 185319.918
2037329877.100329910.600330332.688 ·33.5 1122.250 ·455588 207560.426 ·422.088 178158.280
28 38329795.500329774.600330221.781 20.9 436.810 ·426.281 181715.491 ·447.181 199970.847
57 39 329634.400 329582.100 330085.781 52.3 2735.290 ·451.381 203744.807 -503.681 253694.550
9 40 329550.700 329513.000 330004.156 377 1421.290 ·453.456 205622.344 ·491.156 241234.216
83 41 329454.400 329605.100 329866.062 ·150.7 22710.490 ·411.662 169465.602 -260.962 68101.165
60 44 329573.700 329523.500 330085.750 50.2 2520.040 ·512.05 262195.202 ·562.250 316125.063
2546329713.900329709.700330140.156 4.2 17.640 ·426.256 181694.178 ·430.456 185292.368
802 47329649.000329596.700 330085.750 52.3 2735.290 ·436.75 190750.563 ·489.050 239169.902
50 48 329579.900 329632.300 330004.125 ·52.4 2745.760 ·424.225 179966.851 -371.825 138253.831
77 50329385.300329412.600329811.656 ·273 745.290 ·426.356 181779.439 -399.056 159245.691
803 51 329793.400 329833.200 330278.250 ·39.8 1584.040 ·484.85 235079.522 ·445.050 198069.502
80452329772.400329801.800330140.125 ·29.4 864360 ·367.725 135221.676 ·338.325 114463.806
15 53 329709.700 329728.500 330140.125 ·18.8 353.440 ·430.425 185265.681 ·411.625 169435.141
71 54 329479.500 329590.400 329947.656 ·110.9 12298.810 ·468.156 219170.040 ·357.256 127631.850
805 55 329659.400 329609.300 330140.125 50.1 2510.010 ·480.725 231096.526 ·530.825 281775.181
13056329732.700329697.100330194.531 35.6 1267.360 ·461.831 213287.873 ·497.431 247437.600
806 57329814.300329741.100330221.719 73.2 5358.240 ·407.419 165990.242 ·480.619 230994.623
807 58329684.600329713.800330085.719 ·29.2 852.640 ·401.119 160896.452 ·371.919 138323.743
39 59329546.500329573.700 329947.625 ·27.2 739.840 ·401.125 160901.266 -373.925 139819.906
26 60329374.900 329372.800 329811.625 2.1 4.410 ·436.725 190728.726 ·438.825 192567.381
808 62 329722.200 329755.700 330140.094 ·33.5 1122.250 ·417.894 174635.395 ·384.394 147758.747
809 63 329764.000 329944.000 330278.188 -180 32400.000 ·514.188 264389.299 ·334.188 111681.619
13101 329531.800329573.700330004.156 -41.9 1755.610 ·472.356 223120.191 ·430.456 185292.368
810102 329680.400 329720.200 330140.156 ·39.8 1584.040 ·459.756 211375.580 ·419.956 176363.042
811103329619.700329728.500330085.750 ·108.8 11837.440 ·466.05 217202.602 ·357250 127627.563
812104329485.800329462.800 330004.125 23 529.000 ·518.325 268660.806 ·541.325 293032.756
61106329613.400329667.800 330058.500 ·54.4 2959.360 ·445.1 198114.010 ·390.700 152646.490
21116329550.600329567.400330004.094 -16.8 282.240 ·453.494 205656.808 ·436.694 190701.650
998 1324361.100324245.900324871.281 115.2 13271.040 ·510.181 260284.653 ·625.381 391101.395
900 91 329873.100 329898.200 330278.438 ·25.1 630.010 -405.338 164298.894 ·380.238 144580.937
114 92 329245.300 329266.200 329646.438 ·20.9 436.810 ·401.138 160911.695 ·380.238 144580.937
850 11 329529.800 329523.600 329920.531 6.2 38.440 ·390.731 152670.714 ·396.931 157554.219
800 16329841.700329760.100330221.938 81.6 6658.560 -380.238 144580.937 ·461.838 213294.338
950 17 326260.400 326266.700 326766.375 ·6.3 39.690 ·505.975 256010.701 ·499.675 249675.106
925 18 328178.300 328278.800 328686.281 ·100.5 10100.250 ·507.981 258044.696 ·407.481 166040.765
45 22 329337.300 329299.600 329673.594 37.7 1421.290 ·336.294 113093.654 ·373.994 139871.512
999 90 329184.500 329230.500 329591.938 ·46 2116.000 ·407.438 166005.724 ·361.438 130637.428
801 93 329385.300 329408.300 329784.438 ·23 529.000 ·399.138 159311.143 ·376.138 141479.795
73 2329381.300329381.300329811.781 0 0.000 ·430.481 185313.891 ·430.48 I 185313.891
114 81 329247.300 329326.900 329646.438 ·79.6 6336.160 ·399.138 15931 1.143 ·319.538 102104.533
45 82 329341.500 329366.600 329811.688 -25.1 630.010 ·470.188 221076.755 ·445.088 198103.328
830 83329529.800329550.800329947.750 ·21 441.000 ·417 .95 174682.203 ·396.950 157569.303
999 88329194.900329550.700329591.969 -355.8 126593.640 ·397.069 157663.791 ·41.269 1703.130
N a 83 SUM a '1754.20 449717.96 ·36488.51 15966357.61 ·34734.31 14907545.24
·1754.20 449717.96 ·36488.51 15966357.61 ·34734.31 14907545.24
MEAN a Yd = ·21.13Yd = ·439.62 Yd = ·418.49
·21.13Yd = ·439.62 Yd = ·418.49
SUM OF MEANS SQUARED I N = 37074.91 16041098.11 14535808.23
37074.91 16041098.11 14535808.23
DGPS·GPS 5032.23DGPS-LORAN ·911 .47 GPS-LORAN 4533.38
S d SQUARED = 5032.235 d SQUARED ·911.475 d SQUARED = 4533.38
STANDARD DEVIATION = 70.13 37.20 80.53
70.13 37.20 80.53
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~PENDIX GB
MOl OGPS IV1) GPS (V21 LORAN IV3) IV1-V2) IV1-V21 IV1-V31 IVl·V21 IV2·V31 IV2·V31
10 V·COORD V·COORD V·COORD DGPS-GPS SQUARED DGPS-LORAN SQUARED GPS-LORAN SQUARED
815 3 123076.600 123100.200 122741.969 ·23.6 556.960 334.631 111977.906 358.231 128329.449
816 6 123176.600 123130.800 122778.109 45.8 2097.640 398.491 158795.077 352.691 124390.941
817 7 123272.600 123264.200 122924.062 8.4 70.560 348.538 121478.737 340.138 115693.859
33 8 123257.300 123307.300 122924.055 ·50 2500.000 333.245 111052.230 383.245 146876.730
113 9 123204.400 123161.300 122851.766 43.1 1857.610 352.634 124350.738 309.534 95811.297
818 10 123330.900 123289.200 122924.039 41.7 1738.890 406.861 165535.873 365.161 133342.556
819 12 123923.100 123920.300 123580.156 2.8 7.840 342.944 117610.587 340.144 115697.941
165 13 123899.400 123848.000 123580.141 51.4 2641.960 319.259 101926.309 267.859 71748.444
43 14 123889.700 123848.000 123506.461 41.7 1738.890 383.239 146872.131 341.539 116648.889
820 15 123911.900 123938.400 123580.125 ·26.5 702.250 331.775 110074.651 358.275 128360.976
167 19 124035.700 123927.300 123652.43 108.4 11750.560 383.27 146895.893 274.870 75553.517
821 20 123946.700 123963.400 123580.148 -16.7 278.890 366.552 134360.369 383.252 146882.096
74 21 124091.200 124060.700 123762.211 30.5 930.250 328.989 108233.762 298.489 89095.683
822 23 124163.500 124260.800 123762.211 ·97.3 9467.290 401.289 161032.862 498.589 248590.991
166 24 124151.000 124139.900 123834.492 11.1 123.210 316.508 100177.314 305.408 93274046
823 25 124170.500 124242.800 123834.516 ·72.3 5227.290 335.984 112885.248 408.284 166695825
18 26 124209.400 124151.000 123762.25 58.4 3410.560 447.15 199943.122 388.750 151126.563
824 27 124185.800 124176.100 123834.531 9.7 94.090 351.269 123389.910 341.569 116669.382
122 28 124137.100 124188.600 123762.242 ·51.5 2652.250 374.858 140518.520 426.358 181781.144
32 29 124277.500 124248.300 123872.047 29.2 852.640 405.453 164392.135 376.253 141566.320
825 30 124284.500 124340.100 123944.32 -55.6 3091.360 340.18 115722.432 395.780 156641.808
70 31 124223.300 124230.200 123872.016 -6.9 47.610 351.284 123400.449 358.184 128295.778
121 32 124203.800 124169.100 123872.008 34.7 1204.090 331.792 110085.931 297.092 88263.656
2 42 124431.800 124534.600 124054.094 -102.8 10567.840 377.706 142661.822 480.506 230886.016
826 43 124536.000 124540.200 124198.664 -4.2 17.640 337.336 113795.577 341.536 116646.839
114500 123064.000 123125.200 122741.945 ·61.2 3745.440 322.055 103719.423 383.255 146884.395
52400 123066.800 123264.200 122668.289 ·197.4 38966.760 398.511 158811.017 595.911 355109.920
46111 122894.500 122966.800 122559859 -72.3 5227.290 334.641 111984.599 406.941 165600.977
73 73 122922.300 122900.000 122486.203 22.3 497.290 436.097 190180.593 413.797 171227.957
17 74 123916.100 123871.600 123580.133 44.5 1980.250 335.967 112873.825 291.467 84953.012
827 75 124002.300 124096.800 123580.133 -94.5 8930.250 422.167 178224.976 516.667 266944.789
27 76 124028.700 124176.100 123652.43 ·147.4 21726.760 376.27 141579.113 523.670 274230.269
828 77 124292.800 124303.900 123944.305 .11.1 123.210 348.495 121448.765 359.595 129308.564
72100 124588.800 124745.900 124236.188 ·157.1 24680.410 352.612 124335.223 509.712 259806.323
999 79 124530.400 124563.800 124198.648 ·33.4 1115.560 331.752 110059.390 365.152 133335.983
52 4 123037.600 122984.800 122741.961 52.8 2787.840 295.639 87402.418 242.839 58970.780
114 5 123047.400 123022.300 122741.953 25.1 630.010 305.447 93297.870 280.347 78594.440
999 33 124526.300 124588800 124198.641 ·62.5 3906.250 327.659 107360.420 390.159 152224.045
36 34 124326.200 124370.600 123944.312 ·44.4 1971.360 381.888 145838.445 426.288 181721.459
41 35 124334.500 124309.500 124016.602 25 625.000 317.898 101059.138 292.898 85789.238
55 36 124327.600 124424.900 123944.336 -97.3 9467.290 383.264 146891.294 480.564 230941.758
20 37 124441.500 124479.100 124054.141 ·37.6 1413.760 387.359 150046.995 424.959 180590.152
28 38 124397.100 124448.500 124016.602 ·51.4 2641.960 380.498 144776.728 431.898 186535.882
57 39 124419.300 124504.100 124054.117 ·84.8 7191.040 365.183 133358.623 449.983 202484.700
9 40 124373.400 124583.300 124016.586 ·209.9 44058.010 356.814 127316.231 566.714 321164.758
83 41 124379.000 124297.000 124054.102 82 6724.000 324.898 105558.710 242.898 58999.438
60 44 124584.700 124527.700 124236.203 57 3249.000 348.497 121450.159 291.497 84970.501
25 46 124577.700 124679.200 124236.211 ·101.5 10302.250 341.489 116614.737 442.989 196239.254
802 47 124682.000 124661.100 124308.484 20.9 436.810 373.516 139514.202 352.616 124338.043
50 48 124716.700 124855.700 124382.148 ·139 19321.000 334.552 111925.041 473.552 224251.497
77 SO 124705.600 124594.400 124308.461 111.2 12365.440 397.139 157719.385 285.939 81761.112
803 51 124493.000 124340.100 124126.414 152.9 23378.410 366.586 134385.295 213.686 45661.707
804 52 124793.200 124722.300 124418.297 70.9 5026.810 374903 140552.259 304.003 92417.824
15 53 124766.800 124807.100 124418.297 ·40.3 1624.090 348.503 121454.341 388.803 151167773
71 54 124754.300 124740.400 124382.141 13.9 193.210 372.159 138502.321 358.259 128349.511
805 55 124827.900 124734.800 124490.578 93.1 8667.610 337.322 113786.132 244.222 59644.385
130 56 124861.300 125025.300 124490.578 ·164 26896.000 370.722 137434.801 534.722 285927.617
806 57 124663.600 124922.500 124564.25 ·38.9 1513.210 319.35 101984.423 358.250 128343.063
807 58 124914.100 124922.400 124564.242 ·8.3 68.890 349.858 122400.620 358.158 128277.153
39 59 124875.200 124898.800 124564.227 -23.6 556.960 310.973 96704.207 334.573 111939.092
26 60 124871.000 124837.600 124490.547 33.4 1115.560 380.453 144744.485 347.053 120445.785
808 62 125172.600 125062.800 124854.75 109.8 12056.040 317.85 101028.623 208.050 43284803
809 63 125404.800 125244.900 124964.57 159.9 25568.Q1 0 440.23 193802.453 280.330 78584.909
13101 124442.900 124394.300 124126.391 48.6 2361.960 316.509 100177.947 267.909 71775232
810102 124461.000 124455.400 124054.125 5.6 31.360 406875 165547.266 401.275 161021.626
811103 124511.000 124552.700 124126.398 ·41. 7 1738.890 384.602 147918.698 426.302 181733.395
812104 124673.600 124783.400 124382.148 '109.8 12056.040 291.452 84944.268 401.252 161003.168
61106 125019.800 125007.200 124672.656 12.6 158.760 347.144 120508.957 334.544 111919.688
21116 125186.500 125099.000 124782.461 87.5 7656.250 404.039 163247.514 316.539 100196.939
998 1 107428.600 107457.800 107074.367 ·29.2 852.640 354.233 125481.018 383.433 147020.865
900 91 122552.600 122615.100 122195.742 -62.5 3906.250 356.858 127347.632 419.358 175861.132
114 92 123032.100 122948.700 122741.945 83.4 6955.560 290.155 84189.924 206.755 42747.630
850 11 123469.900 123386.500123142.2810 83.4 6955.560 327619 107334.209 244.219 59642.920
800 16 122759.700 122572.000 122413.9610 187.7 35231.290 345.739 119535.456 158.039 24976.326
950 17 109532.800 109557.800 109114.6560 ·25 625.000 418.144 174844.405 443.144 196376.605
925 18 111220.100 111356.400 110827.0700 ·136.3 18577.690 393.03 154472.581 529.330 280190.249
45 22 124032.900 124024.500 123688.5230 8.4 70.560 344.377 118595.518 335.977 112880.545
999 90 124527.700 124442.900 124198.6410 84.8 7191.040 329.059 108279.825 244.259 59662459
801 93 124976.600 124978.000 124600.3590 ·1.4 1.960 376.241 141557.290 377.641 142612.725
73 2 122922.300 122900.000 122486.2030 22.3 497.290 436.097 190180.593 413.797 171227957
114 81 123057.100 123253.100 122741.9450 ·196 38416.000 315.155 99322.674 511.155 261279.434
45 82 124062.000 124181.600 123688.531 ·119.6 14304.160 373.469 139479.094 493.069 243117.039
830 83 123486.600 123325.400123142.2810 161.2 25985.440 344.319 118555.574 183.119 33532.568
999 88 124530.400 124534.600 124126.3590 ·4.2 17.640 404.041 163249.130 408.241 166660.714
SUM - ·733.900 587968.550 30129.61 10912068.441 30863.51 12025332830
N = 83 ·733.900 587968.550 30129.61 10912068.441 30863.51 12025332.830
MEAN = Vd = ·8.84 Vd = 363.01 Vd - 371.85
·8.84 363.Q1 371.85
SUM OF MEAN SQUARED I N = 6489.27 10937269.86 11476581.3195
6489.27 10937269.86 11476581.3195
DGPS-GPS 7091 .21 DGPS·LORAN ·307.33 GPS·LORAN 6692.09
Sd SQUARED = 7091 .21 Sd SQUARED = ·307.33 Sd SQUARED - 6692.09
STANDARD DEVIATION = 83.21 35.36 90.33
83.21 35.36 90.33
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APPENDIX HA
MOl (Xl·X21 A8S0LUTE (Xl·X21 IX1·X31 A8S0LUTE (Xl·X31 (X2-X3) A8S0LUTE IX2·X3)
10 OGPS·GPS VALUE SQUARED DGPS·LORAN VALUE SQUARED GPS·LORAN VALUE SQUARED
815 3 -27.2 27.2 739.840 ·424.162 424.162 179913.402 -396.962 396.962 157578.829
816 6 ·50.2 50.2 2520.040 -461.862 461.862 213316.507 ·411.662 411.662 169465.602
817 7 6.3 6.3 39.690 ·401.15 401.15 160921.323 ·407.450 407.45 166015.503
33 8 ·92.1 92.1 8482.410 ·434.662 434.662 188931.054 -342.562 342.562 117348.724
113 9 -16.7 16.7 278.890 ·461.85 461.85 213305.422 -445.150 445.15 198158.523
818 10 -54.4 54.4 2959.360 ·405.331 405.331 164293.220 ·350.931 350.931 123152.567
819 12 0 0 0.000 ·407.412 407.412 165984.538 -407.412 407.412 165984.538
165 13 ·23 23 529.000 -411.619 411.619 169430.201 ·388.619 388.619 151024.727
43 14 0 0 0.000 ·371.919 371.919 138323.743 -371.919 371.919 138323.743
820 15 ·69 69 4761.000 ·403_2 403.2 162570.240 -334.200 334.2 111689.640
167 19 50.2 50.2 2520.040 -365.612 365.612 133672.135 ·415.812 415.812 172899.619
821 20 ·37.6 37.6 1413.760 -403.212 403.212 162579.917 ·365.612 365.612 133672.135
74 21 -184.1 184.1 33892.810 -384.4 384.4 147763.360 ·200.300 200.3 40120.090
822 23 -129.8 129.8 16848.040 -468.2 468.2 219211.240 ·338.400 338.4 114514.560
166 24 -43.9 43.9 1927.210 ·386.488 386.488 149372.974 ·342.588 342.588 117366.538
823 25 -33.4 33.4 1115.560 -440.894 440.894 194387.519 ·407.494 407.494 166051.360
18 26 35.6 35.6 1267.360 ·447.188 447.188 199977.107 ·411.588 411.588 169404.682
824 27 20.9 20.9 436.810 -459.812 459.812 211427.075 ·480.712 480.712 231084.027
122 28 ·100.4 100.4 10080.160 ·422.081 422.081 178152.371 ·321.681 321.681 103478.666
32 29 -52.3 52.3 2735.290 -424.181 424.181 179929.521 ·371.881 371.881 138295.478
825 30 -37.7 37.7 1421.290 ·449.281 449.281 201853.417 ·411.581 411.581 169398.920
70 31 27.2 27.2 739.840 -426.294 426.294 181726.574 -453.494 453.494 205656.808
121 32 -25.1 25.1 630.010 ·447.188 447.188 199977.107 ·422.088 422.088 178158.280
2 42 4.2 4.2 17.640 ·468.156 468.156 219170.040 ·472.356 472.356 223120.191
826 43 52.3 52.3 2735.290 ·440.969 440.969 194453.659 ·493.269 493.269 243314.306
114500 -75.4 75.4 5685.160 ·394.938 394.938 155976.024 ·319.538 319.538 102104.533
52400 136 136 18496.000 -445.15 445.15 198158.523 ·581.150 581.15 337735.323
46111 -39.8 39.8 1584.040 ·382.369 382.369 146206.052 ·342.569 342.569 117353.520
73 73 0 0 0.000 ·430.481 430.481 185313.891 ·430.481 430.481 185313.891
17 74 29.3 29.3 858.490 ·451.388 451.388 203751. 127 -480_688 480.688 231060.953
827 75 85.8 85.8 7361.640 ·399.094 399.094 159276.021 ·484.894 484.894 235122.191
27 76 -79.5 79.5 6320.250 ·430.512 430.512 185340.582 ·351.012 351.012 123209.424
828 77 48.1 48.1 2313.610 ·461.888 461.888 213340.525 ·509.988 509.988 260087.760
72100 ·60.7 60.7 3684.490 -468.162 468.162 219175.658 -407.462 407.462 166025.281
999 79 ·10.5 10.5 110.250 ·480.762 480.762 231132.101 ·470.262 470.262 221146.349
52 4 20.9 20.9 436.810 -424.262 424.262 179998.245 ·445.162 445.162 198169.206
114 5 ·20.9 20.9 436.810 ·432.556 432.556 187104.693 ·411.656 411.656 169460.662
999 33 125.6 125.6 15775.360 -405.338 405.338 164298.894 -530.938 530.938 281895.160
36 34 -31.4 31.4 985.960 -480.688 480.688 231060.953 ·449.288 449.288 201859.707
41 35 48.1 48.1 2313.610 ·459.762 459.762 211381.097 ·507.862 507.862 257923.811
55 36 ·23 23 529.000 ·453.488 453.488 205651.366 -430.488 430.488 185319.918
20 37 ·33.5 33.5 1122.250 -455.588 455.588 207560.426 ·422.088 422.088 178158.280
28 38 20.9 20.9 436.810 -426.281 426.281 181715.491 -447.181 447.181 199970.847
57 39 52.3 52.3 2735.290 -451.381 451.381 203744.807 -503.681 503.681 253694.550
9 40 37.7 37.7 1421.290 ·453.456 453.456 205622.344 ·491.156 491.156 241234.216
83 41 -150.7 150.7 22710.490 -411.662 411.662 169465.602 -260.962 260.962 68101.165
60 44 50.2 50.2 2520.040 512.05 512.05 262195.202 -562.250 562.25 316125.063
25 46 4.2 4.2 17.640 -426.256 426.256 181694.178 -430.456 430.456 185292.368
802 47 52.3 52.3 2735.290 436.75 436.75 190750.563 ·489.050 489.05 239169.902
50 48 ·52.4 52.4 2745.760 ·424.225 424.225 179966.851 ·371.825 371.825 138253.831
77 50 ·27.3 27.3 745.290 -426.356 426.356 181779.439 -399.056 399.056 159245.691
803 51 ·39.8 39.8 1584.040 ·484.85 484.85 235079.522 ·445.050 445.05 198069.502
804 52 ·29.4 29.4 864.360 ·367.725 367.725 135221.676 ·338.325 338.325 114463.806
15 53 ·18.8 18.8 353.440 -430.425 430.425 185265.681 ·411.625 411.625 169435.141
71 54 -110.9 110.9 12298.810 -468.156 468.156 219170.040 -357.256 357.256 127631.850
805 55 50.1 50.1 2510.010 ·480.725 480.725 231096.526 ·530.825 530.825 281775.181
130 56 35.6 356 1267.360 -461.831 461.831 213287.873 -497.431 497.431 247437.600
806 57 73.2 73.2 5358.240 -407.419 407.419 , 65990.242 -480.619 480.619 230994.623
807 58 -29.2 29.2 852.640 -401.119 401.119 160896.452 ·371.919 371.919 138323.743
39 59 ·272 27.2 739.840 -401.125 401.125 160901.266 ·373.925 373.925 139819.906
26 60 2.1 2.1 4.410 -436.725 436.725 190728.726 -438.825 438.825 192567.381
808 62 ·33.5 33.5 1122.250 ·417.894 417.894 174635.395 ·384.394 384.394 147758.747
809 63 ·180 180 32400.000 ·514.188 514.188 264389.299 -334.188 334.188 111681.619
13101 ·41.9 41.9 1755.610 -472.356 472.356 223120.191 -430.456 430.456 185292.368
810102 ·39,8 39.8 1584.040 ·459,756 459.756 211375,580 -419.956 419.956 176363.042
811103 ·108.8 108.8 11837.440 -466,05 466,05 217202.602 -357.250 357.25 127627,563
812104 23 23 529.000 -518.325 518.325 268660.806 -541.325 541.325 293032.756
61106 -54.4 54.4 2959.360 -445.1 445.1 198114.010 -390.700 390.7 152646.490
21116 -16,8 16.8 282.240 ·453.494 453.494 205656.808 ·436.694 436,694 190701.650
998 1 115.2 115,2 13271,040 ·510.181 510.181 260284.653 -625.381 625.381 391101.395
900 91 -25.1 25.1 630.010 -405.338 405.338 164298.894 -380.238 380.238 144580.937
114 92 -20,9 20.9 436.810 -401.138 401.138 160911,695 ·380,238 380.238 144580.937
850 11 6,2 6.2 38,440 -390.731 390.731 152670.714 -396.931 396.931 157554.219
800 16 81.6 81.6 6658.560 ·380,238 380.238 , 44580.937 -461.838 461.838 213294.338
950 17 -6.3 6.3 39.690 -505.975 505.975 256010.701 -499.675 499.675 249675.106
925 18 ·100_5 100.5 10100.250 ·507981 507.981 258044.696 -407.481 407.481 166040.765
45 22 37.7 37.7 1421.290 -336.294 336.294 113093.654 ·373.994 373,994 139871.512
999 90 ·46 46 2116.000 -407.438 407.438 166005,724 -361.438 361.438 130637.428
801 93 -23 23 529.000 ·399.138 399.138 159311.143 -376.138 376.138 141479.795
73 2 0 0 0.000 -430.481 430.481 185313.891 -430.481 430.481 185313.891
114 81 ·79.6 79.6 6336.160 -399.138 399.138 159311.143 -319_538 319.538 102104.533
45 82 ·25.1 25.1 630.010 -470.188 470.188 221076.755 -445.088 445.088 198103.328
830 83 ·21 21 441.000 ·417.95 417.95 174682.203 -396_950 396.95 157569.303
999 88 ·355.8 355.8 126593.640 -397.069 397.069 157663.791 ·41.269 41.269 1703.130
0 0 0
0 0 0
N a 83 ·1754.20 4348.60 449717.96 ·36488.51 36488.51 15966357.61 ·34734_31 34734.31 14907545.24
-1754.20 4348.60 449717.96 -36488.51 36488.51 15966357.61 -34734.31 34734.31 14907545.24
MEAN = Yd a 52.39 Yd = 439.62 Yd = 418.49
Yd = 52.39 Yd ~ 439.62 Yd a 418.49
SUM OF MEANS 227835.20 16041098_11 14535808_23
SQUARED I N ~ 227835.20 16041098.11 14535808.23
DGPS·GPS 2705.89 DGPS·LORAN ·911.47 GPS·LORAN 4533.38
S d SQUARED a 2705.89 S d SQUARED ·911.47 S d SQUARED. 4533.38
STANDARD 51,71 37.20 80.53
DEVIATION = 51.71 37.20 80.53
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MOl IY1-Y2J ABSOLUTE IY1-Y2) IY1-Y31 ABSOLUTE IY1-Y3) IY2-Y3J A8S0LUTE IY2-Y31
10 DGPS-GPS VALUE SQUARED DGPS-LORAN VALUE SQUARED GPS-LORAN VALUE SQUARED
815 3 -23.6 23.6 556.960 334.631 334.631 111977.906 358.231 358.231 128329449
816 6 45.8 45.8 2097.640 398.491 398.491 158795.077 352.691 352.691 124390.941
817 7 8.4 8.4 70.560 348.538 348.538 121478.737 340.138 340.138 115693.859
33 8 ·50 50 2500.000 333.245 333.245 111052.230 383.245 383.245 146876.730
113 9 43.1 43.1 1857.610 352.634 352.634 124350.738 309.534 309.534 95811.297
818 10 41.7 41.7 1738.890 406.861 406.861 165535.873 365.161 365.161 133342.556
819 12 2.8 2.8 7.840 342.944 342.944 117610.587 340.144 340.144 115697.941
165 13 51.4 51.4 2641.960 319.259 319.259 101926.309 267.859 267.859 71748.444
43 14 41.7 41.7 1738.890 383.239 383.239 146872.131 341.539 341.539 116648.889
820 15 -26.5 26.5 702.250 331.775 331.775 110074.651 358.275 358.275 128360.976
167 19 108.4 108.4 11750.560 383.27 383.27 146895.893 274.870 274.870 75553.517
821 20 -16.7 16.7 278.890 366.552 366.552 134360.369 383.252 383.252 146882.096
74 21 30.5 30_5 930.250 328.989 328.989 108233.762 298.489 298.489 89095.683
822 23 -97.3 97.3 9467.290 401.289 401.289 161032.862 498.589 498.589 248590.991
166 24 11. 1 11.1 123.210 316.508 316.508 100177.314 305.408 305.408 93274.046
823 25 -72.3 72.3 5227.290 335.984 335.984 112885.248 408.284 408.284 166695.825
18 26 58.4 58.4 3410.560 447.15 447.15 199943.122 388.750 388.750 151126.563
824 27 9.7 9.7 94.090 351.269 351.269 123389.910 341.569 341.569 116669.382
122 28 -51.5 51.5 2652.250 374.858 374.858 140518.520 426.358 426.358 181781.144
32 29 29.2 29.2 852.640 405.453 405.453 164392.135 376.253 376.253 141566.320
825 30 -55.6 55.6 3091.360 340.18 340.18 11 5722.432 395.780 395.780 156641.808
70 31 -6.9 6.9 47.610 351.284 351.284 123400.449 358.184 358.184 128295.778
121 32 34.7 34.7 1204.090 331.792 331. 792 110085.931 297092 297.092 88263.656
2 42 -102.8 102.8 10567.840 377.706 377.706 142661.822 480.506 480.506 230886.016
826 43 -4.2 4.2 17.640 337336 337336 113795.577 341.536 341.536 116646.839
114500 -61.2 61.2 3745.440 322.055 322.055 103719.423 383.255 383.255 146884.395
52400 -197.4 197.4 38966.760 398.511 398.511 158811.017 595.911 595.911 355109.920
46111 -72.3 72.3 5227.290 334.641 334.641 111984.599 406.941 406.941 165600.977
73 73 22.3 22.3 497.290 436.097 436.097 190180.593 413.797 413.797 171227.957
17 74 44.5 44.5 1980.250 335.967 335.967 112873.825 291.467 291.467 84953.012
827 75 -94.5 94.5 8930.250 422.167 422.167 178224.976 516.667 516.667 266944.789
27 76 -147.4 147.4 21726.760 376.27 376.27 141579.113 523.670 523.670 274230.269
828 77 ·11. 1 11. 1 123.210 348.495 348.495 121448.765 359.595 359.595 129308.564
72100 -157.1 157.1 24680.410 352.612 352.612 124335.223 509.712 509.712 259806.323
999 79 -33.4 33.4 1115.560 331.752 331.752 110059.390 365.152 365.152 133335.983
52 4 52.8 52.8 2787.840 295.639 295.639 87402.418 242.839 242.839 58970.780
114 5 25.1 25.1 630.010 305.447 305.447 93297.870 280.347 280.347 78594.440
999 33 -62.5 62.5 3906.250 327.659 327.6.59 107360.420 390.159 390.159 152224.045
36 34 -44.4 44.4 1971360 381.888 381.888 145838.445 426.288 426.288 181721.459
41 35 25 25 625.000 317.898 317.898 101059.138 292.898 292.898 85789.238
55 36 ·97.3 97.3 9467.290 383.264 383.264 146891.294 480.564 480.564 230941. 758
20 37 ·37.6 37.6 1413.760 387.359 387.359 150046.995 424_959 424_959 180590.152
28 38 -51.4 51.4 2641.960 380.498 380.498 144778.728 431.898 431.898 186535.882
57 39 ·84.8 84.8 7191.040 365.183 365.183 133358.623 449.983 449.983 202484.700
9 40 -209.9 2099 44058.010 356.814 356.814 127316.231 566.714 566.714 321164.758
83 41 82 82 6724.000 324.898 324.898 105558.710 242.898 242_898 58999.438
60 44 57 57 3249.000 348.497 348.497 121450.159 291.497 291.497 84970.501
25 46 -101.5 101.5 10302.250 341.489 341.489 116614.737 442.989 442.989 196239.254
802 47 20.9 20.9 436.810 373.516 373.516 139514.202 352.616 352.616 124338.043
50 48 -139 139 19321.000 334.552 334552 111925.041 473.552 473.552 224251.497
77 50 111.2 111.2 12365.440 397.139 397.139 157719.385 285.939 285.939 81761.112
803 51 152.9 152.9 23378.410 366.586 366.586 134385.295 213.686 213.686 45661.707
804 52 70.9 70.9 5026.810 374.903 374.903 140552.259 304.003 304.003 92417.824
15 53 -40.3 40.3 1624.090 348.503 348.503 121454.341 388.803 388.803 151167.773
71 54 13.9 13.9 193.210 372.159 372.159 138502.321 358.259 358.259 128349.511
805 55 93.1 93.1 8667.610 337.322 337.322 113786.132 244.222 244.222 59644.385
130 56 -164 164 26896.000 370.722 370.722 l37434.801 534.722 534.722 285927.617
806 57 -38.9 38.9 1513.210 319.35 319.35 101984.423 358.250 358.250 128343.063
807 58 -8.3 8.3 68.890 349.858 349.858 122400.620 358.158 358.158 128277.153
39 59 -23.6 23.6 556.960 310.973 310.973 96704.207 334.573 334.573 111939.092
26 60 33.4 33.4 1115.560 380.453 380.453 144744.485 347.053 347.053 120445.785
808 62 109.8 109.8 12056.040 317.85 31785 101028.623 208.050 208.050 43284.803
809 63 159.9 159.9 25568.010 440.23 440.23 193802.453 280.330 280.330 78584909
13101 48.6 48.6 2361.960 316.509 316.509 100177.947 267.909 267.909 71775.232
810102 5.6 5.6 31.360 406.875 406.875 165547.266 401.275 401.275 161021.626
811103 -41.7 41.7 1738.890 384.602 384.602 147918.698 426.302 426.302 181733.395
812104 ·109.8 109.8 12056.040 291.452 291.452 84944.268 401.252 401.252 161003.168
61106 12.6 12.6 158.760 347.144 347.144 120508.957 334.544 334.544 111919.688
21116 87.5 87.5 7656.250 404.039 404.039 163247.514 316.539 316.539 100196.939
998 1 -29.2 29.2 852.640 354.233 354.233 125481.018 383.433 383.433 147020.865
900 91 -62.5 62.5 3906.250 356.858 356.858 127347.632 419.358 419.358 175861132
114 92 83.4 83.4 6955.560 290.155 290.155 84189.924 206.755 206.755 42747.630
850 11 83.4 83.4 6955.560 327.619 327.619 107334.209 244.219 244.219 59642.920
800 16 187.7 187.7 35231.290 345.739 345.739 119535.456 158.039 158.039 24976.326
950 17 -25 25 625.000 418.144 418.144 174844.405 443.144 443.144 196376.605
925 18 ·136.3 136.3 18577.690 393.03 393.03 154472.581 529.330 529.330 280190.249
45 22 8.4 8.4 70.560 344.377 344.377 118595.518 335.977 335.977 112880.545
999 90 84.8 84.8 7191.040 329.059 329.059 108279.825 244.259 244.259 59662.459
801 93 ·1.4 1.4 1.960 376.241 376.241 141557.290 377.641 377.641 142612.725
73 2 22.3 22.3 497.290 436.097 436.097 190180.593 413.797 413.797 171227.957
114 81 ·196 196 38416.000 315.155 315.155 99322.674 511.155 511.155 261279.434
45 82 ·119.6 119.6 14304.160 373.469 373.469 139479.094 493.069 493.069 243117.039
830 83 161.2 161.2 25985.440 344.319 344.319 118555.574 183.119 183.119 33532.568
999 88 -4.2 4.2 17.640 404.041 404.041 163249.130 408.241 408.241 166660.714
0 0.000 0 0.000 0.000 0.000
SUM a ·733.900 5488.1 587968.550 30129.61 30129.61 10912068.441 30863.51 30863.51 12025332.830
·733.900 5488.1 587968.550 30129.61 30129.61 10912068.441 30863.51 30863.51 12025332.830
MEAN = Yd = 66.12 Yd = 363.01 Yd - 371.85
66.12 363,01 371.85
SUM OF MEAN 362882.43 10937269.86 11476581.3195
SQUARED I N - 362882.43 10937269.86 11476581.3195
OGPS·GPS Sd 2744.95DGPS·LORAN -307.33 GPS·LORAN 6692.09
SQUARED - 2744.95Sd SQUARED .- -30733Sd SQUARED 6692.09
STANDARD 52.26 35.36 90.33
DEVIATION = 52.26 35.36 90.33
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MOORING IXl·X31 IX1-X31' [Yl·Y31 IY1-Y31 X SQUARED • SQUARE ROOT
NUMBER \0 ooPS·LORAN SQUARED DGPS·LORAN SQUARED y SQUARED ~
815 3 -424. I 62 179913.402 334.631 111977.91 291891.31 540.27
81'6 6 -461.862 213316.507 398.491 , 58795.08 3721 I 1.58 610.01
817 7 ·401. I 5 160921.323 348.538 121478,74 282400.06 531.41
33 8 ·434.662 18893 1.054 333.245 I I 1052.23 299983,28 547.71
113 9 ·461.85 213305.422 352.634 124350.74 337656.16 581.08
818 10 ·405.331 164293.220 406.861 165535,87 329829.09 574.31
819 12 ·407.412 165984.538 342.944 117610,59 283595.12 532.54
165 13 ·411.619 169430.201 319.259 101926.31 27 I 356.5 I 520.92
43 14 ·371.919 138323.743 383.239 146872.13 285195.87 534.04
820 15 ·403.2 162570.240 331.775 I 10074.65 272644.89 522.15
167 19 ·365.612 133672.135 383.27 146895.89 280568.03 529.69
821 20 ·403.2 12 162579.917 366.552 134360,37 296940.29 544.92
74 21 -384.4 147763.360 328.989 108233.76 255997.12 505.96
822 23 ·468.2 21921 I .240 401.289 161032.86 380244.10 616.64
166 24 ·386.488 149372.974 316.508 100177.31 249550.29 499.55
823 25 ·440.894 194387.5 I 9 335.984 1 12885.25 307272.77 554.32
18 26 ·447.188 199977.107 447,15 199943.12 399920.23 632.39
824 27 ·459.812 211427.075 351.269 123389,91 3348 16.99 578.63
122 28 ·422.081 178152.371 374.858 1405 I 8.52 318670.89 564.51
32 29 ·424.181 179929.521 405.453 164392.14 344321.66 586.79
825 30 .449.28 I 201853.417 340.18 I 15722.43 3 I 7575.85 563.54
70 31 ·426.294 181726.574 351.284 123400.45 305127.02 552.38
121 32 ·447.188 199977.107 331.792 110085.93 310063.04 556.83
2 42 ·468. I 56 219170.040 377,706 14266 1.82 361831.86 60152
826 43 ·440,969 194453.659 337.336 113795.58 308249.24 555.20
114500 ·394.938 155976.024 322.055 103719.42 259695.45 509.60
52400 -445.15 198158.523 398.511 158811.02 356969.54 597.47
46111 -382.369 146206.052 334.641 I I 1984.60 258 I 90.65 508.12
73 73 -430.481 185313.891 436.097 190180.59 375494.48 612.78
17 74 ·451.388 203751.127 335.967 112873.83 3 I 6624.95 562.69
827 75 ·399.094 159276.021 422. I 67 178224.98 337501.00 580.95
27 76 -430.512 185340.582 376.27 141579.11 326919.70 571.77
828 77 ·461.888 213340.525 348.495 121448.77 334789.29 578.61
72 100 -468. I 62 219175.658 352.612 124335.22 343510.88 586.10
999 79 -480.762 231132.101 331. 752 110059.39 341191.49 584.12
52 4 ·424,262 179998.245 295.639 87402.42 267400.66 517.11
114 5 -432.556 187104.693 305.447 93297.87 280402.56 529.53
999 33 -405.338 164298.894 327.659 107360.42 271659.31 521.21
36 34 -480.688 231060.953 381.888 145838.44 376899.40 613.92
41 35 -459.762 211381.097 317.898 101059.14 312440.24 558.96
55 36 -453.488 20565 1.366 383.264 146891.29 352542.66 593.75
20 37 -455.588 207560.426 387.359 150046.99 357607.42 598.00
28 38 -426.28 I 181715.491 380.498 144778.73 326494.22 571.40
57 39 ·451.381 203744.807 365.183 133358.62 337103.43 580.61
9 40 -453.456 205622.344 356.814 1273 16.23 332938.57 577.01
83 41 -41 I .662 169465.602 324.898 105558.71 275024.3 I 524,43
60 44 ·512.05 262195.202 348.497 121450.16 383645.36 619.39
25 46 ·426.256 181694.178 341.489 116614.74 298308.91 546.18
802 47 -436,75 190750.563 373.516 139514.20 330264,76 574.69
50 48 -424.225 179966.851 334.552 11 1925.04 291891.89 540.27
77 50 -426,356 181779.439 397. I 39 157719.39 339498.82 582.67
803 51 -484.85 235079.522 366.586 134385.30 369464.82 607.84
804 52 -367.725 13522 1.676 374.903 140552.26 275773.94 525.14
15 53 -430.425 185265.681 348.503 121454.34 306720.02 553.82
71 54 -468.156 219170.040 372.159 138502.32 357672.36 598.06
805 55 -480.725 23 I 096.526 337.322 113786.13 344882.66 587.27
130 56 -461.831 213287.873 370.722 137434.80 350722.67 592,22
806 57 .407.419 165990.242 319.35 101984.42 267974.66 517.66
807 58 -401.119 160896.452 349.858 122400.62 283297.07 532.26
39 59 -401.125 160901.266 310.973 96704.21 257605.47 507.55
26 60 -436.725 190728.726 380.453 144744.49 335473.2 I 579.20
808 62 ·417.894 174635.395 317.85 101028.62 275664.02 525.04
809 63 -514.188 264389.299 440.23 193802.45 458191.75 676.90
13101 -472.356 223120.191 316.509 100177.95 323298.14 568.59
810102 -459.756 211375.580 406.875 165547.27 376922.85 613.94
81 I 103 ·466.05 2 17202.602 384.602 147918.70 365121.30 604.25
812104 -518.325 268660.806 291.452 84944.27 353605.07 594.65
61 106 ·445.1 198114,010 347.144 120508.96 3 18622.97 564.47
21 116 ·453.494 205656.808 404.039 163247.51 368904.32 607.37
998 1 -510.181 260284.653 354.233 12548 1.02 385765.67 621.10
900 91 ·405.338 164298.894 356.858 127347.63 291646.53 540.04
114 92 ·401.138 160911.695 290.155 84 189.92 245101.62 495.08
850 II -390.731 152670.714 327.619 107334.21 260004.92 509.91
800 16 ·380.238 144580.937 345.739 119535.46 264116.39 513.92
950 17 -505.975 256010.701 418.144 174844.40 430855.1 I 656.40
925 18 -507.98 I 258044.696 393.03 154472.58 412517.28 642.28
45 22 ·336.294 113093.654 344.377 I 18595.52 23 I 689.17 481.34
999 90 .407.438 166005.724 329.059 108279.83 274285.55 523.72
801 93 -399. I 38 159311.143 376.241 141557.29 300868.43 548.51
73 2 ·430.481 1853 I 3.891 436,097 190180.59 375494.48 612.78
114 81 ·399.138 15931 1.143 315.155 99322.67 258633.82 508.56
45 82 ·470.188 221076.755 373.469 139479.09 360555.85 600.46
830 83 -417.95 174682.203 344.319 I 18555.57 293237.78 541.51
999 88 ·397.069 157663.791 404.041 163249.13 320912.92 566.49
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
SUM; -36488.5 I 15966357.61 30129.61 10912068,44 26878426.05 5184.44
-36488.51 15966357.61 30129.61 10912068.44 26878426.05 5184.44
0.00
MEAN a -434.39 358.69 56425
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